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2008/2009 2007/2008
€ millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Equity 68.2 74.2
Investments 20.1 4.8
Gross revenue 117.0 121.7
Operating profit/loss (EBIT) -0.4 10.4
Financial result (investment income and net interest expense) -5.6 -10.5
Net profit/loss -5.9 0.3
Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) 17.0 26.0
Cash flows from operating activities 1.4 56.6
Number of shares (in thousands) 61,425 61,425
Earnings per share (in €) -0.10 0.00

K E Y  F I G U R E S  AT  A  G L A N C E

2008/2009 2007/2008
€ millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Equity 91.8 94.7

Investments 20.1 62.3

Gross revenue 110.3 114.0

Operating profit/loss (EBIT) -0.1 11.3

Financial result (investment income and net interest expense) -2.8 -5.5

Net profit/loss -2.9 5.3

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation 
and amortisation (EBITDA) 10.5 19.9

Cash flows from operating activities -0.4 54.3

Number of shares (in thousands) 61,425 61,425

Earnings per share (in €) -0.05 0.09

Borussia Dortmund Group

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA
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And there they enter the stadium while
the audience cheers loudly. A sea of
people in black-and-yellow. Wonderful.
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Hans-Joachim Watzke
Managing Director (Chairman)

Thomas Treß
Managing Director



GREETING

Although BVB scored 59 points, for the first time

in Bundesliga history this was not enough to qualify

it to play in a European competition.

On top of that was the team’s early elimination from

the UEFA Cup and the therewith the lost  economic

opportunities which are mirrored within the result.

All the same, Borussia Dortmund continues to pur-

sue a clear philosophy of maintaining highly com-

petent athletic leadership and presenting a young

and highly ambitious team. Moreover, it should be

noted that the strategic objective announced in

2006 of catching up with Hamburger SV, Schalke

04 and Werder Bremen by 2011 has already been

met – two years in advance. 

We are confident that with your patient support

and your enduring faith is us we are on the right

track overall. 

Yours faithfully, 

this current edition of the Borussia Dortmund

Group financial report on the business year

2008/2009 is marked by the largest economic crisis

in the history of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Borussia Dortmund was also unable to completely

sidestep the fallout from this crisis. However, it

became evident in the midst of this crisis that the

management had taken the right steps in years past

to leave Borussia Dortmund much better prepared

for these difficult times than it would have other-

wise been just a few years ago.

Surely what matters most is the fact that we suc-

cessfully put a young, ambitious team on the pitch

under the leadership of Jürgen  Klopp, and that

team not only played its way into the hearts of

BVB supporters in this past season, it also earned

the respect of the entire Bundesliga.

Unfortunately there was no economic reward for is

excellent performance in the past financial year. 

Hans-Joachim Watzke
Managing Director (Chairman)

Thomas Treß
Managing Director

Dear Shareholders,
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The Supervisory Board met four times in the

2008/2009 financial year (on 16 September 2008,

25 November 2008, 6 April 2009 and 27 May

2009). In light of the fact that the Supervisory

 Board is composed of only six members, it did not

form any committees; discussions and the adop-

tion of resolutions were always carried out by the

entire Supervisory Board. 

During the reporting period, the Supervisory

 Board was kept informed in a timely and com-

prehensive manner through the provision of regu -

lar oral and written reports by the management

within the meaning of § 90 German Stock Corpo -

ration Act (AktG). The reports related primarily to

the business performance, the liquidity, earnings

and financial situation, corporate planning (in par-

ticular financial, investment and human resources

planning) and the risk situation and risk manage-

ment of the Company and the Group along with

strategic issues. The Supervisory Board was also

kept informed between its meetings by means of

written documentation. This information and the

subsequent discussion and review concerned the

interim financial reports as well (i.e. the half-year

and quarterly financial reports). Outside of mee-

tings, the chairman of the Supervisory Board was

also in regular contact with management and was

kept apprised of developments in the business as

well as material events and transactions as they oc-

curred. In the opinion of the Supervisory Board,

management fulfilled its duty to inform  com -

pletely, continuously and in a timely manner. 

For Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA,

the 2008/2009 financial year was marked by a

clear upward trend in athletic performance.

 Borussia Dortmund's professional team improved

its standing from 13th place in the previous year

to 6th place in the final ranking of the 2008/2009

season. Although this did not again qualify the

team for an international competition, the team's

“seven game winning streak”, “no losses in home

games” and “second-best defence in the league”

clearly support this trend, a trend that also held

true for Borussia Dortmund's next generation of

players. Borussia Dortmund's amateur team

 succeeded in promoting to the second division.

 Al though Borussia's early and unfortunate exit

from the UEFA-Cup after a loss to Udinese Calcio

in particular, along with the difficult market en-

vironment resulting from the international bank

and economic crisis, had a negative impact 

on results, the Supervisory Board views the

2008/2009 financial year as fundamentally posi-

tive. Our goal now is to continue with what we

have achieved in the sporting arena and to make

it economically viable. 

WORK OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD,
MEETINGS
In the 2008/2009 financial year, the Supervisory

Board dealt intensively with the condition and

development of the Company and the Group.

The Supervisory Board exercised its rights and

 duties under the law and the Company's articles

of association without restriction. 
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an equipment agreement concluded in June 2003

for the period from 1 July 2004 to 30 June 2009

was inaccurate, along with the recognition of such

revenue in subsequent periods. The general

 partner agreed with the FREP's findings and ac-

cordingly published the necessary disclosures. In

addition, the general partner also amended 

the Company's annual financial statement as at 

30 June 2008 along with the annual financial

 statements as at 30 June 2007 and 30 June 2006 

as well as the management report for the re-

spective  financial years; the errors detected du-

ring the FREP's audit were taken into account in

each case.

BDO Westfalen-Revision GmbH Wirtschaftsprü-

fungsgesellschaft, Dortmund, the auditor engaged

by the Company for the 2005/2006, 2006/2007

and 2007/2008 financial years, re-audited the

amended annual financial statements as at 30 June

2006, the amended management report for the

2005/2006 financial year, the amended annual fi-

nancial statements as at 30 June 2007, the  amend -

ed management report for the 2006/2007 financial

year as well as the amended annual financial state-

ments as at 30 June 2008 and the amended ma-

nagement report for the 2007/2008 financial year

by way of a supplementary audit and issued an

 unqualified auditors opinion (uneingeschränkter

Bestätigungsvermerk) in each case.

The amended annual financial statements as well

as the respective management reports and the

The general partner and its managing directors

were advised and monitored by the Supervisory

Board in their management of the Company. This

review was based on reports from management

and enquiries and discussions in the Supervisory

Board. The Supervisory Board confirmed the va-

lidity and propriety of the Company’s manage-

ment and the effectiveness of its internal control

system, risk management system, internal auditing

system, and corporate structure as well as its  prof -

itability. Reports and discussions also dealt with

questions regarding athletic performance.

The Supervisory Board also dealt with the ac-

counting principles applied in the 2007/2008 fi-

nancial year and the preparation of the previous

year's General Shareholders' Meeting. The inde-

pendence of the auditor was reviewed before the

Supervisory Board authorised its selection. The

Supervisory Board also discussed the engagement

of the auditor selected last year by the General

Shareholders' Meeting and the engagement

terms.

AMENDED ANNUAL FINANCIAL
 STATEMENTS 2005/2006 to 2007/2008
The Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel

(Deutsche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung e. V.,

“FREP”) conducted a sample audit of the Com-

pany's annual and consolidated financial state-

ments as at 30 June 2008 in the previous financial

year. The FREP audit found that in the 2002/2003

financial year, revenue recognition with regard to

REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
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holders' Meeting that resolutions be adopted to

approve the respective amended annual financial

statements as at 30 June 2006, 30 June 2007 and

30 June 2008.

ANNUAL AND CONSOLIDATED
 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2008/2009
The annual financial statements of Borussia Dort-

mund GmbH & Co. KGaA and the consolidated

annual financial statements as at 30 June 2009 as

well as the management report for the Company

and for the Group (each including an explanatory

report on the figures in accordance with §§ 289 (4)

and 315 (4) German Commercial Code (HGB)),

which were prepared and submitted within the

prescribed time by management, were audited

along with the accounts in accordance with statu-

tory provisions by the appointed auditor, BDO

Westfalen-Revision GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungs-

gesellschaft, Dortmund, and were issued with an

unqualified auditors opinion (uneingeschränkter

Bestätigungsvermerk) in each case. Regarding the

exist ing early-warning risk management system,

the auditor came to the conclusion that manage-

ment had carried out the measures required un-

der § 91(2) AktG, particularly the establishment of

a monitoring system, in a suitable manner, and

that the monitoring system is suitable for identi-

fying at any early stage developments which could

endanger the Company as a going concern.

The annual financial statements, the consolidated

financial statements, the management report for

the Company and the Group including the risk re-

corresponding supplementary auditor's reports

were made available to all members of the Su-

pervisory Board. These documents were discussed

in detail and reviewed at the meeting of the Su-

pervisory Board on 8 September 2009 with the au-

ditor and the management. The auditor presented

the key findings of its supplementary audit and

answered questions from the Supervisory Board;

the findings of the audit were discussed in detail. 

The Supervisory Board agrees with the findings of

the auditor's supplementary review in each case

and, based on the final result of its own review, it

has no objections. The Supervisory Board adopted

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's amen-

ded annual financial statements as at 30 June 2006

at its meeting on 8 September 2009. The Super-

visory Board also adopted the amended annual fi-

nancial statements as at 30 June 2007, provided

that the Company's General Shareholders' Mee-

ting approves the amended annual financial state-

ments as at 30 June 2006 upon which the amen-

ded annual financial statements for 2006/2007 are

based. Moreover, provided that the Company's

General Shareholders' Meeting approves the

amended annual financial statements as at 30 June

2007, upon which the amended annual financial

statements for 2007/2008 is based, the Supervisory

Board adopted Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA 's amended annual financial statements as

at 30 June 2008.

With the consent of the general partner, the Su-

pervisory Board proposes to the General Share-

1010
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“Pursuant to our duly conducted audit and evalu -

ation we hereby confirm that

1. the factual information in the report is

 accurate;

2. with respect to the reported transactions, the

consideration paid by the Company was not

unreasonably high, or any disadvantages have

been compensated for;

3. with respect to the reported actions taken, no

facts or circumstances exist that would  argue

for any assessment substantially  dif ferent than

that made by management.”

The auditor's report regarding the dependent

company report was also made available to the Su-

pervisory Board. These documents were discussed

and reviewed together with the auditor and ma-

nagement in the above-mentioned Supervisory

Board meeting. Based on the final result of its re-

view, the Supervisory Board raised no objection to

the general partner's statement at the conclusion

of the dependent company report. The Super -

visory Board approved and took note of the

 findings of the auditor's review of the dependent

company report.

The Supervisory Board recommends that the

 General Shareholders' Meeting adopt the annual

financial statements as at 30 June 2009. The

 Super visory Board also recommends ratification

(Entlastung) of the acts of the general partner,

 Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH,

for the 2008/2009 financial year.

port and the corresponding auditor's reports were

provided to all members of the Supervisory Board

in a timely manner. They were explained in detail,

discussed and reviewed by the Supervisory Board

together with management in the auditor's pre-

sence at the Supervisory Board's meeting held on

8 September 2009. The auditor presented and

explained the key findings of his audit, including

those regarding the internal control and risk ma-

nagement systems with regard to the accounting

process. The auditor and management answered

questions posed by the Supervisory Board.

The Supervisory Board agrees with the findings of

the auditor's review and, based on the final result

of its own review, has no objections. In its meeting

on 8 September 2009, the Supervisory Board

adopted both the annual financial statements of

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA as at 30

June 2009 (provided that the General Sharehol-

d ers' Meeting approves the amended annual fi-

nancial statements as at 30 June 2008, upon which

the annual financial statements for 2008/2009 are

based) and the consolidated financial statements

as at 30 June 2009.

Furthermore, the Supervisory Board conducted

its own audit of the report prepared by the gen eral

partner pursuant to § 312 AktG concerning rela-

tionships with affiliated enterprises (dependent

company report) for the 2008/2009 financial year.

The dependent company report was also reviewed

by the auditor and the following auditor's opi-

nion was issued thereon:

REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Supervisory Board and management of the

 gen eral partner also dealt with the issue of corporate

governance in the reporting period. In addition,

the Supervisory Board reviewed the efficiency of its

own work, particularly the frequency of its meetings

as well as their preparation, implementation and

provision of information. The current statement of

compliance was approved at the same time as the

resolution concerning this report and  takes into ac-

count the German Corporate Governance Code

dated 18 June 2009, as amended, which was pub -

lished on 5 August 2009. The complete statement

1212
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was made permanently available through publication

on the Internet under www.borussia-aktie.de. Other

details and information in this regard will be  pro -

vided in a separate section of the annual report

(Corporate Governance Report) in accordance with

Section 3.10 of the Code.

The Supervisory Board wishes to thank manage-

ment, the works council and all the employees for

their incredible commitment and work. Many

thanks also to the business partners, shareholders

and fans of Borussia Dortmund for the confidence

they have shown in us.

Dortmund, 8 September 2009

The Supervisory Board

Gerd Pieper

Chairman
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BV. BORUSSIA 09 e.V. DORTMUND

Management Board
Dr. Reinhard Rauball President

Vice President

Dr. Reinhold Lunow Treasurer

BORUSSIA DORTMUND GmbH & Co. KGaA

Supervisory Board
Gerd Pieper Chairman 
Proprietor and Managing Director of Stadtparfümerie Pieper GmbH, Herne  

Harald Heinze Deputy Chairman

Ruedi Baer 
Consultant, B + B Beratungs AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Othmar Freiherr von Diemar
Proprietor and manager of Othmar von Diemar Vermögensverwaltung + Beratung, Cologne  

Bernd Geske
Managing partner of Bernd Geske Lean Communication, Meerbusch  

Christian Kullmann
Head of the management board office and group communications of EVONIK Industries AG, Essen 

BORUSSIA DORTMUND GESCHÄFTSFÜHRUNGS-GmbH

Hans-Joachim Watzke Managing Director (Chairman)

Thomas Treß Managing Director 

BORUSSIA DORTMUND GmbH & Co. KGaA

100.00% BVB Stadionmanagement GmbH 

100.00% BVB Stadion Holding GmbH
(formerly: goool.de Sportswear GmbH)

100.00% Sports & Bytes GmbH

100.00% BVB Merchandising GmbH
(formerly: Borussia Dortmund Beteiligungs-GmbH)

99.74% BVB Stadion GmbH 
(formerly: Westfalenstadion Dortmund GmbH & Co. KG)

94.90% BVB Beteiligungs GmbH

51.00% B.E.S.T. - Borussia Euro Lloyd Sports Travel GmbH

33.33% Orthomed GmbH

GOVERNING BODIES

CORPORATE STRUCTURE

Gerd Pieper



though there was no negative corporate news to back

such a movement: The share price fell to € 1.46 on 16

September 2008, to € 1.37 on 29 September and

€ 1.14 on 6 October, before hitting € 1.01 on 10 Octo-

ber 2008. It recovered briefly thanks to the consoli-

dation in BVB's athletic performance. By 13 October

2008, the share price had climbed back to € 1.19 and

remained between € 1.19 and € 1.10 until the end of

October 2008 before reaching a painful low on 13 No-

vember 2008: On that day the share price quoted at

€ 0.99, dipping below the € 1.00 mark for the first

time. Positive company releases, such as the net pro-

fit posted in Q1 2008/2009, led to another recovery in

November. On 25 November 2008 – the day of the

General Shareholders' Meeting – the share price hit

€ 1.08. This trend solidified towards the end of the

year. The share was at € 1.13 on 23 December 2008,

before rising to € 1.21 on 29 December 2008. BVB

shares then closed out the 2008 calendar year on 30

December 2008 at € 1.20. They got off to a good

start again in the new calendar year, listing at € 1.24

on 9 January 2009. Beginning in mid-January 2009,

the general trend on the markets again pulled shares

down with it. This trend would remain the primary

negative price driver in the subsequent period. By the

end of January 2009, BVB's share price moved within

a range of between € 1.12 and € 1.05. In February

2009, it quoted between € 1.04 and € 0.95. On 21

February 2009, the Company published its half-yearly

figures, announcing a net loss for the half year (see ad

hoc disclosure dated 21 February 2009). This news

hardly impacted the share price, which quoted at 

In the 2008/2009 financial year (1 July 2008 to 30 June

2009), share price performance was influenced by

positive corporate financial news at the beginning of

the season, the nascent consolidation of Borussia

Dortmund's athletic performance, the impacts of the

international banking and economic crisis and the

team's shot at qualifying for the UEFA Europa

 League at the end of the 2008/2009 season, although

the team ultimately came up short on this latter

 opportunity on the final match day. (Unless otherwise

indicated, the following share price data is based on

BVB shares' performance on XETRA trading).

On 1 July 2008 the shares of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA started the new financial year

at € 1.55 and quoted between € 1.45 and € 1.56

through the middle of August. Positive corporate

news such as 49,500 season tickets sold and the

 euphoria surrounding the team and coach Jürgen

Klopp gave the BVB shares additional momentum.

The price thus climbed to € 1.60 on 15 August 2008,

and on 1 September 2008 it reached its peak for the

reporting period at € 1.69 in XETRA trading and

€ 1.71 in floor trading on the Frankfurt Stock Ex-

change. However, beginning in mid-September 2008,

the share price was caught up in the turmoil of the

 inter national banking and economic crisis involving

bank failures of unprecedented scope. The resulting

loss of confidence on the stock markets hit second-

tier stocks such as BVB shares especially hard.  Al -

though the share price was still at € 1.65 on 12 Sep-

tember 2008, it subsequently plummeted, even

SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE
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THE BVB SHARE
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• Morgan Stanley International plc.: 14.44%

• BlueBay Asset Management plc.: 9.99%

• Bernd Geske: 7.40%

• BV. Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund: 7.24%

• Free float: 60.93%

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's share

 capital amounts to € 61,425,000, divided into the same

number of no-par value shares. Based on the notifica-

tions we have received, the shareholder structure of

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA as at 30 June

2009 is as follows:

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE

of management and the Supervisory Board consti-

tute 4,553,310 shares and therefore more than 1% 

of the shares issued by Borussia Dortmund GmbH

& Co. KGaA.

As at 30 June 2009, one member of management

held 4,545 shares in our Company. At the same 

date, the members of the Supervisory Board held a

total of 4,548,765 shares. The (total) shareholdings

SHAREHOLDINGS BY MEMBERS OF GOVERNING BODIES

€ 1.02 on 14 May 2009. On 15 May 2009, the Com-

pany published its Q3 2008/2009 figures, announcing

a net loss for the quarter (see ad hoc disclosure dated

15 May 2009). On that day, BVB shares closed trading

at € 1.00. Thanks to Hamburger SV's unexpected de-

feat and Borussia Dortmund's victory on 16 May 2009,

BVB was given the unexpected chance to qualify “on

its own” for the UEFA Euro League by beating Bo-

russia Mönchengladbach on their own turf on the fi-

nal match day. As a result, the share price quoted at

€ 1.11 on 18 May 2009, and climbed to € 1.15 on 22

May 2009 before the decisive match. Sadly, Borussia

Dortmund played a tied match on the 34th and final

match day, missing its chance to qualify for interna-

tional play. The share price thus fell to € 0.98 on 25

May 2009 and subsequently hovered between € 0.93

and € 0.86 in June 2009. On 30 June 2009, the BVB

shares closed the 2008/2009 financial year at € 0.86.

€ 1.00 on 23 February, just as it had earlier on 20 Feb-

ruary 2009. During the first half of March 2009, the

share price hovered between € 0.97 and € 0.92 before

slipping between € 0.92 and € 0.86 in the latter half of

the month. BVB shares bottomed out for the reporting

period at € 0.84 on 1 April 2009. The team's athletic

performance – including seven wins in a row at the

close of the 2008/2009 Bundesliga season – helped the

share price rebound in the weeks between the match

days. On 6 April 2009, the share price was quoted at

€ 0.96, and as the team's chances of making it to the

international UEFA competition continued to grow

 after the 30th match day, the price surged from € 0.95

on 30 April 2009 to € 1.21 on 4 May 2009. It rose to 

€ 1.31 before the 32nd match day on 12 May 2009.

Following the team's defeat against VfL Wolfsburg,

who would go on to become the German champion,

BVB's share price fell from € 1.08 on 13 May 2009 to
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One of our goals for the 2008/2009 financial year was

to expand and foster communication with the capital

markets by holding investor events such as roadshows.

We were successful in our endeavours. For example,

our Company organised an investor event at SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK in co-operation with Bankhaus Lampe

KG on 28 January 2009, which was attended by more

than 30 participants. Additionally, as in the previous

year, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA will

again be represented at Deutsche Börse AG's Entry

& General Standard Conference on 6 May 2009 in

Frankfurt am Main. Moreover, the management and

members of the Investor Relations department held

discussions in person and/or by telephone with a large

number of investors, analysts and members of the

press, particularly as interim financial reports were

published. 

Ultimately, the current and effective valuation of the

BVB shares by the capital markets has been – and

shall continue to be – our primary objective. Our

Company is very pleased to be included in the re-

search coverage of Bankhaus Lampe KG, Düsseldorf

and of GSC Research GmbH, Düsseldorf. In their

research updates dated 24 September 2008, 26 Ja-

nuary 2009 and 30 January 2009, both institutions

 issued “Hold” recommendations during the reporting

period.

HSBC Trinkaus Burkhardt AG has remained desig-

nated sponsor of our Company during the reporting

period (having signed on in October 2007).

The aim of our Company's Investor Relations organi-

sation is to obtain an appropriate valuation of BVB sha-

res on the capital market. This is founded on continu-

ous and open communication with all the market

players. Investor Relations is thus the ideal interface

between institutional investors, financial analysts and

private investors. The Company seeks to strengthen in-

vestor and public confidence through the timely and

transparent communication of its financial results,

business transactions and strategy, as well as risks and

opportunities. We are committed to communications

principles such as openness, consistency, equality and

credibility, thus making it possible to develop a trus-

ting, long-term rapport with market participants and

to provide a true and fair view of the Company.

Online communication is our core medium, offering

the best conditions to ensure equality of opportunity

and the currency of information. Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA therefore publishes all annual

and interim financial reports for download on its web-

site www.borussia-aktie.de. Mandatory disclosures and

announcements under capital market law, such as ad

hoc disclosures, corporate news, directors' dealings,

shareholder structure and/or advance notices are  pub -

lished here in a timely manner. At the same time, our

service provider DGAP ensures that these notices are

distributed throughout Europe. Further detailed in-

formation, such as investor presentations or in-depth

information on implementing the recommendations of

the German Corporate Governance Code, are made

available on our website. Information is available in

German and in English. 

INVESTOR RELATIONS

THE BVB SHARE



Board, due regard to shareholders' interests,

openness, and transparent corporate communi-

cation. The management of Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH as the general partner

of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA (the

“Company”) and the Supervisory Board of our

Company are guided by these principles. 

Having corporate governance that is clearly

structured and strictly followed is very important

at Borussia Dortmund. Corporate Governance

stands for transparent and responsible corporate

management and supervision aimed at achieving

long-term shareholder value. Key aspects of good

corporate governance include efficient co-opera-

tion between management and the Supervisory

GENERAL INFORMATION ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
AT BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO. KGAA 
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As a rule, the Code is reviewed once annually and

amended as required. It contains basic statutory

provisions on the management and supervision of

German listed companies as well as internatio-

nally and nationally recognised standards for good

and responsible corporate governance. The Code

aims to make the German system of corporate go-

vernance transparent and understandable in an

effort to boost the confidence of international and

national investors, customers, employees and the

general public in the management and supervision

of German listed companies.

Many of the Code's recommendations (“should”

provisions) are tailored exclusively to stock

 corporations and are at most applicable by analogy

to partnerships limited by shares (Kommandit -

gesellschaften auf Aktien, “KGaA”), i.e. to our

Company.

German stock corporation law sets out the statutory

framework of corporate governance. Section 161 of

the German Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz,

“AktG”) requires the management board and

 supervisory board of any listed company to issue an

annual statement as to whether and to what extent

recommendations by the “Government Commis-

sion for the German Corporate Governance Code”

(Regierungskommission Deutscher Corporate

 Governance Kodex) contained in the German Cor-

porate Governance Code (the “Code”) as published

in the official section of the Electronic Federal

Gazette (elektronischer Bundesanzeiger) were fol-

lowed in the past and are being or will be followed

now or in the future; according to § 161 (1) sen-

tence 1 AktG of the German Accounting Law Mo-

dernisation Act dated 25 May 2009 if the recom-

mendations are not complied with, they must also

explain why this is the case.

C O R P O R AT E  G O V E R N A N C E  R E P O R T



ner or any list of transactions requiring its con-

sent. Rather, such rights and duties are vested

in the governing bodies of Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH, namely its Advi-

sory Board and the Executive Committee

 created by the Advisory Board.

• Additional distinctions exist with respect to the

General Shareholders' Meeting of the KGaA,

which are primarily controlled by §§ 285 and

286 (1) AktG and the Articles of Association of

our Company. 

Consequently, the management of the general part-

ner and the Supervisory Board of Borussia Dort-

mund GmbH & Co. KGaA are required to provide

a Statement of Compliance (Entsprechenserklä-

rung) pursuant to § 161 AktG, taking into account

the organisational distinctions of the legal form of

a KGaA and their expression in the Articles of

 Association. The Statement of Compliance is

 required to be made permanently available to

 shareholders on the Company's website and is

 therefore published on our Company's Investor

 Relations website (www.borussia-aktie.de, under

the heading “Corporate Governance [CG]”). The

Statement of Compliance provided in September

2009 is reproduced in the annex to this Corporate

Governance Report.

This Corporate Governance Report herewith sub-

mitted by our Company will be published in the

 Annual Report for the 2008/2009 financial year and

on our Investor Relations website at www.borussia-

aktie.de under the heading “Publications”.

A KGaA is a hybrid corporate form combining ele-

ments of a German stock corporation (Aktienge-

sellschaft) and a limited partnership (Kommandit-

gesellschaft). It is a separate legal entity whose

share capital is divided into shares which are held

by at least one shareholder (the general partner)

that has unlimited liability as against creditors of the

Company and by limited liability shareholders

(Kommanditaktionäre) that are not personally liable

for the debts of the Company (§ 278 (1) AktG).

The key differences between a KGaA and a

 German stock corporation can be characterised as

follows:

• Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA has

no Management Board. Instead, the general

partner, Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsfüh-

rungs-GmbH, is solely responsible for its

 management and representation. This com-

pany, in turn, is represented by one or more

managing directors; Ballspielverein Borussia

09 e.V. Dortmund is the sole shareholder of this

company.

• The rights and duties of the KGaA's Supervi-

sory Board, which is appointed by the General

Shareholders' Meeting, are limited. Specifi-

cally, it has no authority with respect to matters

involving personnel, i.e., no authority to ap-

point and dismiss managing directors at  Borus -

sia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH or to

regulate the terms of their contracts. Nor is

the Supervisory Board authorised to adopt in-

ternal rules of procedure for the general part-

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT
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Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's next

ordinary General Shareholders' Meeting will be

held on Tuesday, 24 November 2009 in Dortmund. 

The interim financial statements are expected to be

published within the timeframes recommended in

the Code. Our Company will provide further de-

tails via preliminary announcements. The consoli-

dated financial statements and the interim financial

reports are prepared in accordance with IFRS ac-

counting principles. The annual financial state-

ments of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

were and will continue to be prepared in accor-

dance with the provisions of the German Com-

mercial Code (“HGB”). 

Following the Code's suggestion, we have pub -

lished and will continue to publish information 

in English on our website. 

Other means of communicating with market parti-

cipants include the newsletter, “Borussia Invest”

and the publication of analysts' recommendations

and research studies on our website at www.borussia-

aktie.de under the heading “Capital markets view”.

The Company also publishes extensive additional in-

formation on this website.

Management compensation
Compensation for members of management is not

stipulated by the Supervisory Board of our Com-

pany but rather by the Executive Committee of the

Advisory Board of the general partner. Manage-

ment compensation comprises two components: a

fixed amount and a variable component. The fixed

compensation component is stipulated by contract

and is paid out in twelve equal monthly instal-

ments. The variable compensation component is

based on the performance of the business and is

Transparency
Our Company informs the limited liability share-

holders and shareholder associations, financial ana-

lysts and the interested public regularly as to the

Company's condition and any material changes in

its business. 

In particular, the ad hoc notices, corporate news

and directors' dealings disclosures we receive,

 shareholder structure and the current version of the

Articles of Association and the financial calendar

are all published on our website. The Annual Do-

cument required by § 10 German Securities Pro-

spectus Act (Wertpapierprospektgesetz, “WpPG”),

which is also available on the website www.borussia-

aktie.de under “Corporate Governance (CG)”,

 provides an overview of the Company's key pub -

lications during the 2008/2009 financial year. 

The financial calendar contains key Company

events and can also be viewed at www.borussia-

 aktie.de under “Financial Calendar”. 

For the third year now, the press conference on the

fi nancial statements of the preceding financial year was

broadcast in real time via live streaming on the Internet

and could be viewed by the interested public. 

The Annual General Meeting in the previous year

was held in Dortmund in compliance with the re-

levant notice and form requirements by virtue of

the invitation dated 25 November 2008. In com-

pliance with the German Corporate Governance

Code, the reports and documents required by law

were made available; these were given to the limi-

ted liability shareholders upon request and were

published on the Company's website together with

the agenda. Resolutions of all agenda items were

adopted with over 99.8% of votes in each case.
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and a half times this amount. Supervisory Board

members' compensation is set out in the notes to

the consolidated financial statements. In the  in -

terest of simplicity and in view of the information

presented above, this information is provided only

as an aggregated amount rather than being broken

down by individual. In the 2008/2009 financial

year, the Company did not pay members of the

 Supervisory Board any additional compensation or

grant them any additional benefits.

Disclosures relating to the ownership of
shares in the Company by management or
the Supervisory Board

As at 30 June 2009, one member of management

held 4,545 shares in our Company. At the same

date, the members of the Supervisory Board held

a total of 4,548,765 shares. The (total) sharehol-

dings of management and the Supervisory Board

constitute 4,553,310 shares and therefore more

than 1% of the shares issued by Borussia Dort-

mund GmbH & Co. KGaA.

granted as a bonus contingent on net income for

the year before taxes and managing directors' com-

pensation. Any additional non-cash or ancillary be-

nefits granted primarily include insurance benefits

at standard market conditions and the provision of

a company car. There are no stock option plans or

similar incentive plans. The compensation compo-

nents provided are reasonable in and of themselves

and overall. Compensation benefits paid to mem-

bers of management are set out in the notes to the

annual and consolidated financial statements in

the aggregate and broken down by individual.

Supervisory Board compensation
The Supervisory Board monitors the management.

In our Company, the Supervisory Board is compo-

sed of six members who are all elected by the Ge-

neral Shareholders' Meeting. Pursuant to § 13 (1)

of the Articles of Association, members of the Su-

pervisory Board receive only a fixed compensa-

tion, which is set at a comparatively low amount of

EUR 7,000 annually; the chairman receives twice

this amount and the deputy chairman receives one

Dortmund, 8 September 2009

On behalf of the Supervisory Board On behalf of Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

Gerd Pieper Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß
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As to Section 4.2.1 sentence 2: The Supervisory

Board of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

has no authority with respect to personnel matters;

this is the purview of the Executive Committee of

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH.

Since January 2006, the management has comprised

Hans-Joachim Watzke (managing director/chairman)

and Thomas Treß (managing director). As their areas

of responsibility have been adequately defined in

their respective service contracts and the managing

directors otherwise exercise their statutory powers

and powers under the Articles of Association jointly in

close co-operation, the competent governing bodies

of Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH do

not regard it and have not in the past regarded it as

necessary to also enact separate rules of procedure

for management.

As to Section 4.2.2 (1): Section 7 of Borussia

Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's Articles of

Association provides that the general partner is

 entitled to reimbursement of personnel costs and the

cost of materials incurred in connection with mana-

ging the Company, plus compensation equivalent to

3% of any otherwise accruing net income for the year

of the Company. Compensation and the compensa -

tion system for managing directors of Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH have been and

are otherwise determined and regularly reviewed by

its Executive Committee (deviation from the powers

The management of the general partner (Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH) and the Su -

per visory Board of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA hereby state in accordance with § 161 German

Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz, “AktG”) that

since the last Statement of Compliance issued on 16

September 2008, Borussia Dortmund & Co. KGaA

has complied with the recommendations of the

German Corporate Governance Code (the “Code”)

dated 6 June 2008 up until publication of the new ver-

sion of the Code in the electronic Federal Gazette

(Bundesanzeiger) on 5 August 2009, and has also

complied with the recommendations of the Code

dated 18 August 2009 from the time of its publica tion

in the electronic Federal Gazette on 5 August 2009,

and the recommendations in the amended version

dated 18 June 2009 will be complied with in the  fu -

ture; excepted herefrom are the following deviations

which in part are due to organisational distinctions

specific to the legal form of the KGaA and their

expression in the Articles of Association of our

Company:

As to Section 3.8 (3): The D&O insurance does not

provide for any deductible, and no modification of

this provision is planned since, as we understand it,

such a provision would not operate to influence the

behaviour of directors and officers nor would it be

suitable as an incentive.

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE BY THE MANAGEMENT AND 
THE SUPERVISORY BOARD OF BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO. KGaA
UNDER § 161 AKTG (8 SEPTEMBER 2009) 
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Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA has no

 authority with respect to personnel matters. In -

formation pertaining to the system is otherwise pro-

vided in the Annual Report in the section entitled

“Compensation Report” and specific information on

managing directors' compensation is set out in the

notes to the annual financial statements and/or

 consolidated financial statements, which is deemed

to be sufficient. 

As to Section 4.3.4 sentence 3: Material transac-

tions between the general partner and certain related

parties on the one hand, and the Company on the

other, within the meaning of §§ 89, 112 in conjuncti-

on with §§ 278 (3), 283 No. 5 AktG (e.g., loans)  re -

quire the involvement of the Supervisory Board. In

this respect, the recommendation was and is being fol-

lowed. The Supervisory Board is not otherwise autho -

rised to adopt a list of transactions requiring its con-

sent for the general partner or its managing directors.

As to Section 4.3.5: Because the Supervisory Board

lacks authority in matters involving personnel, the

Executive Committee of Borussia Dortmund Ge -

schäfts führungs-GmbH is responsible for approving

any side activities of the managing directors of the

general partner. 

As to Section 5.1.2 (1) sentences 2 and 3: As the

Supervisory Board has no authority with respect to

personnel matters, the managing directors and the

Executive Committee of Borussia Dortmund Ge -

schäfts führungs-GmbH are responsible for making

successor arrangements over the long term. The

Supervisory Board also observes the recommended

of the Supervisory Board stipulated under Section

4.2.2 (1) due to the Company's legal form). 

As to Section 4.2.3 (3) sentences 2 - 4 in conjunc -

tion with Section 4.2.5 (2) sentences 1 and 2 in

the Code dated 6 June 2008, and as to Section

7.1.3: No provision was made for any variable com-

pensation components for managing directors such as

stock options or the like (e.g., phantom stock) and

pension commitments. Therefore there was no need

to submit any statements or disclose any information

(e.g., in the Corporate Governance Report under

Section 7.1.3) with respect to the recommendations

in this regard set out in the Code to date.

As to Section 4.2.3 (4) sentences 1, 2 and 5: The

recommendations concerning compliance with sever-

ance pay caps (Abfindungs-Caps) when concluding

management board employment agreements for

cases of an early termination of employment on the

management board without cause or as a result of a

change of control are intended for supervisory boards

of stock corporations. For Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA, whose Supervisory Board does

not have any authority with respect to personnel

 matters, the recommendations are interpreted such

that, insofar as its managing directors are concerned,

they are addressed to the Executive Committee of

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH.

As to Section 4.2.3 (6): The chairman of the

Supervisory Board does not report to the General

Shareholders' Meeting on the basic elements of the

compensation system and changes thereto because –

as already mentioned, the Supervisory Board of
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applies with respect to the recommendation relating

to the issue of “diversity”. 

As to Section 5.4.3 sentence 3: Proposals for can-

didates for the chair of the Supervisory Board have

not been made public in the past, nor will they be

made public in the future, because the Supervisory

Board feels that the individual election of its mem-

bers is sufficient and does not feel that a vote at the

General Shareholders' Meeting for or against a given

candidate is practicable in view of his/her position on

the Supervisory Board.

As to Sections 5.4.6 (2) sentence 1 and (3) sen-

tence 1: Pursuant to § 13 (1) of the Articles of

Association, the members of the Supervisory Board

receive only a comparatively low fixed annual com-

pensation of EUR 7,000; the chairman receives twice

this amount and the deputy chairman receives one

and a half times this amount. It was and is considered

sufficient to provide the information on the Super -

visory Board's compensation only as an aggregate

 figure in the Corporate Governance Report as well as

in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.

As to Section 5.5.3 sentence 1: It remained and

will remain possible to elect not to follow the recom-

mendation that the Supervisory Board inform the

General Shareholders' Meeting in its report of any

conflicts of interest that have arisen and how these

were or are being handled. The principle of confi-

dentiality of discussions within the Supervisory Board

(see, § 116 sentence 2 AktG and Section 3.5 (1) sen-

tence 2 of the Code) has been and is regularly accor-

ded priority over this.

“diversity” in the composition of management –  in -

sofar as this is feasible in light of the fact that there

are currently only two managing directors. 

As to Section 5.1.2 (2) sentence 3: The Executive

Committee of Borussia Dortmund Geschäfts füh -

rungs- GmbH has and will have in the future the

discretion to decide in the case of pending (re) ap -

pointments of managing directors on the age limit for

managing directors of the general partner; without

this generally needing to be stipulated. Stipulating an

age limit is not deemed to be expedient. 

As to Sections 5.2 (2), 5.3.1 sentence 1, 5.3.2 and

5.3.3: Committees, specifically an audit committee,

were not and are not being established by the

Supervisory Board, because it has only 6 members,

and committees would have to consist of 3 members

in order to have quorum. The Company intends to

retain its existing practice in this regard, in other

words, all pending matters will be dealt with by the

full Supervisory Board. It is for the same reason that

the Supervisory Board has elected not to have a nomi-

nation committee as recommended by the Code. In

any case, if a nomination committee is established,

the Code requires that it comprise shareholder repre-

sentatives only; however, that is already the case with

regard to the Supervisory Board.

As to Section 5.4.1 sentence 2: There has been no

set age limit for Supervisory Board members to date,

nor will there be any in the future. The Supervisory

Board feels that such a limitation is not justified as

against other criteria for proposed candidates for the

election of Supervisory Board members. The same
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As to Section 7.1.2 sentence 4: Interim financial

reports were and are being published within a rea-

sonable period, which may exceed 45 days following

the end of the reporting period in specific cases

(such as in the case of the half-year financial report

because this is also subjected to an auditor's review

after preparation). 

As to Section 7.1.2 sentence 2: The recommenda-

tion that management and the Supervisory Board

 discuss half-year and any quarterly financial reports

during the year is not being followed because we feel

that publishing interim financial reports promptly

after they have been prepared by management is

more important. Notwithstanding this, such finan cial

reports are discussed and reviewed by the Su per -

visory Board. 

Dortmund, 8 September 2009

On behalf of the Supervisory Board On behalf of Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

Gerd Pieper Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß
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Bundesliga champ VfL Wolfsburg and runner-up

Bayern Munich were each defeated seven times

during their seasons. In addition, Borussia Dort -

mund had the second-best defence in the league 

(37 goals conceded) and the third-highest goal  dif -

ference.

The fact that BVB finished the season ahead of

teams such as TSG Hoffenheim, Schalke 04, Bayer

Leverkusen and Werder Bremen further  under -

scores the team's positive development. Although

the team had a rocky start to the second half of 

the season – where it ended seven matches with

 either a loss or a tie – it finally got off the ground

with seven straight wins to set a new record in 

the club's 100-year history. The team won a total 

of eight out of the ten final matches and twice

 climbed to fifth place, where it remained on the

final match day after the final whistle was blown on

most other matches. But the match in Frankfurt was

not yet over, where Hamburger SV eventually

scored an offside goal to steal the fifth place slot

from BVB. 

BVB is back. That's the conclusion BVB fans are draw-

ing at the end of the 2008/2009 Bundesliga season,

despite the team's missing out on fifth place by just a

hair – a ranking which would have entitled to partici-

pate in the UEFA Euro League (formerly the UEFA

Cup), and which would have brought Borussia

Dortmund back onto the international playing field.

Nonetheless, under the leadership of Jürgen Klopp

in his first season as head coach, the team advanced

to sixth place in the final ranking, up seven spots

from last season's disappointing finish at 13th place.

However, for the first time in Bundesliga history, 59

points were not enough to qualify the team to play in

an international competition. Since the introduction

of the three-point victory rule thirteen years ago,

these 59 points would have secured the team's eligi-

bility to participate in the Champions League six

times. This is a testament to Borussia Dortmund's

strong performance in the 2008/2009 season.

With only five defeats in 34 matches, BVB was the

best of all 18 Bundesliga teams. By comparison:

BVB CLIMBS SEVEN PLACES, SETS CLUB RECORD  

AT H L E T I C  P E R F O R M A N C E
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BVB is back. That's also the conclusion drawn by mar-

ket researchers: Borussia Dortmund is the fourth-

most-popular club amongst Germany's football follo-

wers and is one of the most ambitious Bundesliga

teams. In terms of admiration and esteem, BVB also

continued to rise. 25.09 million (48 percent) of foot-

ball followers in Germany are sympathetic to the

team – up 13 percent from 2007. These are the results

of the “Sportfive Fußballstudie 2009” and the current

football monitor of “Sport+Markt AG”.

The fact that the team has been able to keep Jürgen

Klopp's promise of showing supporters “full-throttle

football with passion” at home matches at SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK as well as away is just as meaningful

as the team's good performance. “We've shown the

people awesome results and everyone can be really

proud of this season,” concluded the head coach,

whom Hans-Joachim Watzke, CEO, and sports

director Michael Zorc have both called a “stroke of

luck for Borussia Dortmund”.
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The captains Kehl and Preißler change
pennons. We are looking forward to a
fair game. Kehl wins the toss-up and
plays facing the north stand.
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Although BVB scored 59 points, for the first time in

Bundesliga history this was not enough to qualify it to

play in a European competition.

On top of that was the team's early elimination from

the UEFA Cup, a fate which was sealed in a penalty

shootout following a mammoth performance in Udine.

The economic opportunities that were lost as a result

are also mirrored by the net loss posted by the

 Company.

All the same, Borussia Dortmund continues to pursue

a clear philosophy of maintaining highly competent

athletic leadership and presenting a young and highly

ambitious team. Moreover, it should be noted that

the strategic objective announced in 2006 of catching

up with Hamburger SV, Schalke 04 and Werder

 Bremen by 2011 has already been met – two years in

advance.

This inspires us with the confidence and conviction

that Borussia Dortmund is on the right track overall. 

For Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA, the

 report on financial year 2008/2009 is marked by the

largest economic crisis in the history of the Federal

Republic of Germany.

Borussia Dortmund was also unable to completely

 sidestep the fallout from this crisis. However, it

 became evident in the midst of this crisis that the

 management had taken the right steps in years past to

leave Borussia Dortmund much better prepared for

these difficult times than it would have otherwise been

just a few years ago.

Surely what matters most is the fact that we success-

fully put a young, ambitious team on the pitch under

the leadership of Jürgen Klopp, and that team not

only played its way into the hearts of BVB supporters

in this past season, it also earned the respect of the

 entire Bundesliga.

Unfortunately, there was no economic reward for this

excellent team performance in the past financial year.

FINANCIAL YEAR 2008/2009 IN REVIEW

B U S I N E S S  A N D  F R A M E W O R K  C O N D I T I O N S

2008/2009 2007/2008
€ millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Equity 91.8 94.7

Investments 20.1 62.3

Gross revenue 110.3 114.0

Operating profit/loss (EBIT) -0.1 11.3

Financial result (investment income and net interest expense) -2.8 -5.5

Net profit/loss -2.9 5.3

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation 
and amortisation (EBITDA) 10.5 19.9

Cash flows from operating activities -0.4 54.3

Number of shares (in thousands) 61,425 61,425

Earnings per share (in €) -0.05 0.09

Key financial indicators 
Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA
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 relevant IFRS and the provisions set forth in the

 German Commercial Code. Following in-depth consul -

tation and weighing the potential advantages and

 disadvantages of disregarding the FREP's findings for

the Company, the general partner decided to recognise

these findings – particularly in the interest of avoiding

potentially drawn-out legal disputes. 

At the conclusion of the 2008/2009 financial year, the

net assets of the Company were not materially adver-

sely affected by the modified distribution of earnings

from the equipment agreement over the term of such

agreement. The relevant impacts on the prior-year

 figures included in the management report relating to

KPIs and amounts disclosed have been taken into

 account.

In the course of a sample audit of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA's annual and consolidated financial

statements for the financial year ended 30 June 2008

conducted by Germany's Financial Reporting Enforce -

ment Panel (Deutsche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung,

“FREP”), that panel found that revenue recognition

with regard to an equipment supply agreement entered

into in June 2003 for the 2004/2005 to 2008/2009

Bundesliga seasons was inaccurate, along with the

 recognition of such revenue in subsequent periods.

Until then, the general partner, Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH, had been convinced – par-

ticularly at the time each set of annual financial state-

ments had been drawn up – that it had done so within

the scope of its discretion and in accordance with the

of writing, only ten of the 18 Bundesliga clubs had

stopped selling season tickets. One of the reasons for

this increase is the strong demand for season tickets for

the three promoted clubs: SC Freiburg, FSV Mainz 05

and 1. FC Nuremberg. These teams have sold nearly

20,000 season tickets more than the relegated teams

have and play in stadiums that can welcome over 10,000

spectators more than the stadiums of the relegated

teams. VfB Stuttgart is the only club to expect a decline

in attendance in the upcoming season, despite the fact

that it again sold 25,000 season tickets. This is due to

 renovation work being carried out in the stadium, which

will result in a temporary decrease in overall capacity by

13,000 spectators.

In keeping with the general trend, Borussia Dortmund

has set an all-time club record for the 2009/2010 season,

further raising the bar by selling 50,675 season tickets,

and beating its own record of 50,549 season tickets sold

in 2007/2008. The first Bundesliga match of the current

season against 1. FC Cologne drew more than 77,000

 spectators, proving that BVB's fan base has not lost

 interest in this season. 

Match attendance
As the 2008/2009 season came to a close, the Bundes-

liga was again able to maintain record spectator num-

bers. The clubs welcomed more than 12.8 million spec-

tators – or an average 41,904 fans – to the football

stadiums in the past season. Compared to the previous

year, this represents an increase of 2,929 visitors per

match, or 7.5%. 

As in previous years, Borussia Dortmund continued to

lead the Bundesliga in terms of spectator attendance.

On average, 73,802 supporters attended BVB home

matches. This figure beat the league average by more

than 30,000, placing Borussia ahead of FC Bayern

 Munich (69,622) and FC Schalke 04 (61,361). 

And a further increase in attendance is expected for the

upcoming 2009/2010 season. According to a dpa press

release, the 18 Bundesliga teams have already sold re-

cord numbers of season tickets three weeks before the

season has even started. Sales have already outstripped

the previous year's figure by more than 25,000 tickets

sold. This is merely a provisional total since at the time

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET AND COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT 
IN GERMAN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
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Bundesliga TV marketing
In spite of all the difficulties presented by the Federal

Cartel Office and the economic crisis, DFL Deutsche

Fußball Liga GmbH unveiled a new TV agreement

for the coming four seasons on 28 November 2008.

This new agreement features optimal conditions for

difficult times. The Federal Cartel Office  acknowl -

ed ged the results of the bidding process for TV rights

to the First and Second Bundesliga for the period

from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2013, deeming them

legally valid. However, the general clarification that

was sought with regard to free TV broadcasts was not

affected by this ruling. It is the view of the Federal

Cartel Office that centralised marketing is only per-

missible where an early match summary is broadcast

on free TV on Saturdays before 8 p.m. As a result, the

original € 500 million agreement negotiated between

the League and the Kirch Group subsidiary Sirius was

rendered invalid. 

Starting in the 2009/2010 season, the clubs of the

First and Second Bundesliga will now receive an

average of € 412 million per year from the marketing

of media rights. This will raise the level of media in -

come per season by approximately € 7 million. The

agreement, which expires in 2013, thus comprises a

total volume of € 1.65 billion. 

Bundesliga kick-off times were also modified under

the new TV agreement. Saturday, 3:30 p.m., will

remain the Bundesliga's main match day featuring

five matches. While Friday evening kick-off times will

not change, the two Sunday matches will now no lon-

ger be held concurrently. The Saturday 6:30 p.m.

kick-off is completely new. The following exceptions

apply to the kick-off times: Friday matches will be

postponed to Saturday no more than six times per

season immediately following the periods in which

players are delegated to their national teams. The

6:30 p.m. Saturday match will be moved to 5:30 p.m.

on Sunday no more than five times per season

 following UEFA Cup weeks.

After securing domestic TV marketing rights, DFL

Sports Enterprises GmbH also secured the rights to

market the Bundesliga TV rights in key international

markets. The company granted broadcast rights for

the next three seasons to its tried and trusted partner,

the US-based football channel GolTV, which will

 broadcast Bundesliga matches throughout the US,

Canada and Latin America (excluding Brazil).

Marketing
The global financial and economic crisis has not

 spared the Bundesliga. The recently published study

“Balls, goals and finance VI” concluded that after five

years of steady improvement, sentiment worsened for

the first time in 2009. 

Accordingly, most Bundesliga clubs expect falling

revenues in the coming financial year and a general

deterioration of the economic position of profes sional

German football. The management teams of

Bundesliga clubs view the fact that companies have

curtailed their sponsorship budgets as the main rea-

son for this. According to a report published at the

beginning of the year by Spiegel Online, twelve pri-

mary sponsorship or equipment supply agreements

 expired at the end of the 2008/2009 season, and had

to be adequately replaced by the clubs; a further eight

will follow at the end of the 2009/2010 season. Those

clubs having already secured sponsors over the long

term are in the advantage, as they enjoy a measure of

stability. 

Borussia Dortmund has entered into long-term spon-

sorship agreements with its main sponsors EVONIK

Industries and SIGNAL IDUNA, as well as the new

equipment supplier Kappa, who has initially signed

on for three years. Furthermore, Borussia has signed

the company Sprehe Feinkost as a Champion Partner,

which thus joins the ranks of its other Champion

Partners AWD, Coca Cola, Radeberger and Sparda

Bank. Other newly signed partners include such no -

table companies as Jack Wolfskin, E-Plus, Under
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Armour, Derby Star and the shoe manufacturer

 adidas. Additionally, expiring contracts with long -

standing partners have been extended. Only the

revenues from smaller sponsors, which are often

attribu table to match-day services, could decline.  

The following developments in centralised marke-

ting by DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH were

noteworthy:

Beginning in the 2010/2011 season, an official match

ball will be used in all Bundesliga matches. The

Bundesliga is currently the only major European

league to hold matches without officially licensed

balls. DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH awarded

the contract to the sports equipment manufacturer

adidas. adidas prevailed over eight competitors in

the tender process launched in March 2009. In addi-

tion to providing the official match equipment, it will

be granted a rights package that allows it to produce

certain licensed products and to use the league's

communications platforms for advertising purposes.

Previously, the Bundesliga clubs had entered into

agreements regarding match balls independently of

each other. 

According to a report published by Focus, Deutsche

Telekom AG does not intend to extend its sponsor -

ship agreement with DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga

GmbH. In the past three years, the telecommunica-

tions group advertised by placing the logo of its fixed

network brand T-Home on the left sleeve of players'

jerseys in every club in the First and Second

Bundesliga. Following the Bonn-based company's

withdrawal, the league name could not yet be mar-

keted otherwise. 

International standing
The current study “Balls, goals and finance VI” focused

on an analysis of the competitive situations of the top

five European leagues (Germany, England, France,

Italy and Spain), drawing the following conclusions:

• Despite the expected negative impacts of the

economic crisis on the Bundesliga, it and the

French Ligue 1 are considered to be more robust

than the other top leagues, since the financial

structure of the clubs does not depend on one

single company or investor.

• While the French and German leagues can  speak

of fair national competition primarily – due to

centralised marketing of TV rights and their

 prestipulated allocation – competition in the

remaining top leagues is becoming increasingly

unbalanced since only a few clubs determine

what happens. For example, in England, the high

inflows of funds from investors play a decisive

role in competition. 

• In the past, the difference between rich and poor

was primarily exacerbated by the constant  par -

ticipation of the top clubs in the Champions

League and the associated distribution of pre -

miums.

• According to the study, UEFA has announced

that it intends to form a commission to work out

measures to create a level financial playing field

between the European clubs. The German licen-

sing process, which forms a further basis of a

well-balanced league, is intended to be used as a

starting point for these measures.

• A well-balanced league and, consequently, more

exciting national competition come at the cost of

international success. The study explains that the

weak performance of the German and French

clubs in international competitions is due in part

to the significantly lower revenues from the

exploitation of media rights than that from the

decentralised marketing of top clubs from Italy

and Spain, as well as from the private contribu -

tions of club owners and presidents. 
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BVB Stadion

Holding GmbH

BVB Stadionmanagement 

GmbH

BVB Merchandising 

GmbH

Sports & Bytes GmbH

B.E.S.T. 
Borussia Euro Lloyd 

Sports Travel GmbH

Orthomed GmbH

Consolidated tax group

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

100%

100%

BVB Stadion GmbH

BVB 

Beteiligungs-GmbH

BV. Borussia 09

e.V. Dortmund

 5.10%

5,10%

94.90%

94.90%

100%

100%

51.00%

33.33%

Hogg Robinson Germany

GmbH & Co. KG

Orthomed 

Management

49.00%

66.67%

GROUP LEGAL STRUCTURE
In addition to its core activities of football and the

marketing of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, Borussia

Dortmund is involved in lines of business related to

football. At present, the Company holds direct and

indirect interests in the following companies: BVB

Stadionmanagement GmbH (100.00%), BVB Stadion

Holding GmbH (formerly goool.de Sportswear

GmbH) (100.00%), Sports & Bytes GmbH (100.00%),

BVB Merchandising GmbH (100.00%), BVB Stadion

GmbH (99.74%), BVB Beteiligungs-GmbH (94.90%),

B.E.S.T. Borussia Euro Lloyd Sports Travel GmbH

(51.00%) and Orthomed GmbH (33.33%).

Some of these companies have concluded mutual

 control and/or profit and loss transfer agreements.

GROUP STRUCTURE AND BUSINESS
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The following chart shows the structures and respon-

sibilities as between Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V.

Dortmund, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

and Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH.

The general partner, Borussia Dortmund Geschäfts -

führungs-GmbH, is responsible for management and

representation of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA. This limited liability company (“GmbH”) is in

turn represented by its Managing Directors Hans-

Joachim Watzke and Thomas Treß; its sole share holder

is Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund.

ORGANISATION OF MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

No right of appointment, only right of supervision

Ballspielverein
Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund

appointsappoints

Members Meeting

Executive 
Board

Council of
economic affairs

Borussia Dortmund 
GmbH & Co. KGaA

Supervisory Board

General  Shareholders’ Meeting

appoints and supervisesappoints and supervises

Advisory Board Managing Directors

No right of appointment, only right of supervision

(Consisting of members of the Executive Board, 
Council of economic affairs and non-voting, 
associated members)

electselects

electselects
Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH
(General Partner)

is the Supervisory Board authorised to adopt internal

rules of procedure for the general partner or any list

of transactions requiring its consent. Rather, such

rights and duties are vested in the governing bodies

of Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH,

namely its Advisory Board and the Executive Com -

mittee created by the Advisory Board.

The rights and duties of the KGaA's Supervisory

Board, which is appointed by the General Share -

holders' Meeting, are limited. Specifically, it has no

authority with respect to matters involving personnel,

i.e., no authority to appoint and dismiss managing

directors at Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-

GmbH or to stipulate the terms of their contracts. Nor



Other responsibilities

Occupations

Gerd Pieper 
(Dipl.-Kfm.)

Chairman 

Proprietor and
 managing director of
Stadtparfümerie Pieper
GmbH, Herne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Beauty Alliance
Deutschland GmbH &
Co. KG, Bielefeld

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Herner Sparkasse,
Herne 

Member of the
Management Board of
BV. Borussia 09 e.V.
Dortmund

Member of the Advisory
Board of NRW Bank,
Düsseldorf

Harald Heinze

Deputy Chairman

Chairman of the
Management Board
(Rtd.) of Dortmunder
Stadtwerke AG (DSW 21)

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of  
e-m-s new media AG,
Dortmund 
(until 31/5/09)

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
WV Energie AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Member of the
Supervisory Board of 
M-Exchange AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Othmar Freiherr 
von Diemar

Proprietor and manager
of Othmar von Diemar
Vermögensverwaltung +
Beratung, Cologne

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of
Informium AG, Cologne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
004 Beratungs- und
Dienstleistungs-GmbH,
Aschaffenburg

Substitute member of
the Supervisory Board
of Arques Industries AG,
Starnberg

Bernd Geske

Managing partner of
Bernd Geske Lean
Communication,
Meerbusch

Ruedi Baer

Consultant, 
B + B Beratungs AG

Vice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of
mobilzone Holding AG,
Regensdorf (Switzer-
land), (until 7 April 2009)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of eyezone
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Swisshome
Real Estate AG, Lyss
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Destina-
tion Travel AG, Liebefeld
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of B + B
 Beratungs AG, Watt
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Bablo
Immobilien AG, Nieder-
scherli (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Immoplaza
AG, Regensdorf (Swit-
zerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of AP Fashion
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Christian Kullmann 

Head of the manage-
ment board office and
group communications
of EVONIK Industries
Aktiengesellschaft,
Essen
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The current members of the Supervisory Board of the Company, their names, occupations and further

 responsibilities in other management bodies are listed below. 
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Hans-Joachim Watzke
[Chairman]

J. Schneck

Corporate 
communications

Sport communications

Publications

Professional football Finances and 
accounting

General 
organisation

Stadium management

Match organisation

V.I.P. – Hospitality

Events

DFB/DFL

Ticketing

Real estate

Third party events

Sportfive
(sponsors)

Controlling

Investor Relations

Personnel

Merchandising

Risk Management

Affiliates

Sportfive (Commission 
processing)

IT (Information
Technology)

Amateurs

Youth

Training fieldsFan support

Stadium announcements 
and program

PR work

Complaints 
management

M. Zorc M. Knipping Dr. C. Hockenjos

Management

Communications Sport Finance Organisation

Thomas Treß

Management

BORUSSIA DORTMUND GmbH & Co. KGaA

Within Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA,

 there are four independent areas of responsibility

below the management level, namely, “Com muni -

cations”, “Sport”, “Finance” and “Organisation”. The

responsible employees and the divisions for which they

are responsible can be seen from the following chart.
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cash flows by concentrating on the impacting factors

of “operating results” and “investments”.

The operating result is the most important indicator

for measuring success. For us, the operating result

means earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT).

Therefore we are constantly monitoring the operating

results in all lines of business and areas of responsi -

bility based on monthly comparisons between the

budget and the actual situation. The most important

drivers for the operating result are further impro -

vement in sales revenues in the major income areas

of ticketing, sponsorship, TV marketing and mer-

chandising, and disciplined management of operating

expenses.

In coming years we will concentrate on successively

generating sales growth while limiting operating

expenditure. In this respect, the decisive factor is

qualifying for international competitions.

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The management's capital management responsibi -

lities include stabilising and increasing the Company's

equity as determined in accordance with HGB. We

will reach these targets, in particular, by improving the

operating result and through effective investments.

SPORTS MANAGEMENT
Despite the successful restructuring and the economi-

cally stable results, in the future the focus will remain

on playing football successfully with a cost-optimised

budget. In order to achieve this objective, BVB will

continue to have a competitive team going forward

which is made up of young, promising players. 

The sporting objectives will be aligned with the finan-

cial circumstances, meaning that the makeup of the

squad and its cost structure will continue to depend

on foreseeable variables on the income side. Quali -

fying for and successfully playing in international

competitions would provide the financial flexibility

for acquiring additional reinforcements. The medium-

term goal must therefore be for the team to qualify

for European competitions.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
One of the main aims of BVB's management is to

increase profitability in the long-term and thus to

 further improve Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA's equity resources. In addition, there is a focus

on financial strength. As well as a constant improve-

ment in the operating result, generating positive cash

flows is therefore the most important financial

 objective of our Company. We are seeking to optimise

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The financial base of the first and to date only German

listed football company was expanded by the exclusive

marketing right for SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, more ef-

fective use of the “Borussia Dortmund” brand and the

establishment of football-related lines of business.

However, the core business will in future also be

 professional football together with its classic income

Borussia Dortmund continues to pursue its medium-

term goal of again establishing itself as one of the

 leading football clubs in the Bundesliga. Following 

the successful implementation of the reorganisation,

the restructuring of our financial liabilities and  in -

vestments in the professional squad, we consider our-

selves to be on the right path.

CORPORATE STRATEGY
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for success. Investments, particularly in the profes-

sional squad, are therefore a necessary prerequisite for

achieving sporting objectives, such as qualifying for the

UEFA Euro League. However, in order to meet

 financial goals, planned investments and decisions

must under certain circumstances be postponed to the

extent these would only be possible by incurring new

debt. Moreover, a player may be sold based on finan-

cial considerations in cases where this would not have

happened had the decision been made based solely on

sporting criteria.

A conflict, or a situation where sporting considerations

and financial considerations affect each other adver-

sely, therefore arises between the pursuit of financial

interests and sporting interests, particularly if the club

continually falls short of its sporting goals. In such

 cases, management weighs up the opportunities and

risks to find a solution that is broadly in line with our

strategic objectives from a medium-term point of view.

The first steps in bringing us closer to this goal have

been taken with the marketing of the stadium name

– the agreement with the SIGNAL IDUNA Group

was extended early by five years to at least 2016 –, the

new principal sponsor agreement with EVONIK

 Industries AG – extended until 2011 – and conclusion

of the new television agreement by DFL. Moreover,

further significant revenue potential is available,

 especially by successfully qualifying for international

competitions, which would have a positive effect on

all Borussia Dortmund's revenue sources.

Positive operating results and investments, mainly in

the professional squad, depending on those results, are

expected to enable stable, positive cash flows to be

achieved over the long term. 

sources of TV marketing, sponsorship, ticketing 

and merchandising. For the following reasons, BVB is

 convinced that it will be able to further stabilise and

expand its position: 

• Borussia Dortmund is in sporting terms one of

the most successful, well known and most popular

German football clubs with an outstanding fan

base that provides BVB with one of the highest

average numbers of spectators in Europe. 

• A football company can only be financially  success -

ful if it enjoys sporting success in the long term. In

order to make its financial performance less

 dependent on short-term sporting success in the

future, Borussia Dortmund will push ahead further

with national and international marketing of its

brand name.

• Germany continues to be Europe's largest football

market, which, however, is behind some other

 European markets in financial terms. This provides

great growth potential.

All financial activities at Borussia Dortmund are

 oriented around the target groups that are relevant for

a football club: Its fans, members and business part-

ners. Products and services should be tailored to these

groups in the best way possible. Through its existing

brand potential, Borussia Dortmund wants to utilise all

commercial opportunities presented by professional

club football in an international context.

The current business strategy can principally be sum-

marised as follows: 

• Sustainable adjustment of sporting perspectives 

• Intensifying the promotion of up and coming talent 

• Fan involvement 

• Utilisation of the “Borussia Dortmund” brand 

However, financial and business development is

 largely dependent on sporting success. Since sporting

success can only be planned to a very limited degree,

the best management can do is to create a foundation
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P O S I T I O N  O F  T H E  C O M PA N Y

year with a net loss of € 2.94 million, representing a 

€ 8.23 million decline in earnings. 

The result from operating activities (EBIT) was

slightly negative at €-0.10 million (previous year: 

€ 11.32 million).

Despite a season with no notable athletic success,

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA generated 

€ 107.95 million in sales in the 2008/2009 financial year

(previous year: € 105.33 million). Gross revenue amo-

unted to € 110.25 million, down € 3.80 million in the

previous year. The Company concluded the financial

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA – Revenues in %

Ticketing

Sponsorship

Transfer income

Catering, licences and other

TV rights

36.23%

10.69%

11.76%

20.78%

20.54%
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Ticketing

Sponsorship

Transfer income

Catering, licences and other

TV rights

The revenues for the individual segments are broken

down as follows:

Borussia Dortmund again increased its revenues by

approximately 2.5% in spite of the team's early

 elimination from the UEFA Cup and the fact that it

had only played in three rounds of the DFB Cup.

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA – Revenues in € million

SALES DEVELOPMENT
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Income from TV marketing
Income from TV marketing fell during the financial

year from € 26.02 million in the 2007/2008 financial

year to € 22.43 million.

Income from TV marketing for Bundesliga match ope-

rations amounted to € 20.44 million, down € 0.32 mil-

lion year on year. Despite averaging seventh over a

period of four years and having taken a better position

as compared to the end of the previous season, Borussia

Dortmund is still behind the German champ VfL

Wolfsburg, landing in 9th place at the end of the season.

The team's elimination in the third round of the DFB

Cup alone caused revenues to decline by € 3.79

 million. This loss was not offset by the team's parti -

cipation in the first round of the UEFA Cup and the

T-Home Cup. 

With the reorganisation of TV rights and the intro-

duction of the third division, the Borussia Dortmund

amateur team did not receive any TV revenues.

Transfer income
At € 11.54 million, transfer income exceeded the

 previous year's figure by € 6.14 million. 

In addition to Mladen Petric' switch to HSV, which

comprised the lion's share of this income item,

Martin Amedick's switch to 1. FC Kaiserslautern,

Andre Kruska's switch to FC Bruges, Robert Kovac's

switch to NK Dinamo Zagreb, Diego Klimowicz'

switch to VfL Bochum and Antonio Rukavina's switch

to 1860 München contributed to this increase.

Income from catering and licences
including other income 
Borussia Dortmund generated € 12.70 million in

income from catering and licenses including other

income, thus reaching a level above the prior-year

figure (€ 12.06 million).

Income from ticketing
In financial year 2008/2009, Borussia Dortmund

generated € 22.17 million in match operations in -

come (previous year: € 22.59 million). 

In keeping with the general upwards trend of the

League, Borussia Dortmund posted a € 2.00 million

increase in income from Bundesliga match opera -

tions, totalling € 18.72 million for the financial year

just ended. With an average of 73,802 fans attending

each match, BVB again proved to be a spectator

 magnet. The club has led the other Bundesliga teams

in spectator attendance for years.

By contrast, income from national cup competitions

declined by € 2.90 million, as Borussia Dortmund was

already eliminated in the third round this year.

Participation in an international competition was not

sufficient to offset this loss.

Match operations generated an additional € 1.42

 million from friendly matches and from regional

match operations.

Income from sponsorship
Sponsorship again took the lead amongst revenue

items in financial year 2008/2009, where it remained

virtually the same as the previous year and accoun-

ted for 36.2% of total revenues. In 2008/2009, in come

amounted to € 39.11 million, down by only € 0.14 mil-

lion in spite of the lack of advertising income from

the DFB Cup and the associated premiums. 

Marketing a football club includes a wide range of

advertising opportunities covering all aspects of

 sporting events. In addition to conventional adverti-

sing media such as banners, print adverts and jumbo

video screens, this income item was influenced

 chiefly by the marketing of the jersey by the supplier

and the jersey sponsor, as well as the naming rights

to the stadium.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF SIGNIFICANT
 OPERATING EXPENSES 

Personnel expenses
Personnel expenses rose from € 42.49 million in the

2007/2008 financial year to € 46.85 million. This in -

crease is due primarily to increased personnel expenses

for professional players.

Depreciation and amortisation
Depreciation and amortisation rose year on year to 

€ 10.57 million (previous year: € 8.64 million). This was

due primarily to investments for player registrations 

for Neven Subotic, Mohamed Zidan and Patrick

Owomoyela. 

Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses amounted to € 52.93 million

in the reporting period (previous year: € 51.60 million).

The following declined year on year: advertising expen-

ses/agency fees contained under this item (by € 1.11

million) in relation to the agency agreement entered

into in July 2008 featuring a lower commission rate, as

well as expenses for match operations (by € 2.12 mil -

lion) which were incurred in the previous year mainly

due to the team's qualification for the DFB Cup final

and the related payer departures. 

In the season just ended, catering income at SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK and at non-match operations again pro-

ved to be a revenue driver for the Company, genera-

ting € 8.49 million, or approximately 67% of the divisi-

on's total revenues – an increase by roughly € 1.06

million. Factoring in the friendly match versus Juventus

Turin and the international match of Germany versus

Russia, a total of 24 matches were held at SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK, up year-on-year by two. 

Catering, licences and other income also includes

proceeds from rentals and leases, the rights of use for

all companies and advance booking fees from ticke-

ting, totalling € 4.20 million (previous year: € 4.62

million). This figure also contains rental proceeds for

the international match.

Other operating income declined year on year by 

€ 6.34 million to € 2.30 million, primarily due to the

loss of one-off income generated in the previous year,

such as remuneration paid to foreign players in the

2008 European Cup and the sale of the swap trans-

action with Deutsche Bank AG as part of the repay-

ment of the loan with Morgan Stanley International

Bank Limited, London.

In spite of scheduled repayments made in the past

financial year, financial liabilities at the balance sheet

date increased by € 4.14 million due to the use of

overdraft facilities.

Trade payables declined by € 1.86 million and liabili-

ties to affiliated companies fell by € 0.59 million. 

A major change in liabilities is attributable to the

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE
After taking into account the net loss for the year,

Borussia Dortmund's equity amounted to € 91.79

million as at 30 June 2009. This corresponds to an

equity ratio of 43.80%.

Liabilities decreased by € 8.23 million as against the

prior-year balance sheet date. This decline was bro-

ken down as follows:

FINANCIAL CONDITION
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By contrast, receivables fell by € 9.03 million year

on year. This was due primarily to the payment 

of the residual purchase price (VAT) in relation 

to the marketing agreement with Sportfive GmbH

& Co. KG.

Cash and cash equivalents changed by € 7.37 million.

As at the balance sheet date of 30 June 2009, Borussia

Dortmund's net assets had been reduced by € 13.73

million.

The extensive investments, particularly in the player

registrations, are reflected in the increase in fixed

assets by a total of € 3.94 million.

NET ASSETS

DFB Cup, we just barely missed our target of gene-

rating positive earnings from operating activities by

generating a loss of € 0.10 million. 

This confirmed the previous year's nascent trend for

Borussia Dortmund's financial headroom to expand

further and be used for moderate investments in the

professional squad.

The financial year just ended was characterised by a

considerable strengthening of the professional squad,

which was reflected in the Company's balance sheet.

Associated with this increase in investment, amortisa-

tion charges rose by € 1.93 million and salary expen-

ses rose by € 4.36 million. As a consequence of this

and disappointing marketing income figures due to

the early elimination from the UEFA Cup and the

OVERALL SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF OPERATIONS, 
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND NET ASSETS

€ 1.63 million, comprising the construction of the

Borusseum as well as investments in SIGNAL

 IDUNA PARK and the Brackel training grounds.

Analysis of liquidity
As at 30 June 2009, Borussia Dortmund held cash 

of € 0.37 million, none of which was subject to

 restrictions.

Additionally, as at the balance sheet date, € 12.0

 million in overdraft facilities was available, € 6.10

million of which had been drawn on as at the balance

sheet date.

reduction of other liabilities by € 9.92 million, which

was due in particular to the timely repayment of VAT

liabilities arising from the new marketing agreement

entered into in the previous year.

Analysis of investments
In financial year 2008/2009, Borussia Dortmund

invested € 17.88 million in intangible assets. This

amount was attributable almost entirely to invest-

ments in the player base.

Payments for investments in property, plant and

equipment during the same period amounted to 
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before the fixed annual salary and income taxes. In

addition, special payments can be made on the basis

of resolutions approved by the Executive Committee

of the Advisory Board.

The component not related to performance compri-

ses a fixed annual salary and benefits in kind, mainly

derived from the amounts required to be taken into

account in accordance with tax regulations e.g. for the

use of company cars. 

The Supervisory Board's compensation is governed

by § 13 of the Articles of Association, pursuant to

which each member of the Supervisory Board recei-

ves fixed compensation amounting to € 7 thousand;

the Chairman receives twice that amount, while the

Deputy Chairman receives one and a half times that

amount. Value added tax is reimbursed to the mem-

bers of the Supervisory Board. 

The structure of the compensation system for mana-

gement is determined and regularly reviewed by the

Executive Committee of the Advisory Board. The

Executive Committee of the Advisory Board of

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH is

also responsible for determining the compensation of

management in detail and sets the appropriate

amount of compensation. The principal criteria for

determining the appropriate amount of compensa -

tion are the responsibilities of the particular member

of management, their personal performance and the

financial condition, success and future prospects of

Borussia Dortmund. 

As well as annual payments not related to perfor-

mance and based on market rates at comparable com-

panies, the compensation includes a performance-rela-

ted component that is based on the consolidated

earnings of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

C O M P E N S AT I O N  R E P O R T
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This year, the risk inventory procedure which has been

implemented in order to catalogue and assess all risks

has again proven itself a vital management instrument.

Risks are identified, discussed and reviewed in consi-

deration of current circumstances at individual or

 plenary meetings in order to assess the current like-

lihood of their occurring and the extent of the loss they

might provoke. Particular emphasis is placed here on

high priority risks which could significantly jeopardise

the continued existence of the Borussia Dortmund

Group. Thus the organisational groundwork has been

laid to enable the Group to recognise any changes to

the risk situation that may emerge early on.

Regular risk reports to Borussia Dortmund's gover-

ning bodies keep them informed of the Group's

 current risk profile, enabling them to monitor and

manage risks.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the risk manage-

ment system is examined as part of the audit carried

out by the Company's auditors.

Borussia Dortmund's divisions are exposed to a wide

variety of risks that are inseparably linked to the

 conduct of business. A functioning control and moni-

toring system is essential to the early identification

and assessment of and systematic response to these

risks. It is the responsibility of the Group's internal

risk management system to monitor and control such

potential risks. 

This risk management system is based on principles

and guidelines laid out by the management. These

principles and guidelines are designed to facilitate

the identification of uncertainties and to take appro-

priate countermeasures in good time. In order to

ensure the highest possible level of transparency, risk

management has been incorporated into the organi-

sational structure of the entire Group. Every depart-

ment and division is required to report to the mana-

gement immediately on any market-relevant changes

to the risk portfolio. Moreover, the risk management

system is an integral component of the overarching

planning, steering and reporting process.

R I S K  R E P O R T

RISK MANAGEMENT
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scouting and medical examinations are intended to

help the Company avoid making ill-advised invest-

ments in signing new players. The loss of key players

as a result of injury cannot be foreseen and, as a

result, may endanger the ability of the Company to

meet internally defined objectives. 

Yet in the economic sector as well, the use of quali-

fied specialists and executives is essential for the

Group. It is important to retain them with the

Company over the long term. 

ECONOMIC RISKS 

As a result of the current financial crisis, the develop-

ment of future funding through sponsorship is parti-

cularly difficult to foresee. Borussia Dortmund has laid

the groundwork for the coming years through the con-

clusion of long-term contracts with major sponsors.

Since primarily small and medium-sized companies

are currently acting cautiously to wait and see how the

market develops, we cannot yet reliably forecast whet-

her last year's total volume in sponsorship can be achie-

ved again this year. In addition to difficulties surroun-

ding the acquisition of sponsors, it is currently also

impossible to foresee the extent to which the threat of

unemployment will influence customers' consumer

behaviour and what effect the economic situation will

have on Borussia Dortmund's earnings.   

Given current events, it should be noted that it is

impossible to plan and manage the risk of interrup-

tion of match operations, for example due to the out-

break of epidemics. Nor is it possible to foresee the

potential financial ramifications of such a situation. 

STRATEGIC RISKS

The economic performance of a football company

depends on its athletic performance. However, this

can only be planned to a certain extent, meaning that

financial and corporate planning must be aimed at

maintaining the profitability of the company – even in

the face of setbacks – so as to avoid risks to the

Company's future existence. Long-term affiliations

and partnerships ensure a certain level of planning

security, independently of sporting success. Moreover

it is important to reconcile the conflict between pur-

suing athletic objectives, the measures necessary to

achieve such objectives and financial requirements

such as securing adequate liquidity. The achievement

of one company objective may therefore make it

necessary to abandon or modify another objective. In

such instances, the management is then required to

develop a solution in line with strategic objectives

under consideration of the risks and opportunities,

without jeopardising the financial objectives.   

PERSONNEL RISKS

The importance of human resources to the Company

is growing. Thus personnel risk represents a central

risk category in a company's risk management orga-

nisation. 

The core business of Borussia Dortmund – partici-

pating in Bundesliga match operations – is largely

dependent on the Company's human resources.

Athletic success, which forms the basis for economic

success, is heavily dependent on the professional

sports squad and the quality of the players. Intensive

SPECIFIC RISKS
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LIQUIDITY RISK

The danger of at some point not being able to meet pay-

ment obligations in a timely manner or in full is called

liquidity risk. 

Regular reporting and strict control over the ad -

herence to targets, budgets and KPIs ensures that the

Company's liquidity remains a transparent variable.

This is constantly monitored through liquidity plan-

ning, taking into consideration expected payment

flows. However, due to the current financial crisis,

 there exists the possibility that budgeted payment

receipts are not realised due to the inability to honour

agreements as entered into due to the poor financial

position or the insolvency of the customer. 

INTEREST RATE RISK

The Borussia Dortmund Group bears the financing

risk of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK. The Group is pre-

sently not subject to any interest rate risk thanks to

the fixed-interest credit agreements entered into for

the coming years.

CREDIT RISK

The Group conducts business exclusively with third

parties of high credit standing. Credit risk can arise in

the context of a player transfer and from long-term

sponsorship agreements, as well as from centralised

marketing agreements.

THE RISK SITUATION IN SUMMARY

FINANCIAL RISKS

Thanks to its risk management system, Borussia

Dortmund is in a position to meet the statutory pro-

visions with regard to control and transparency in the

Company. 

A review of the risk situation revealed that none of

the individual risks defined within the risk areas

 jeopardise the continued existence of the Borussia

Dortmund Group.

With regard to the risks discussed in this report and

the review of the overall risk situation, no risks were

identified in the financial year just ended that will con-

tribute to a permanent or material deterioration of the

net assets, financial position and results of operations

for either the Group or the individual companies. 
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ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPANY

R E P O R T  O N  E X P E C T E D  D E V E L O P M E N T S

tions and without assuming any financial risks high-

lights Borussia Dortmund's impressive efficiency.

We intend to continue to leverage our stable and

robust equity base in order to avoid financial risks

and continue pursuing our goal of being among the

top teams in the Bundesliga.

Despite just barely missing out on qualifying for inter-

national competition, Borussia Dortmund was able to

maintain the key players of the prior-season squad

and also underscored its ambitions for the 2009/2010

season by making useful additions to the team.

The ability to have made these additions without the

aid of additional income from European competi -

EXPECTED GENERAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

brand is shining brightly even before the season has

got off the ground, underscoring the prominent posi-

tion of the Bundesliga product.

The new season promises to be an amazing one: A top

goal scorer, a record year for season tickets sold,

spectacular new additions to the team and a long-

term, more exclusive TV agreement – the Bundesliga

EXPECTED RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

ANTICIPATED EARNINGS 
DEVELOPMENT

As in previous years, athletic success will be a major

factor in earnings development. However, since the

team did not qualify for international competition,

the potential for additional income is even more

limited than in the previous year.

Nonetheless, the management believes that the

Company will again generate a net profit for the

year, even though the enduring economic crisis may

make the economic environment a factor that could

jeopardise this goal.

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT 
OF REVENUES

Borussia Dortmund was again successful in lifting

revenues year on year to € 107.95 million. It will

most certainly be difficult to repeat this performan-

ce without the additional income from one of the

international competitions. Nonetheless, the mana-

gement is confident that it will again break through

the € 100 million barrier.
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ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT 
OF SIGNIFICANT OPERATING EXPENSES

Thanks to intensive cost control, the management is in

a position to minimise other operating expenses and to

identify and realise savings potentials.

However, the development of this item depends to a

great extent on the number of official matches in a

 season, meaning that a development forecast is al-

ways dependent on athletic performance.

Personnel expenses will again remain on a level with

those in the previous year, although Borussia Dort-

mund was able to maintain the core team and even to

strengthen it in some respects.

Despite registering an increase in earnings power, the

Borussia Dortmund Group reported a loss for the

2008/2009 financial year. Although the company

expects to report an operating profit in the coming

years, given the € 70.76 million in financial liabilities,

a dividend payment would not be appropriate until

Borussia Dortmund has re-established itself on the

international sporting scene and generated long-term,

substantial profits.

EXPECTED FINANCIAL CONDITION

EXPECTED DIVIDENDS

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT 
OF LIQUIDITY

Repayments of the long-term loans to finance the

stadium continue to be made on schedule. Moreover,

Borussia Dortmund was able to invest intensively in

strengthening the professional team. Going forward,

we will continue to use non-earmarked funds to

strengthen the athletics department.

FINANCIAL PLANNING

We will continue to reduce our liabilities as scheduled

in instalments in the 2009/2010 financial year. 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLANNING

Now that construction work on the northeast corner

of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK which now houses the

Borusseum has been completed, another construction

project is ready to commence. The state-of-the-art

Brackel training grounds are slated to be expanded to

add more space and buildings.

A further focus of the investments will lie on streng-

thening the professional squad, as in previous years.
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OPPORTUNITIES

not only leaves a lasting mark on the public's percepti-

on of the club, but also opens the door to additional

financial income.

Moreover, Borussia Dortmund has high-quality young

players on its squad who are highly valued on the

 market and have a high transfer potential.

After a brief appearance in the UEFA Cup last season

and failing to qualify for the next, the only option the

team has for generating additional income is now the

DFB Cup.

Already in the 2007/2008 season, Borussia Dortmund

demonstrated that a successful run in the DFB Cup

DEVELOPMENT FORECAST IN SUMMARY

The team has taken great strides towards the goal it

set in previous years of rejoining the ranks of the

 leading Bundesliga teams, and will continue to do so

in this jubilee year 2009/2010.

Borussia Dortmund has made great headway in its

first season with its new head coach Jürgen Klopp.

This young, ambitious team managed to take sixth

place in the Bundesliga from the outset and won over

the fans' hearts by playing fast and furious football

at SIGNAL IDUNA PARK.
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R E P O R T  O N  P O S T  B A L A N C E  S H E E T  D AT E  E V E N T S

slated to face second-division club Karlsruher SC in

the second Cup round. 

The first Bundesliga match in the 2009/2010 season

was also a promising one. In the nearly sold-out

 SIGNAL IDUNA PARK arena, BVB won a highly

 deserved 1:0 victory against 1. FC Köln, thus further

stoking anticipation for the new season.

Despite suffering an unexpected and searing 1:4 loss at

the hands of Hamburger SV at its first away match, Bo-

russia Dortmund could just about find solace in a ranking

published by the prominent English paper the Times.

According to the paper, the BVB stadium, SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK, is the world's best and most beautiful

football stadium – ahead of San Siro in Milan and Anfield

Road in Liverpool. To explain its decision, the Times

wrote: “Every European Cup final should be held in

Dortmund. This place was built for football and its fans.”

What is so special about this stadium was evident in

August during the friendly international match against

Real Madrid, held to mark BVB's 100th anniversary.

75,000 spectators – a new record for attendance at a

friendly match in Germany since the founding of the

Bundesliga – had a blast and didn't let the walloping

by the Galácticos spoil the fun, seeing how the latter

team had recently spent € 250 million on world-class

players such as Cristiano Ronaldo and Kaka. 

Briefly before the 2009/2010 season kick-off, Borussia

Dortmund announced that it set an all-time club re-

cord: It sold a total of 50,675 season tickets for Bun-

desliga matches at SIGNAL IDUNA PARK even

before the first kick-off – more than any other Ger-

man club has sold before, beating even BVB's own

 record from 2007. There was a surge in enthusiasm

and anticipation for the new season in the wake of

last season's fast and furious performance, leading

the team to climb to sixth place where it just missed

out on qualifying for international play.

Lucas Barrios (Colo Colo/Chile), Dimitar Rangelov

(Cottbus), Markus Feulner (Mainz), Sven Bender

(1860 München), Kevin Großkreutz (Ahlen) and

 Damien Le Tallec (Stade Rennes) made for shrewd

new additions to the existing team, offering head

 coach Jürgen Klopp more aces up his sleeve and

 further fuelling competition within the team. 

Above all, the Argentine Barrios, who scored 37 goals

in 38 matches last season in the first Chilean league,

is expected to play a major role in BVB's offence fol-

lowing Alexander Frei's return to his native country of

Switzerland. Barrios was already able to score his

first goal in his first official match for Borussia Dort-

mund. That goal played a key role in BVB's 3:1 win in

the first round of the DFB Cup with the regional

 league team SpVgg Weiden. Borussia Dortmund is
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6. Because of its legal form as a partnership limited

by shares, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA does not have a management board.

Instead, the Company's management and repre-

sentation is the responsibility of the general part-

ner. The terms of § 6 No. 1 of the Articles of

Association provide that this executive body of

the Company is Borussia Dortmund Geschäfts -

führungs-GmbH, whose registered office is in

Dortmund, on a permanent basis and not for a

limited period of time, by virtue of its status as a

shareholder. The appointment and removal of

managing directors of Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH is governed by § 8 No.

6 of its shareholders' agreement and is the

responsibility of the Executive Committee of its

Advisory Board, and therefore not of the

Supervisory Board of Borussia Dortmund GmbH

& Co. KGaA. 

In principle, changes may be made to the Articles

of Association of Borussia Dortmund GmbH &

Co. KGaA only by a resolution of its General

Shareholders' Meeting, which must be passed, in

accordance with § 133 (1) AktG, by a simple

majority of votes and also, in accordance with 

§ 15 No. 3 of the Articles of Association of the

Company together with § 179 (1) and (2) AktG,

by a simple majority of the capital represented at

the passing of the resolution, except to the extent

that there are mandatory statutory provisions to

the contrary or the Articles of Association pro vide

otherwise. It is a mandatory provision of statute

that a resolution of the General Share holders'

Meeting passed by a majority of three-quarters of

The Company gives the following information in

response to the requirements of § 289 (4) Nos. 1 to

9 HGB:

1. The share capital of Borussia Dortmund GmbH

& Co. KGaA amounts to € 61,425,000.00 and is

divided into 61,425,000 no-par value ordinary

bearer shares. All of the shares have been admit-

ted to trading on the Regulated Market (General

Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and

in the over-the-counter markets (Regulated

Unofficial Markets) in Berlin, Bremen, Stuttgart,

Munich, Hamburg and Düsseldorf. Each no-par

value share entitles the holder to one vote at the

General Shareholders' Meeting. The Company

therefore has only one class of shares and all

 shares carry the same rights and obligations.

Additional rights and responsibilities attaching to

the Company's shares are determined in accor-

dance with the German Stock Corporation Act

(Aktiengesetz, “AktG”).

2. There are no restrictions affecting the voting

rights or transfer of the shares.

3. As of 30 June 2009, the Company had been noti-

fied of the following interests in the share capital

of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA in

excess of 10% of the voting rights:

- Morgan Stanley International plc.: 14.44%

4. There are no shares with special rights which

confer powers of control.

5. There is no control of voting rights in cases whe-

re employees are shareholders.

REPORT IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 289 (4) HGB  

O T H E R  D I S C L O S U R E S
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of the Supervisory Board, to disapply the statuto-

ry subscription right of the limited liability sha-

reholders in certain circumstances. 

In addition, by a resolution of the General

Shareholders' Meeting held on 22 November

2005, the share capital of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA has been conditionally

increased by up to € 14,625,000.00 by the issue

of up to 14,625,000 new no-par value ordinary

bearer shares. The general partner is authorised

until 31 October 2010, with the approval of the

Supervisory Board, to issue bearer bonds with

warrants and/or convertible bonds with a total

nominal amount of up to € 40,000,000.00 and a

maximum maturity of 25 years on one or more

occasions. The holders of bonds with warrants

may be granted rights to subscribe for, and the

holders of convertible bonds may be granted

rights to convert into, a total of up to 14,625,000

new no-par value ordinary bearer shares of the

Company in accordance with the detailed terms

and conditions of the bonds with warrants and/or

convertible bonds.

In the event of a takeover offer for shares issued

by the Company and admitted to trading on an

organised market, general statutory responsibili-

ties and powers also apply to the general partner.

For example, if a takeover offer were to be recei-

ved, the general partner and the Supervisory

Board would be required to issue and publish a

response to the offer, giving their reasons, in

accordance with § 27 of the German Securities

Acquisition and Takeover Act (Wertpapier er -

werbs- und Übernahmegesetz, “WpÜG”), so that

the limited liability shareholders can make a deci-

sion on the offer on an informed basis. Moreover,

in accordance with § 33 WpÜG, once a takeover

offer has been announced, the general partner

may not take any actions outside the ordinary

course of business which could frustrate the

the share capital represented at the passing of the

resolution is required for changes to the Articles

of Association relating to the objects of the

Company (§ 179 (2) sentence 2 AktG), the issu-

ance of non-voting preferred shares (§ 182 (1)

sentence 2 AktG), capital increases where sub-

scription rights have been disapplied (§ 186 (3)

AktG), the creation of conditional  capital (§ 193

(1) AktG), the creation of authorised capital 

(§ 202 (2) AktG) – where appropriate with aut-

horisation to disapply subscription rights (§ 203

(2) sentence 2 together with § 186 (3) AktG) –,

the ordinary or simplified reduction of capital 

(§ 222 (1) sentence 2 and/or § 229 (3) AktG) or 

a change of legal form (§ 233 (2) and/

or § 240 (1) German Reorganisation Act

(Umwandlungsgesetz, “UmwG”)). In addition,

capital increases, other changes to the Articles of

Association and other decisions of a fundamental

nature may only be resolved with the approval of

the general partner, in accordance with § 285 (2)

sentence 1 AktG. The Supervisory Board is

 author ised in accordance with § 12 No. 5 of the

Articles of Association to resolve changes to the

Articles of Association which relate only to their

wording, in particular in connection with the

amount of capital increases out of authorised and

conditional capital.

7.  In accordance with § 5 No. 4 of the Articles of

Association of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA, the general partner is authorised until 31

July 2011, with the approval of the Supervisory

Board, to increase the share capital by the issue of

up to 21,937,500 new no-par value ordinary

 bearer shares against cash or non-cash contribu-

tions on one or more occasions, but by a maxi-

mum of € 21,937,500.00 in total (Authorised

Capital 2006). In all cases, the new shares parti-

cipate in profits from the beginning of the finan-

cial year in which they are issued. The general

partner is further authorised, with the approval
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European breakthrough rule, reservation of reci-

procity).

8. The Company is not a party to any material

agreements which are conditional on a change 

of control following a takeover offer for the

 issued shares of Borussia Dortmund GmbH &

Co. KGaA.

9. The Company is not a party to any compensation

agreements applying in the event of a takeover

offer.

 success of the offer, unless those actions have

been authorised by the General Shareholders'

Meeting, or the Supervisory Board has given its

approval to the actions or the actions relate to

obtaining a competing offer. In making their

decisions, the general partner and the Super -

visory Board are bound to have regard to the inte-

rests of the Company, its employees and its

 shareholders. At the balance sheet date, there

were no provisions of the Articles of Association

within the meaning of §§ 33a – 33c WpÜG

(European prohibition on frustrating action,

that was in each case reasonable under the circums-

tances known to us at the time such transactions were

entered into. In all other cases, the Company has been

compensated for any disadvantages having arisen. No

other measures within the meaning of § 312 (1) AktG

were taken or omitted during the financial year.

Dortmund, 21 August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

The Dependent Company Report prepared by

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA pursuant to

§ 312 AktG sets out the relations with BV. Borussia 09

e.V. Dortmund as the controlling entity and its

 affiliated companies. The general partner – represen-

ted by its Managing Directors – issued the following

concluding statement:

With respect to the transactions set out in the report

concerning relations with affiliated companies, the

Company received consideration in the financial year

STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL PARTNER CONCERNING RELATIONS 
WITH AFFILIATED COMPANIES

Thomas Treß
Managing Director

Hans-Joachim Watzke
Managing Director (Chairman) 
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B A L A N C E  S H E E T

A S S E T S 30 June 2009 30 June 2008
c c

A. FIXED ASSETS

I. Intangible fixed assets

1. Concessions, industrial property rights and similar rights 
and assets, and licenses in such rights and assets 19,988,739.42 16,024,331.02

2. Payments on account 179,100.00 60,450.00

20,167,839.42 16,084,781.02

II. Tangible fixed assets

1. Land, land rights and buildings  
including buildings on third-party land 22,635,339.73 22,070,503.77

2. Other equipment, operating and office equipment 7,401,997.92 7,918,974.44
3. Payments on account and assets under construction 0.00 300,884.24

30,037,337.65 30,290,362.45

III. Long-term financial assets

1. Shares in affiliated companies 139,189,504.96 139,189,504.96

2. Other equity investments 95,632.18 95,632.18

3. Other loans 415,738.03 307,976.46

139,700,875.17 139,593,113.60 

189,906,052.24 185,968,257.07

B. CURRENT ASSETS

I. Inventories

1. Merchandise 50,826.18 51,426.96

II. Receivables and other assets

1. Trade receivables 10,349,531.06 18,308,194.90

2. Receivables from affiliated companies 402,498.14 806,658.95

3. Receivables from other long-term    
investees and investors 0.00 860.40

4. Other receivables and other assets 1,724,839.73 2,390,984.20

12,476,868.93 21,506,698.45

III. Securities

Own shares 19,862.97 36,099.50

IV. Cash-in-hand and bank balances 370,176.41 7,738,638.01

12,917,734.49 29,332,862.92

C. PREPAID EXPENSES                                                                   6,745,009.01 7,995,217.98

209,568,795.74 223,296,337.97
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E Q U I T Y   A N D   L I A B I L I T I E S 30 June 2009 30 June 2008
c c

A. EQUITY

I. Subscribed capital 61,425,000.00 61,425,000.00

II. Capital reserves 34,171,483.00 34,171,483.00

III. Revenue reserves
Reserve for own shares 19,862.97 36,099.50

IV. Net accumulated losses -3,826,498.80 -906,183.41

91,789,847.17 94,726,399.09

B. PROVISIONS

1. Provisions for taxes 422,209.59 422,209.59

2. Other provisions 1,381,243.66 1,902,400.00

1,803,453.25 2,324,609.59

C. LIABILITIES

1. Liabilities to banks 25,714,111.79 21,575,768.04

2. Trade payables 9,493,827.18 11,355,719.98

3. Liabilities to affiliated companies 7,187,456.97 7,775,693.86

4. Other liabilities 18,872,274.78 28,787,591.37

61,267,670.72 69,494,773.25

D. DEFERRED INCOME 54,707,824.60 56,750,556.04

209,568,795.74 223,296,337.97
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I N C O M E  S TAT E M E N T

1.7.2008 - 30.6.2009 1.7.2007 - 30.6.2008

c c

1. Sales 107,948,780.11 105,326,588.61

2. Other own work capitalised 0.00 90,000.00

3. Other operating income 2,305,475.63 8,639,620.61

110,254,255.74 114,056,209.22

4. Personnel expenses

a) Wages and salaries -44,882,272.60 -40,602,630.57

b) Social security, post-employment
and other employee benefit costs -1,970,533.16 -1,889,004.81

-46,852,805.76 -42,491,635.38

5. Depreciation, amortisation  
and write-downs -10,572,914.39 -8,644,973.38

6. Other operating expenses -52,933,150.89 -51,597,856.54

7. Income from long-term equity investments 85,989.61 108,947.46
of which from affiliated companies: c 85,989.61 (previous year: c 58,947.66)

8. Income from profit and loss transfer agreements 165,661.51 363,972.48

9. Other interest and similar income 125,919.82 518,488.47

10. Write-downs of long-term financial assets
and securities classified as current assets -13,101.56 -2,669.05

11. Expenses from profit and loss transfer agreements -161,182.13 -4,248,196.01

12. Interest and similar expenses -3,016,562.10 -2,218,171.25

13. Profit/loss from ordinary activities -2,917,890.15 5,844,116.02

14. Taxes on income 80,865.75 -422,209.59

15. Other taxes -99,527.52 -130,558.23

16. Net income/net loss for the financial year -2,936,551.92 5,291,348.20

17. Accumulated losses brought forward -906,183.41 -6,202,557.01

18. Withdrawals from revenue reserves 16,236.53 5,025.40

19. Net accumulated losses -3,826,498.80 -906,183.41



into in June 2003 for the 2004/2005 to 2008/2009

Bundesliga seasons was inaccurate, along with 

the recognition of such revenue in subsequent

periods. 

The management acknowledged the FREP's fin-

dings and, consequently, decided to exercise its

option to amend the annual financial statements

for 2005/2006, 2006/2007 and 2007/2008 in line

with the accounting opinion issued by the FREP

that the consideration received on the basis of the

equipment agreement entered into in 200/2003

should be recognised through profit or loss on a

pro rata basis over the term of the agreement from

2004/2005 to 2008/2009.

The changes resulting from the corrections made

are reflected in these annual financial statements.

As a result of the fact that BV. Borussia 09 e.V.

Dortmund holds 100% of the shares in Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH and is the-

refore regarded indirectly as a controlling com-

pany, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

qualifies as a dependent company within the

 meaning of § 17 AktG and accordingly is required

to prepare a Dependent Company Report in

accordance with § 312 AktG. This report must also

contain the statutory concluding statement  required

in accordance with § 312 AktG which must be inclu-

ded in the management report.

The annual financial statements of Borussia

Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA for the 2008/2009

financial year have been prepared in accordance

with the requirements of the German Commercial

Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, “HGB” ) and the parti -

cular accounting requirements of the German

Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetzbuch, “AktG”).

There is an additional obligation in accordance

with § 315a (1) HGB to prepare consolidated

financial statements applying international finan-

cial reporting standards (IFRS). 

The balance sheet classifications comply with the

classification format under commercial law in

accordance with § 266 HGB, while the income

statement has been prepared in the vertical  format

using the nature of expense method in accor dance

with § 275 HGB. The additional information to be

provided in accordance with the statutory  require -

ments is presented in the notes for reasons of

 clarity and accessibility.

In the course of a sample audit of Borussia

Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's annual and

 consolidated financial statements for the financial

year ended 30 June 2008 conducted by Germany's

Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel (Deut -

sche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung, “FREP”),

that panel found that revenue recognition with

regard to an equipment supply agreement  entered

26 August 1992, I R 24/91 and the FIFA Re gu -

lations for the Status and Transfer of Players con-

tained in circular no. 769 of 24 August 2001 which

came into force on 21 September 2001, and are

amortised on a straight-line basis in accordance

with the term of the individual contracts for pro-

fessional players.

Fixed assets

Intangible assets are measured at cost less amor-

tisation based on their expected useful lives or at

the lower fair value. Player registrations reported

in these financial statements are measured at cost,

taking into account the decision of the Federal

Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof, “BFH”) of
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

N O T E S  
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Prepaid expenses
Prepaid expenses consist principally of prepay -

ments relating to the professional squad and

 insurance premiums. The amounts are reversed

ratably over the terms/lives of the individual

items.

Provisions
Provisions for taxes and other provisions are

 recog nised in appropriate amounts for all identi-

fiable uncertain liabilities on the basis of careful

estimates. They are measured in all cases at the

amount necessary at the balance sheet date, in

accordance with prudent business judgment, to

cover future payment obligations. 

Liabilities
Liabilities are recognised at the repayment amount.

Deferred income
Deferred income comprises receipts from ticket

sales, sponsorship and licences relating to the fol-

lowing season. This item also contains the licen-

sing fee received from SPORTFIVE.

60

Tangible assets are measured at cost less accu-

mulated depreciation. Depreciation is based on

the useful lives authorised for tax purposes.

Financial assets are measured at cost.

Inventories
Inventories are measured at cost less any

 discounts, subject to the strict lower of cost or

market principle.

Receivables and other assets,
 securities and cash funds
Receivables and other assets are measured at

their nominal amounts. General valuation allow -

ances are made for the overall credit and interest-

rate risk while separate allowances are recognised

for identifiable individual risks. Non-interest-

 bearing items with a remaining maturity over one

year are reported at their discounted present

value. 

Securities classified as current assets are meas -

ured at cost or the lower fair value taking account

of the lower of cost or market principle. 

Cash and balances with banks are recognised at

their nominal amounts.
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NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET

Fixed assets

levels of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, which had

been renovated in the year before. Additional

investments were also made in the stadium's

technical equipment, in the construction of the

Borusseum, the Brackel training grounds and in

a variety of renovation measures at he Kreuz -

strasse youth centre. 

Financial assets, in addition to the direct equity

investments described in more detail in the list of

direct shareholdings, comprise a tenant's loan

relating to the administration building reported

under other loans. The Company has entered into

control and profit and loss transfer agreements

with its subsidiaries BVB Stadionmanagement

GmbH, BVB Merchandising GmbH and BVB

Stadion Holding GmbH. For its part, BVB Stadion

Holding GmbH has entered into profit and loss

transfer agreements with BVB Stadion GmbH and

BVB Beteiligungs-GmbH. 

Land and land rights have been pledged in order

to provide collateral for loans.

The development of gross fixed assets and of

 accumulated depreciation and amortisation for the

individual items of fixed assets are shown in the

following analysis:

Computer software, purchased trademark rights

and player registrations are reported as intangible

assets. Changes in this item during financial year

2007/2008 related primarily to additions (€ 17.76

million), offset by amortisation (€ 8.74 million) and

write-downs of carrying amounts (€ 5.01 million).

The payers Hajnal, Santana, Subotic, Owo moyela,

Zidan, Lee, Bender and Rangelov were acquired

in return for transfer payments. Write-downs rela-

ted to the players Petric, Buckley, Rukavina and

Klimowicz. 

Tangible assets consist principally of real pro-

perty in the stadium site and the adjoining area

“Am Luftbad”. They also include the commer -

cial premises constructed on land subject to

hereditary building rights and buildings and

sporting facilities at the training ground, the

youth centre, the catering extensions and other

movable components of the stadium, as well as

operating and office equipment at these facilities

and at the administrative headquarters. The trai-

ning ground in Dortmund-Brackel was con-

structed by DSW 21 Dortmunder Stadtwerke

AG and let to the Company on a long-term  lease.

In financial year 2008/2009, further investments

were made on the Conference Centre, Business

Club and Borussia Park located in the circula tion

The breakdown of fixed assets is as follows:

c millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Intangible fixed assets 20.17 16.09

Tangible fixed assets 30.04 30.29

Long-term financial assets 139.70 139.59

189.91 185.97
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Current assets

Current assets are made up as follows:

C H A N G E S  I N  F I X E D  A S S E T S

Cost
At At

01 July 2008 Additions Disposals Reclassifications 30 June 2009

I. Intangible assets

1. Concessions, industrial 
property rights and 
similar rights 
and assets and licences 
in such rights and assets 42,634,969.54 17,763,960.00 15,489,720.68 0.00 44,909,208.86

2. Payments on account 60,450.00 118,650.00 0.00 0.00 179,100.00

42,695,419.54 17,882,610.00 15,489,720.68 0.00 45,088,308.86

II. Tangible fixed assets

1. Land, land rights 
and buildings on
third-party land 26,865,206.89 416,430.11 0.00 775,167.43 28,056,804.43

2. Other equipment, operating 
and office equipment 19,403,242.84 739,863.94 0.00 0.00 20,143,106.78

3. Payments on account and 
assets under construction 300,884.24 474,283.19 0.00 -775,167.43 0.00

46,569,333.97 1,630,577.24 0.00 0.00 48,199,911.21

III. Non-current financial assets

1. Shares in affiliated 
companies 139,189,504.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 139,189,504.96

2. Other equity investments 95,632.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 95,632.18

3. Other loans 307,976.46 107,761.57 0.00 0.00 415,738.03

139,593,113.60 107,761.57 0.00 0.00 139,700,875.17

228,857,867.11 19,620,948.81 15,489,720.68 0.00 232,989,095.24

in c

c millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Inventories 0.05 0.05

Receivables and other assets 12.48 21.51
- of which due after 30 June 2009: EUR 1,404 thousand  (previous year: EUR 48 thousand)

Securities 0.02 0.04

Cash-in-hand, bank balances 0.37 7.74

12.92 29.34
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Inventories represent the material value of deco-

rative shares in the form of printed physical  share

certificates, measured at cost.

Receivables and other assets declined mainly as

a result of the settlement of the residual purcha-

se price to the marketing company, SPORT -

FIVE, recognised in the previous year. Future

claims from season ticket sales have been assigned

as collateral for the loans.

The securities item includes the Company's own

shares relating to the decorative share certifica-

tes. Under the terms of a resolution of the

General Shareholders' Meeting held on 16

November 2004, the Company is authorised to

sell its own shares either on or off the stock

 market. Off-market sales are permitted, among

other purposes, for the sale of shares in the form

of printed physical share certificates which are

freely transferable and tradable. In such cases,

Accumulated depreciation and amortisation Net carrying amount
At At At At

01 July 2008 Additions Disposals 30 June 2009 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

26,610,638.52 8,689,312.35 10,379,481.43 24,920,469.44 19,988,739.42 16,024,331.02

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 179,100.00 60,450.00

26,610,638.52 8,689,312.35 10,379,481.43 24,920,469.44 20,167,839.42 16,084,781.02

4,794,703.12 626,761.58 0.00 5,421,464.70 22,635,339.73 22,070,503.77

11,484,268.40 1,256,840.46 0.00 12,741,108.86 7,401,997.92 7,918,974.44

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 300,884.24

16,278,971.52 1,883,602.04 0.00 18,162,573.56 30,037,337.65 30,290,362.45

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 139,189,504.96 139,189,504.96

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 95,632.18 95,632.18

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 415,738.03 307,976.46

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 139,700,875.17 139,593,113.60

42,889,610.04 10,572,914.39 10,379,481.43 43,083,043.00 189,906,052.24 185,968,257.07
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sheet date, the Company's holding of its own

securities consisted of 22,831 no-par value shares.

They were measured at the rate prevailing on the

balance sheet date. A reserve for own shares in

the amount of the asset item has been set up 

in accordance with § 272 (4) HGB. Further

disclosures required in accordance with § 160

AktG are given in the following overview, the

income from the sale of shares has been included

in the profit from operating activities:

shareholders' subscription rights are excluded in

accordance with § 71 (1) No. 8 AktG. In the

 period between the date of admission of the

Company's shares to trading (31 October 2000)

and the balance sheet date, the Company

 acquired a total of 34,000 no-par value shares and

sold 11,169 no-par value shares off-market in the

form of printed physical share certificates. The

gain on disposal has been reported separately

under other operating income. At the balance

to cover the grant of option rights and the

 agreement of option obligations and the sett -

lement of conversion rights and obligations, in 

all cases issued by the Company during the

 period until 31 October 2010 on the basis of 

the authorisation granted by the General

Shareholders' Meeting on 22 November 2005.

To date, no use has been made of the authorisa-

tion referred to.

The Company's subscribed capital amounts to 

€ 61,425,000 and is divided into 61,425,000 no-

par value shares, each representing a notional

share in the share capital of € 1.00.

In addition, a conditional increase in the share

capital of up to € 14,625,000 was resolved by the

General Shareholders' Meeting on 22 November

2005. The purpose of the conditional capital is 

Equity

c millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Subscribed capital 61.43 61.43

Capital reserves 34.17 34.17

Revenue reserves 0.02 0.04

Net accumulated losses -3.83 -0.91

91.79 94.73

Acquisition Sales
of own of own Own Amount of   Share in Purchase Selling

Month shares shares shares share capital share capital price price
c % c c

Holding as of June 2008 23,290 23,290 0.038

07.2008 - 06.2009 -459 -459 -0.001 5,049

Holding as of June 2009 22,831 22,831 0.037
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the share capital by the issue of up to 21,937,500

new no-par value shares for cash or non-cash

contributions (Authorised Capital 2006).

The extraordinary General Shareholders' Meet -

ing held on 15 August 2006 also authorised the

general partner until 31 July 2011, with the

approval of the Supervisory Board, to increase

financial statements for 2007/2008 in line with the

accounting opinion issued by the FREP, recog -

nising the consideration received on the basis of the

equipment agreement entered into in 200/2003

through profit or loss on a pro rata basis over 

the term of the agreement from 2004/2005 to

2008/2009. 

On the basis of the foregoing, Borussia Dort mund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH and the Super visory

Board of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

will propose to the General Share holders'

Meeting in November 2009 that it again adopt

the annual financial statements for 2007/2008 as

amended.

The withdrawal reflects the adjustment of the

reserves to the amount of own shares held. 

The annual financial statements for 2007/2008

were initially approved at the General Share -

holders' Meeting held on 25 November 2008. 

As already indicated, in the course of a sample audit

of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA's annual

and consolidated financial statements for the finan-

cial year ended 30 June 2008 conducted by Germa -

ny's Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel (Deut -

sche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung, “FREP”), that

panel found that revenue recognition with regard to

an equipment supply agreement entered into in

June 2003 for the 2004/2005 to 2008/2009 Bun -

desliga seasons was inaccurate, along with the  recog -

nition of such revenue in subsequent periods. 

The management acknowledged the FREP's fin-

dings and, consequently, amended the annual

The development of reserves was as shown below:

Changes in equity were as follows: 

c thousands 01 July 2008 Additions/ Loss 30 June 2009
Withdrawals

Subscribed capital 61,425 0 0 61,425

Capital reserves 34,171 0 0 34,171

Revenue reserves 36 -16 0 20

Net accumulated losses -906 16 -2,936 -3,826

94,726 0 -2,936 91,790

Changes in capital

c thousands 01 July 2008 Additions Withdrawal 30 June 2009

Capital reserves 34,171 0 0 34,171

Revenue reserves 36 0 -16 20

34,207 0 -16 34,191
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c millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Provisions for taxes 0.42 0.42

Other provisions 1.38 1.90

1.80 2.32

Provisions

Provisions for taxes comprise the expected  ad -

ditional payments of corporation tax, solidarity

surcharge and trade tax for the 2007/2008 finan-

cial year. 

In addition to staff-related obligations such as

severance packages, unclaimed holiday entitle-

ments, contributions to employer's liability in -

surance schemes, bonuses and one-off payments

etc, other provisions include provisions for cost

and supplier invoices not yet received. 

Liabilities

The maturities and security granted in respect of liabilities reported at 30 June 2009 are shown in the
 following overview: 

Total Up to 1 – 5 more than 
c millions 30 June 2009 1 year years 5 years

Liabilities to banks 25.71 8.21 10.02 7.48

Trade payables 9.49 8.97 0.40 0.12

Liabilities to
affiliated companies 7.19 1.19 1.00 5.00

Other liabilities 18.87 11.01 6.25 1.61
- of which from taxes:

€ 3,458 thousand 
(previous year: € 14,073 thousand)

- of which social security
€ 9 thousand 
(previous year: € 15 thousand)

61.26 29.38 17.67 14.21

of which with a residual term of

Liabilities to banks of € 25.71 million (previous

year: € 21.58) are secured by real property liens,

assignments and pledges.

As well as short- to medium-term loans amoun-

ting to € 7.43 million (previous year: € 4.88 mil -

lion), other liabilities consist mainly of wages and

salaries outstanding at the end of the financial

year and the associated social security contribu -

tions. In addition, there are liabilities relating to

wages tax and VAT. 
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Sales

The following table shows sales classified by area of activity as required by the German Football League

(Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH, “DFL”) for the licensing procedure:

c millions 2008/2009 2007/2008

Match operations 22.17 22.59

Advertising 39.11 39.25

Media rights of exploitation and joint marketing 22.43 26.02

Transfers 11.54 5.40

Retail 12.70 12.06

107.95 105.32

NOTES TO THE INCOME STATEMENT

Total up to 1 – 5 more than 
c millions 30 June 2009 1 year years 5 years

Stadium rent 92.39 6.16 23.32 62.91

Marketing fees 136.26 10.30 50.03 75.93

Rental and leasing 24.25 2.48 9.14 12.63

Other financial obligations 2.23 0.23 0.26 1.74

255.13 19.17 82.75 153.21

of which with a residual term of

Deferred income

Deferred income includes payments received in

 respect of season ticket sales, income from licences

and sponsorship and the licensing fee received for

the agency license and marketing rights granted to

SPORTFIVE. 

Other financial obligations  

At the balance sheet date, there were financial obli-

gations resulting, among other things, from rental,

leasing, hereditary lease and licensing agreements,

and inter-company agreements. The classification

by maturity is shown in the following table:  
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The increase in other operating expenses for match

operations is primarily attributable to the residual

carrying amounts of professional squad members

sold during the year under review. 

player transfers: Mladen Petric to Hamburger SV,

Robert Kovac to NK Dinamo Zagreb, Diego

Klimowicz to VfL Bochum, Markus Brenzska to

FC Energie Cottbus, Antonio Rukavina to TSV

1860 München and Marc-Andrè Kruska to Club

Brugge VK. The corresponding residual carrying

amounts were reported as transfer expenses under

other operating expenses. 

Compared with financial year 2007/2008, sales

declined in ticketing, sponsorship and TV market -

ing, since these areas benefited in the previous

year from the team's successful participation in

DFB Cup competition until the final in Berlin. 

Transfer income rose year on year, comprising

mainly the transfer compensation for the following

Personnel expenses

c millions 2008/2009 2007/2008

Match operations 40.52 37.01

Retail and administration 3.45 3.16

Amateur and youth football 2.88 2.31

46.85 42.48

The breakdown of personnel expenses is as follows: 

Other operating expenses

c millions 2008/2009 2007/2008

Match operations 25.39 27.51

Advertising and marketing 10.97 12.08

Transfers 7.23 1.97

Retail 1.35 1.24

Administration 6.47 6.93

Other 1.52 1.87

52.93 51.60
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c millions 2008/2009 2007/2008

Hans Joachim Watzke
Fixed components

Fixed remuneration 0.60 0.60
Other remuneration 0.02 0.02

Variable component
Bonus payments
Bonus 0.00 0.22

Thomas Treß
Fixed components

Fixed remuneration 0.40 0.40
Other remuneration 0.04 0.03

Variable component
Bonus payments
Bonus 0.00 0.15

1.06 1.41

OTHER DISCLOSURES

Corporate Governance

The management and Supervisory Board have

issued the statement of compliance with the

German Corporate Governance Code prescribed

by § 161 AktG. The statement has been made

 available to the shareholders and can be viewed at

any time at http://eng.borussia-aktie.de.

EXECUTIVE BODIES

General partner

The general partner is Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH, whose registered  of -

fice is in Dortmund and which does not have an

interest in the Company's share capital. Its share

capital amounts to € 30,000. It is exempt from the

restrictions contained in § 181 of the German Civil

Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, “BGB”) and is

listed in the commercial register of the Local Court

of Dortmund, HRB No. 14206. The Managing

Directors of this company are Mr. Hans-Joachim

Watzke (Chairman) and Mr. Thomas Treß, each 

of whom has sole power of representation. In 

the most recent financial year, the members of

management received the following amounts for

their activities, including responsibilities relating

to  subsidiary companies:



Other responsibilities

Occupations

Gerd Pieper  
(Dipl.-Kfm.)

Chairman 

Proprietor and
 managing director of
Stadtparfümerie Pieper
GmbH, Herne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Beauty Alliance
Deutschland GmbH &
Co. KG, Bielefeld

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Herner Sparkasse,
Herne 

Member of the
Management Board of
BV. Borussia 09 e.V.
Dortmund

Member of the Advisory
Board of NRW Bank,
Düsseldorf

Harald Heinze

Deputy Chairman

Chairman of the
Management Board
(Rtd.) of Dortmunder
Stadtwerke AG (DSW 21)

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of  
e-m-s new media AG,
Dortmund 
(until 31/5/09)

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
WV Energie AG,
Frankfurt am Main 

Member of the
Supervisory Board of 
M-Exchange AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Othmar Freiherr 
von Diemar

Proprietor and manager
of Othmar von Diemar
Vermögensverwaltung +
Beratung, Cologne

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of
Informium AG, Cologne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
004 Beratungs- und
Dienstleistungs-GmbH,
Aschaffenburg

Substitute member of
the Supervisory Board
of Arques Industries AG,
Starnberg

Bernd Geske

Managing partner 
of Bernd Geske Lean
Communication,
Meerbusch

Ruedi Baer

Consultant, B + B
Beratungs AG, Watt
(Switzerland)

Vice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of
mobilzone Holding AG,
Regensdorf (Switzer -
land), (until 7 April 2009)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of eyezone AG,
Watt (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Swisshome
Real Estate AG, Lyss
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Destination
Travel AG, Liebefeld
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of B + B
Beratungs AG, Watt
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Bablo Im -
mo bilien AG, Nieder -
scherli (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Immoplaza
AG, Regensdorf
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of AP Fashion
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Christian Kullmann 

Head of the manage-
ment board office and
group communications
of EVONIK Industries
Aktiengesellschaft,
Essen

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA 

Supervisory Board
The current members of the Supervisory Board of the Com -

pany, their names, occupations and further responsibilities

in other management bodies are listed below. In the past

financial year, the Supervisory Board received remunera tion

amounting to € 52.5 thousand. 

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA 
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Employees

The average number of employees during the year

was 204 (previous year: 195).

List of shareholdings

The following table gives summarised informa tion

relating to companies in which the Company has

a shareholding of more than 20%:

Registered Capital Shareholding Equity Result**
office c millions % c millions c millions

BVB Stadionmanagement GmbH * Dortmund 0.05 100.00 0.07 0.09

BVB Stadion Holding GmbH* Dortmund 0.26 100.00 123.70 0.04

B.E.S.T. Borussia Euro Lloyd 

Sports Travel GmbH Dortmund 0.05 51.00 0.19 0.14

BVB Merchandising GmbH * Dortmund 0.08 100.00 10.88 0.07

Sports & Bytes GmbH Dortmund 0.20 100.00 0.94 0.01

BVB Stadion GmbH * Dortmund 0.03 99.74 27.77 -0.20

BVB Beteiligungs-GmbH * Dortmund 0.03 94.90 5.70 0.00

Orthomed Medizinisches 

Leistungs- und 

Rehabilitationszentrum GmbH Dortmund 0.05 33.33 0.06 0.23

*  Profit and loss tranfers agreements are in force

** from 1 July 2008 - 30 June 2009 before the transfer of net profits (loss) to the consolidated tax group parent

The companies are included in the consolidated financial statements of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Dortmund. 
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Dortmund, 21 August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß

Managing Director (Chairman) Managing Director

%

Morgan Stanley (through Morgan Stanley International Ltd., London ) 14.44

Blue Bay Asset Management 9.99

Bernd Geske 7.40

Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund 7.24

Free float 60.93

100.00

Notifiable shareholdings under § 160 (1 ) No. 8 AktG together with § 21 of the German

Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz, “WpHG”)

We have been informed of the following notifiable shareholdings:

Information relating to expenses recognised for audit fees for the single-entity and

consolidated financial statements

The audit fees recognised in the income statement in the 2006/2007 financial year were made up as follows:

c millions 2008/2009 2007/2008

Audit of the financial statements 0.13 0.26

Other audit-related work 0.00 0.02

Tax advice 0.08 0.07

Other services 0.09 0.04

0.30 0.38
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Cash funds for the purposes of the cash flow statement are defined as cash-in-hand plus bank

balances less overdraft facilities used.

C A S H  F L O W  S TAT E M E N T

c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Cash-on-hand, bank balances 370 7,739

Overdraft facilities -6,099 0

-5,729 7,739

2008/2009 2007/2008
c thousands c thousands

Profit/loss for the period -2,937 5,291

Depreciation, amortisation and write-downs of fixed assets/reversals 10,491 8,645

Profit from disposals of fixed assets -6,119 -4,282

Changes in balance sheet items not  
attributable to investing or financing activities

Inventories 1 0

Trade receivables
and other assets 13,808 -11,417

Prepaid expenses 1,250 -5,890

Provisions -522 -766

Trade payables 
and other liabilities -14,366 15,472

Deferred income -2,042 47,182

Change in restricted funds 0 19

Cash flows from operating activities -436 54,254

Proceeds from disposal of
intangible fixed assets 9,551 4,543

Payments for investments in 
tangible fixed assets -1,631 -1,654

Payments for investments in 
intangible fixed assets -18,434 -3,117

Proceeds from disposal of
long-term financial assets 0 29

Payments for investments in
long-term financial assets -108 -57,500

Cash flows from investing activities -10,622 -57,699

Inflows and outflows from loans and loan repayments 

- new borrowings 0 20,000

- repayments of borrowings -2,410 -22,190

Changes in equity and capital and revenue reserves 0 0

Cash flows from financing activities -2,410 -2,190

Total cash flows -13,468 -5,635

Cash funds at the beginning of the financial year 7,739 13,374

Cash funds at the end of the financial year -5,729 7,739
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Responsibility Statement 
of the Management

To the best of our knowledge, and in accordance

with the applicable reporting principles, the con-

solidated financial statements give a true and fair

view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and

profit or loss of the Group, and the management

report of the Group includes a fair review of the

development and performance of the business and

the position of the Group, together with a descrip-

tion of the principal opportunities and risks asso-

ciated with the expected development of the

Company.

Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß

Managing Director (Chairman) Managing Director

Dortmund, 21. August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH
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Taken under consideration, that the annual gene-

ral meeting of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA on 24 November 2009 adopts the amended

financial statements  for the financial year from

1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009 which these financial

statements are based on, we issue the following

audit opinion: 

We have audited the annual financial statements –

consisting of the balance sheet, income statement

and notes – together with the bookkeeping system

and the management report of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA, Dortmund, for the financial

year from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009.

The maintenance of the bookkeeping system and

the preparation of the annual financial statements

and management report in accordance with

German commercial law and the supplementary

provisions in the Articles of association in the res-

ponsibility of the Company’s legal representatives.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the

annual financial statements, together with the

bookkeeping system, and on the management

report, based on our audit.

We conducted our audit of the annual financial

statements in accordance with §17 of German

Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch, HGB)

and the generally accepted standards for the audit

of financial statements in Germany promulgated

by the German Institute of Chartered

Accountants (Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer,

IDW). Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit such that misstatements mate-

rially affecting the presentation of the net assets,

financial position and results of operations in the

Dortmund, 21 August 2009 

BDO WESTFALEN-REVISION GmbH

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

R. Schepers ppa. J. Königshoven
Auditor Auditor

A U D I T O R S ‘  R E P O R T

annual financial statements in accordance with

German principles of proper accounting and in

the management report are detected with reason-

able assurance. 

Knowledge of the business activities and the eco-

nomical legal environment of the Company and

expectations as to possible misstatements are taken

into account in the determination of audit proce-

dures. The effectiveness of the accounting-related

internal control system and the evidence suppor-

ting the disclosures in the books and records, the

annual financial statements and the management

report are examined primarily on a test basis within

the framework of the audit. The audit includes

assessing the accounting principles used and signi-

ficant estimates made by the Company’s  legal

representatives, as well as evaluating the overall

presentation of the annual financial statements and

the management report. We believe that our audit

provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

Our audit has not led to any reservations. 

In our opinion, based on the results of our audit,

the annual financial statements comply with the

statutory requirements and the supplementary

provisions in the Articles of Association and give a

true and fair view of the net assets, financial posi-

tion and results of operations of the Company in

accordance with German principles of proper

accounting. The management report is consistent

with the annual financial statements, provides as a

whole a suitable view of the Company’s position

and suitably presents the opportunities and risks of

future development. 
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Borussia, Borussia. Borussia over and
over. A great game of two strong teams.
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Although BVB scored 59 points, for the first time in

Bundesliga history this was not enough to qualify it

to play in a European competition.

On top of that was the team's early elimination from

the UEFA Cup, a fate which was sealed in a penal-

ty shootout following a mammoth performance in

Udine. The economic opportunities that were lost

as a result are also mirrored by the net loss posted by

the Company.

All the same, Borussia Dortmund continues to pur-

sue a clear philosophy of maintaining highly com-

petent athletic leadership and presenting a young

and highly ambitious team. Moreover, it should be

noted that the strategic objective announced in 2006

of catching up with Hamburger SV, Schalke 04 and

Werder Bremen by 2011 has already been met – two

years in advance.

This inspires us with the confidence and conviction

that Borussia Dortmund is on the right track overall. 

For Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA, the

report on financial year 2008/2009 is marked by the

largest economic crisis in the history of the Federal

Republic of Germany.

Borussia Dortmund was also unable to completely

sidestep the fallout from this crisis. However, it became

evident in the midst of this crisis that the management

had taken the right steps in years past to leave Borussia

Dortmund much better prepared for these difficult

times than it would have otherwise been just a few

years ago.

Surely what matters most is the fact that we suc-

cessfully put a young, ambitious team on the pitch

under the leadership of Jürgen Klopp, and that team

not only played its way into the hearts of BVB sup-

porters in this past season, it also earned the respect

of the entire Bundesliga.

Unfortunately, there was no economic reward for this

excellent team performance in the past financial year.

FINANCIAL YEAR 2008/2009 IN REVIEW

B U S I N E S S  A N D  F R A M E W O R K  C O N D I T I O N S

Borussia Dortmund

Fantastic start. Matchwinner Valdez
and goal scorer Kringe rejoice the goal.

DFB Cup 
9 August 2008
Essen 1:3 BVB

Match day 1 
16 August 2008

Leverkusen 2:3 BVB

Succcessful start to the season. Kringe,
Hummels and Kehl cheer with Subotic
about his first Bundesliga goal.
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ongoing basis in response to the finding of accounting

irregularities by the Financial Reporting Enforcement

Panel (Deutsche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung,

“FREP”).

Borussia Dortmund points out that the prior-year

figures contained in the 2008/2009 consolidated

financial statements prepared as at 30 June 2009 in

accordance with IFRS have been restated on an

2008/2009 2007/2008
€ millions 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Equity 68.2 74.2

Investments 20.1 4.8

Gross revenue 117.0 121.7

Operating profit/loss (EBIT) -0.4 10.4

Financial result (investment income and net interest expense) -5.6 -10.5

Net profit/loss -5.9 0.3

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation

and amortisation (EBITDA) 17.0 26.0

Cash flows from operating activities 1.4 56.6

Number of shares (in thousands) 61,425 61,425

Earnings per share ( in € ) -0.10 0.00

Match day 2
23 August 2008
BVB 1:1 Munich

Match day 3
30 August 2008
Cottbus 0:1 BVB

Let´s hug. Valdez who prepared the goal
runs after the goal scorer Kuba on the
right: Cristian Lell (Munich).

Black-yellow cheering lot. Borussia
celebrating the 1:0 victory at the
“Stadion der Freundschaft“.

Key financial indicators 
Overview of the key financial figures
Borussia Dortmund Group
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demand for season tickets for the three promoted

clubs: SC Freiburg, FSV Mainz 05 and 1. FC

Nürnberg. These teams have sold nearly 20,000 sea-

son tickets more than the relegated teams have and

play in stadiums that can welcome over 10,000 spec-

tators more than the stadiums of the relegated

teams. VfB Stuttgart is the only club to expect a dec-

line in attendance in the upcoming season, despite

the fact that it again sold 25,000 season tickets. This

is due to renovation work being carried out in the

stadium, which will result in a temporary decrease in

overall capacity by 13,000 spectators.

In keeping with the general trend, Borussia Dortmund

has set an all-time club record for the 2009/2010 sea-

son, further raising the bar by selling 50,675 season

tickets, and beating its own record of 50,549 season

tickets sold in 2007/2008. The first Bundesliga match

of the current season against 1. FC Köln drew more

than 77,000 spectators, proving that BVB's fan base

has not lost interest in this season.  

Bundesliga TV marketing
In spite of all the difficulties presented by the Federal

Cartel Office and the economic crisis, DFL Deutsche

Match attendance
As the 2008/2009 season came to a close, the

Bundesliga was again able to maintain record spec-

tator numbers. The clubs welcomed more than 12.8

million spectators – or an average 41,904 fans – to

the football stadiums in the past season. Compared

to the previous year, this represents an increase of

2,929 visitors per match, or 7.5%. 

As in previous years, Borussia Dortmund continued

to lead the Bundesliga in terms of spectator atten-

dance. On average, 73,802 supporters attended BVB

home matches. This figure beat the league average

by more than 30,000, placing Borussia ahead of FC

Bayern Munich (69,622) and FC Schalke 04 (61,361). 

And a further increase in attendance is expected for

the upcoming 2009/2010 season. According to a dpa

press release, the 18 Bundesliga teams have already

sold record numbers of season tickets three weeks

before the season has even started. Sales have already

outstripped the previous year's figure by more than

25,000 tickets sold. This is merely a provisional total

since at the time of writing, only ten of the 18

Bundesliga clubs had stopped selling season tickets.

One of the reasons for this increase is the strong

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET AND COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
IN GERMAN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL

Mad derby: Alexander Frei  was the man
of the day. He scored twice and helped
with the 3:3 against Schalke.

Match day 4 
13 September 2008
BVB 3:3 Schalke 04

UEFA Cup
18 September 2008

BVB 0:2 Udine

Almost no getting through. Udine´s
defence was strong.
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Fußball Liga GmbH unveiled a new TV agreement

for the coming four seasons on 28 November 2008.

This new agreement features optimal conditions for

difficult times. The Federal Cartel Office acknow-

ledged the results of the bidding process for TV rights

to the First and Second Bundesliga for the period

from 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2013, deeming them

legally valid. However, the general clarification that

was sought with regard to free TV broadcasts was not

affected by this ruling. It is the view of the Federal

Cartel Office that centralised marketing is only per-

missible where an early match summary is broadcast

on free TV on Saturdays before 8 p.m. As a result, the

original € 500 million agreement negotiated between

the League and the Kirch Group subsidiary Sirius was

rendered invalid. 

Starting in the 2009/2010 season, the clubs of the

First and Second Bundesliga will now receive an

average of € 412 million per year from the marketing

of media rights. This will raise the level of media inco-

me per season by approximately € 7 million. The

agreement, which expires in 2013, thus comprises a

total volume of € 1.65 billion. 

Bundesliga kick-off times were also modified under the

new TV agreement. Saturday, 3:30 p.m., will remain the

Bundesliga's main match day featuring five matches.

While Friday evening kick-off times will not change,

the two Sunday matches will now no longer be held

concurrently. The Saturday 6:30 p.m. kick-off is com-

pletely new. The following exceptions apply to the kick-

off times: Friday matches will be postponed to Saturday

no more than six times per season immediately follo-

wing the periods in which players are delegated to their

national teams. The 6:30 p.m. Saturday match will be

moved to 5:30 p.m. on Sunday no more than five times

per season following UEFA Cup weeks.

After securing domestic TV marketing rights, DFL

Sports Enterprises GmbH also secured the rights to

market the Bundesliga TV rights in key international

markets. The company granted broadcast rights for the

next three seasons to its tried and trusted partner, the

US-based football channel GolTV, which will broadcast

Bundesliga matches throughout the US, Canada and

Latin America (excluding Brazil).

Marketing
The global financial and economic crisis has not

spared the Bundesliga. The recently published study

“Balls, goals and finance VI” concluded that after five

years of steady improvement, sentiment worsened

for the first time in 2009.

Accordingly, most Bundesliga clubs expect falling

revenues in the coming financial year and a general

Match day 5 
21 September 2008
Hoffenheim 4:1 BVB

DFB Cup 
24 September 2008
BVB 2:1 Berlin n.V.

His goal was not enough. Felipe
Santana, here in a tackle with
Hoffenheims Ibisvic.

A tough victory after extra time.
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The following developments in centralised marke-

ting by DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH were

noteworthy:

Beginning in the 2010/2011 season, an official match

ball will be used in all Bundesliga matches. The

Bundesliga is currently the only major European

league to hold matches without officially licensed

balls. DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga GmbH awarded

the contract to the sports equipment manufacturer

adidas. adidas prevailed over eight competitors in

the tender process launched in March 2009. In addi-

tion to providing the official match equipment, it will

be granted a rights package that allows it to produce

certain licensed products and to use the league's

communications platforms for advertising purposes.

Previously, the Bundesliga clubs had entered into

agreements regarding match balls independently of

each other. 

According to a report published by Focus, Deutsche

Telekom AG does not intend to extend its sponsor-

ship agreement with DFL Deutsche Fußball Liga

GmbH. In the past three years, the telecommunica-

tions group advertised by placing the logo of its fixed

network brand T-Home on the left sleeve of players'

jerseys in every club in the First and Second

Bundesliga. Following the Bonn-based company's

withdrawal, the league name could not yet be marke-

ted otherwise.  

deterioration of the economic position of professio-

nal German football. The management teams of

Bundesliga clubs view the fact that companies have

curtailed their sponsorship budgets as the main rea-

son for this. According to a report published at the

beginning of the year by Spiegel Online, twelve pri-

mary sponsorship or equipment supply agreements

expired at the end of the 2008/2009 season, and had

to be adequately replaced by the clubs; a further

eight will follow at the end of the 2009/2010 season.

Those clubs having already secured sponsors over

the long term are in the advantage, as they enjoy a

measure of stability. 

Borussia Dortmund has entered into long-term spon-

sorship agreements with its main sponsors EVONIK

Industries and SIGNAL IDUNA, as well as the new

equipment supplier Kappa, who has initially signed on

for three years. Furthermore, Borussia has signed the

company Sprehe Feinkost as a Champion Partner,

which thus joins the ranks of its other Champion

Partners AWD, Coca Cola, Radeberger and Sparda

Bank. Other newly signed partners include such

notable companies as Jack Wolfskin, E-Plus, Under

Armour, Derby Star and the shoe manufacturer adidas.

Additionally, expiring contracts with longstanding

partners have been extended. Only the revenues from

smaller sponsors, which are often attributable to

match-day services, could decline.  

„Player of the day“ Tamas Hajnal scored
once and helped with the second goal. 

Match day 6 
27 September 2008
BVB 3:0 Stuttgart

UEFA Cup
2 October 2008
Udine 0:2 BVB n.V.  4:3 i.E.

Great match: Two goals against Udine
by Tamas Hajnal.
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• According to the study, UEFA has announced

that it intends to form a commission to work out

measures to create a level financial playing field

between the European clubs. The German

licensing process, which forms a further basis of

a well-balanced league, is intended to be used as

a starting point for these measures.

• A well-balanced league and, consequently, more

exciting national competition come at the cost

of international success. The study explains that

the weak performance of the German and

French clubs in international competitions is

due in part to the significantly lower revenues

from the exploitation of media rights than that

from the decentralised marketing of top clubs

from Italy and Spain, as well as from the private

contributions of club owners and presidents. 

International standing
The current study “Balls, goals and finance VI”

focused on an analysis of the competitive situations

of the top five European leagues (Germany, England,

France, Italy and Spain), drawing the following con-

clusions:

• Despite the expected negative impacts of the

economic crisis on the Bundesliga, it and the

French Ligue 1 are considered to be more robust

than the other top leagues, since the financial

structure of the clubs does not depend on one

single company or investor.

• While the French and German leagues can spe-

ak of fair national competition – due primarily

to centralised marketing of TV rights and their

pre-stipulated allocation – competition in the

remaining top leagues is becoming increasingly

unbalanced since only a few clubs determine

what happens. For example, in England, the

high inflows of funds from investors play a deci-

sive role in competition. 

• In the past, the difference between rich and poor

was primarily exacerbated by the constant partici-

pation of the top clubs in the Champions League

and the associated distribution of premiums.

Match day 7 
5 October 2008
BVB 1:1 Hannover 

Match day 8 
18 October 2008
Bremen 3:3 BVB 

Neven Subotic: confident in defense and
strong in the beginning of the game. 

Mohamed Zidan scored during the
extra-time. Final result: 3:3.
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BVB Stadion

Holding GmbH

BVB Stadionmanagement 

GmbH

BVB Merchandising 

GmbH

Sports & Bytes GmbH

B.E.S.T. 
Borussia Euro Lloyd 

Sports Travel GmbH

Orthomed GmbH

Consolidated tax group

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

100%

100%

BVB Stadion GmbH

BVB 

Beteiligungs-GmbH

BV. Borussia 09

e.V. Dortmund

 5.10%

5,10%

94.90%

94.90%

100%

100%

51.00%

33.33%

Hogg Robinson Germany

GmbH & Co. KG

Orthomed 

Management

49.00%

66.67%

GROUP LEGAL STRUCTURE
The Group management report is based on the con-

solidated group of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA. In addition to its core activities of football and

the marketing of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, Borussia

Dortmund is involved in lines of business related to

football. At present, the Company holds direct and

indirect interests in the following companies: BVB

Stadionmanagement GmbH (100.00%), BVB Stadion

Holding GmbH (100.00%), Sports & Bytes GmbH

(100.00%), BVB Merchandising GmbH (100.00%),

BVB Stadion GmbH (99.74%), BVB Beteiligungs-

GmbH (94.90%), B.E.S.T. Borussia Euro Lloyd

Sports Travel GmbH (51.00%) and Orthomed

GmbH (33.33%).

Some of these companies have concluded mutual

control and/or profit and loss transfer agreements.

GROUP STRUCTURE AND BUSINESS

A great relief after Sebastian Kehl’s
equaliser. Still, Hertha takes home one
point. 

Match day 9 
26 October 2008

BVB 1:1 Berlin

Match day 10 
29 October 2008

Köln 0:1 BVB

One goal by Florian Kringe is enough to
win in Cologne.
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Share Equity Net profit/loss
Capital Shareholding 30 June 2009 2008/2009

Companies with registered offices in Dortmund € millions % € millions € millions

BVB Stadionmanagement GmbH * 0.05 100.00 0.07 0.09

BVB Stadion Holding GmbH* 0.26 100.00 123.70 0.04

B.E.S.T. Borussia Euro Lloyd Sports Travel GmbH 0.05 51.00 0.19 0.14

BVB Merchandising GmbH * 0.08 100.00 10.88 0.07

Sports & Bytes GmbH 0.20 100.00 0.94 0.01

BVB Stadion GmbH * 0.03 99.74 27.77 -0.20

BVB Beteiligungs-GmbH * 0.03 94.90 5.70 0.00

Orthomed Medizinisches Leistungs- und

Rehabilitationszentrum GmbH** 0.05 33.33 0.06 0.23

* Profit and loss transfer agreements are in force, net profit in the period 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009
before the transfer of net profit (loss) to the consolidated tax group parent.

** Inclusion in consolidated financial statements as an associated company as at 31 December 2008

The following chart shows the structures and respon-

sibilities as between Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V.

Dortmund, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

and Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH.

The general partner, Borussia Dortmund Geschäfts-

führungs-GmbH, is responsible for management and

representation of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA. This limited liability company (“GmbH”) is in

turn represented by its Managing Directors Hans-

Joachim Watzke and Thomas Treß; its sole shareholder

is Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund.

ORGANISATION OF MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

Match day 11 
2 November 2008
BVB 1:1 Bochum

Match day 12
8 November 2008
Hamburg 2:1 BVB

Derbytime: hot duels, not just in this
picture. 

Altough BVB had 14:6 goal shots they
had to admit defeat. 
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No right of appointment, only right of supervision

Ballspielverein
Borussia 09 e.V. Dortmund

appointsappoints

Members Meeting

Executive 
Board

Council of
economic affairs

Borussia Dortmund 
GmbH & Co. KGaA

Supervisory Board

General  Shareholders’ Meeting

appoints and supervises

Advisory Board Managing Directors

No right of appointment, only right of supervision

(Consisting of members of the Executive Board, 
Council of economic affairs and non-voting, 
associated members)

electselects

electselects
Borussia Dortmund

Geschäftsführungs-GmbH
(General Partner)

Supervisory Board authorised to adopt internal rules

of procedure for the general partner or any list of trans-

actions requiring its consent. Rather, such rights and

duties are vested in the governing bodies of Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH, namely its

Advisory Board and the Executive Committee created

by the Advisory Board.

The rights and duties of the KGaA's Supervisory

Board, which is appointed by the General Sharehol-

ders' Meeting, are limited. Specifically, it has no aut-

hority with respect to matters involving personnel, i.e.,

no authority to appoint and dismiss managing direc-

tors at Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

or to stipulate the terms of their contracts. Nor is the

Strong central defense and always up fpr
gaols. Neven Subotic and Felipe Santana
cheer after a goal. 

Match day 13
15 November 2008
BVB 4:0 Frankfurt 

Match day 14
21 November 2008
Karlsruhe 0:1 BVB 

Crowded. Patrick Owomoyela encircled
by opponents. 
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The current members of the Supervisory Board of the Company, their names, occupations and further

responsibilities in other management bodies are listed below. 

Match day 15
30 November 2008
BVB 0:0 Wolfsburg 

Match day 16
6 December 2008
Bielefeld 0:0 BVB 

Tinga shows his strength, here against
Wolfsburgs Dejagah.

No getting through for Kuba against
Eilhoff – the goalkeeper.

Other responsibilities

Occupations

Gerd Pieper 
(Dipl.-Kfm.)

Chairman 

Proprietor and
 managing director of
Stadtparfümerie Pieper
GmbH, Herne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Beauty Alliance
Deutschland GmbH &
Co. KG, Bielefeld

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Herner Sparkasse,
Herne 

Member of the
Management Board of
BV. Borussia 09 e.V.
Dortmund

Member of the Advisory
Board of NRW Bank,
Düsseldorf

Harald Heinze

Deputy Chairman

Chairman of the
Management Board
(Rtd.) of Dortmunder
Stadtwerke AG (DSW 21)

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of  
e-m-s new media AG,
Dortmund 
(until 31/5/09)

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
WV Energie AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Member of the
Supervisory Board of 
M-Exchange AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Othmar Freiherr 
von Diemar

Proprietor and manager
of Othmar von Diemar
Vermögensverwaltung +
Beratung, Cologne

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of
Informium AG, Cologne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
004 Beratungs- und
Dienstleistungs-GmbH,
Aschaffenburg

Substitute member of
the Supervisory Board
of Arques Industries AG,
Starnberg

Bernd Geske

Managing partner of
Bernd Geske Lean
Communication,
Meerbusch

Ruedi Baer

Consultant, 
B + B Beratungs AG

Vice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of
mobilzone Holding AG,
Regensdorf (Switzer-
land), (until 7 April 2009)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of eyezone
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Swisshome
Real Estate AG, Lyss
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Destina-
tion Travel AG, Liebefeld
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of B + B
 Beratungs AG, Watt
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Bablo
Immobilien AG, Nieder-
scherli (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Immoplaza
AG, Regensdorf (Swit-
zerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of AP Fashion
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Christian Kullmann 

Head of the manage-
ment board office and
group communications
of EVONIK Industries
Aktiengesellschaft,
Essen
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Hans-Joachim Watzke
[Chairman]

J. Schneck

Corporate 
communications

Sport communications

Publications

Professional football Finances and 
accounting

General 
organisation

Stadium management

Match organisation

V.I.P. – Hospitality

Events

DFB/DFL

Ticketing

Real estate

Third party events

Sportfive
(sponsors)

Controlling

Investor Relations

Personnel

Merchandising

Risk Management

Affiliates

Sportfive (Commission 
processing)

IT (Information
Technology)

Amateurs

Youth

Training fieldsFan support

Stadium announcements 
and program

PR work

Complaints 
management

M. Zorc M. Knipping Dr. C. Hockenjos

Management

Communications Sport Finance Organisation

Thomas Treß

Management

BORUSSIA DORTMUND GmbH & Co. KGaA

Within Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA, there

are four independent areas of responsibility below 

the management level, namely, “Communications”,

“Sport”, “Finance” and “Organisation”. The responsi-

ble employees and the divisions for which they are res-

ponsible can be seen from the following chart.

Although shorthanded, BVB fights to win
2:1 against Gladbach. 

Match day 17
12 December 2008

BVB 2:1 M’gladbach 

DFB Cup
28 January 2009
BVB 1:2 Bremen

No chance for Tim Wiese. Alexander
Frei scores the first goal of the game. 
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our Company. We are seeking to optimise cash flows

by concentrating on the impacting factors of “operating

results” and “investments”.

The operating result is the most important indica-

tor for measuring success. For us, the operating

result means earnings before interest and taxes

(EBIT). Therefore we are constantly monitoring

the operating results in all lines of business and

areas of responsibility based on monthly compari-

sons between the budget and the actual situation.

The most important drivers for the operating result

are further improvement in sales revenues in the

major income areas of ticketing, sponsorship, TV

marketing and merchandising, and disciplined mana-

gement of operating expenses.

In coming years we will concentrate on successively

generating sales growth while limiting operating

expenditure. In this respect, the decisive factor is

qualifying for international competitions.

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

The management's capital management responsibili-

ties include stabilising and increasing the consolidated

equity as determined in accordance with IFRS. We

will reach these targets, in particular, by improving the

operating result and through effective investments.

SPORTS MANAGEMENT

Despite the successful restructuring and the eco-

nomically stable results, in the future the focus will

remain on playing football successfully with a cost-

optimised budget. In order to achieve this objec-

tive, BVB will continue to have a competitive team

going forward which is made up of young, promi-

sing players. 

The sporting objectives will be aligned with the

financial circumstances, meaning that the makeup of

the squad and its cost structure will continue to

depend on foreseeable variables on the income side.

Qualifying for and successfully playing in internatio-

nal competitions would provide the financial flexibi-

lity for acquiring additional reinforcements. The

medium-term goal must therefore be for the team to

qualify for European competitions.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

One of the main aims of BVB's management is to

increase profitability in the long-term and thus to

further improve the Borussia Dortmund Group's

equity resources. In addition, there is a focus on

financial strength. As well as a constant improvement

in the operating result, generating positive cash flows

is therefore the most important financial objective of

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Match day 18
31 January 2009
BVB 1:1 Leverkusen 

Match day 19
8 February 2009
Munich 3:1 BVB

Patrick Owomoyela jumps higher and
alter scores the only BVB goal.

Duel: Boateng and Demichelis play a
rapid game. 
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less dependent on short-term sporting success in

the future, Borussia Dortmund will push ahead

further with national and international marketing

of its brand name.

• Germany continues to be Europe's largest foot-

ball market, which, however, is behind some

other European markets in financial terms.

This provides great growth potential.

All financial activities at Borussia Dortmund are ori-

ented around the target groups that are relevant for

a football club: Its fans, members and business part-

ners. Products and services should be tailored to these

groups in the best way possible. Through its existing

brand potential, Borussia Dortmund wants to utilise

all commercial opportunities presented by professio-

nal club football in an international context.

The current business strategy can principally be

summarised as follows: 

• Sustainable adjustment of sporting perspectives 

• Intensifying the promotion of up and coming

talent 

• Fan involvement 

• Utilisation of the “Borussia Dortmund” brand 

However, financial and business development is lar-

gely dependent on sporting success. Since sporting

Borussia Dortmund continues to pursue its medium-

term goal of again establishing itself as one of the

leading football clubs in the Bundesliga. Following

the successful implementation of the reorganisation,

the restructuring of our financial liabilities and

investments in the professional squad, we consider

ourselves to be on the right path.

The financial base of the first and to date only German

listed football company was expanded by the exclusive

marketing right for SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, more

effective use of the “Borussia Dortmund” brand and

the establishment of football-related lines of business.

However, the core business will in future also be pro-

fessional football together with its classic income

sources of TV marketing, sponsorship, ticketing and

merchandising. For the following reasons, BVB is

convinced that it will be able to further stabilise and

expand its position: 

• Borussia Dortmund is in sporting terms one of

the most successful, well known and most

popular German football clubs with an out-

standing fan base that provides BVB with one

of the highest average numbers of spectators in

Europe. 

• A football company can only be financially suc-

cessful if it enjoys sporting success in the long

term. In order to make its financial performance

CORPORATE STRATEGY

His goal was not enough. Alexander Frei
against Cvitanovic.

Match day 20
14 February 2009
BVB 1:1 Cottbus

Match day 21
20 February 2009

Schalke 1:1 BVB

The equalizer: Mohamed Zidan leaves no
chance for Manuel Neuer and scores.
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and conclusion of the new television agreement by

DFL. Moreover, further significant revenue poten-

tial is available, especially by successfully qualify-

ing for international competitions, which would

have a positive effect on all Borussia Dortmund's

revenue sources.

Positive operating results and investments, mainly

in the professional squad, depending on those

results, are expected to enable stable, positive cash

flows to be achieved over the long term. 

success can only be planned to a very limited

degree, the best management can do is to create a

foundation for success. Investments, particularly in

the professional squad, are therefore a necessary

prerequisite for achieving sporting objectives, such

as qualifying for the UEFA Europa League.

However, in order to meet financial goals, planned

investments and decisions must under certain cir-

cumstances be postponed to the extent these would

only be possible by incurring new debt. Moreover,

a player may be sold based on financial considera-

tions in cases where this would not have happened

had the decision been made based solely on

sporting criteria.

A conflict, or a situation where sporting considera-

tions and financial considerations affect each other

adversely, therefore arises between the pursuit of

financial interests and sporting interests, particu-

larly if the club continually falls short of its sporting

goals. In such cases, management weighs up the

opportunities and risks to find a solution that is broad-

ly in line with our strategic objectives from a medium-

term point of view.

The first steps in bringing us closer to this goal have

been taken with the marketing of the stadium name

– the agreement with the SIGNAL IDUNA Group

was extended early by five years to at least 2016 –,

the new principal sponsor agreement with

EVONIK Industries AG – extended until 2011 –

Match day 22
28 February 2009
BVB 0:0 Hoffenheim

Match day 23
7 March 2009
Stuttgart 2:1 BVB

A great game but no goals. Here
Hoffenheim’s Teber and Tinga in a tackle.   

Young Pyo Lee fights for the ball against
Stuttgart scorer Eleen. 
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P O S I T I O N  O F  T H E  G R O U P  

financial year with a net loss of € 5.92 million, repre-

senting a € 6.21 million decline in earnings. 

The result from operating activities (EBIT) was

slightly negative at €-0.38 million (previous year:

€ 10.45 million).

Despite a season with no notable athletic success,

the Borussia Dortmund Group generated € 114.73

million in revenues in the financial year just ended

(previous year: € 112.98 million). Gross revenue

amounted to € 116.97 million, down € 4.73 million

on the previous year. The Group concluded the

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

34.18%

9.76%

17.18%

19.55%

19.33%

Ticketing

Sponsorship

Transfer income

Catering, licences and other

TV rights

Sebastian Kehl (left) with both double
goal scorers Florian Kringe and
Alexander Frei. 

Match day 24
14 March 2009

Hannover 4:4 BVB

Match day 25
21 March 2009

BVB 1:0 Bremen

With this penalty Alexander Frei ended a
series of seven goal-less games.

Borussia Dortmund Group – Revenues in % 
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The revenues for the individual segments are broken

down as follows:

The Borussia Dortmund Group again increased its

revenues by 1.5% in spite of the team's early elimi-

nation from the UEFA Cup and the fact that it had

only played in three rounds of the DFB Cup. 

Borussia Dortmund Group – Revenues in € millions

SALES DEVELOPMENT

0

25

50

75

100

125

22.4

19.7

11.2

39.2

22.2

26.0

19.7

5.4

39.3

22.6

2007/20082008/2009

Match day 26
4 April 2009
Berlin 1:3 BVB

Match day 27
11 April 2009
BVB 3:1 Köln

Berlins Cicoro can stop this shoot by
Sebastian Kehl but not the victory. 

The triumph is as near as the ball is to
Jacub “Kuba” Blaszczykowski.

Ticketing

Sponsorship

Transfer income

Catering, licences and other

TV rights
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Marketing a football club includes a wide range of

advertising opportunities covering all aspects of spor-

ting events. In addition to conventional advertising

media such as banners, print adverts and jumbo

video screens, this income item was influenced

chiefly by the marketing of the jersey by the supplier

and the jersey sponsor, as well as the naming rights

to the stadium.   

Income from TV marketing
Income from TV marketing fell during the financial

year from € 26.02 million in the 2007/2008 financial

year to € 22.43 million.

Income from TV marketing for Bundesliga match

operations amounted to € 20.44 million, down € 0.32

million year on year. Despite averaging seventh over

a period of four years and having taken a better posi-

tion as compared to the end of the previous season,

Borussia Dortmund is still behind the German

champ VfL Wolfsburg, landing in 9th place at the

end of the season.

The team's elimination in the third round of the

DFB Cup alone caused revenues to decline by € 3.79

million. This loss was not offset by the team's parti-

cipation in the first round of the UEFA Cup and the

T-Home Cup. 

With the reorganisation of TV rights and the intro-

duction of the third division, the Borussia Dortmund

amateur team did not receive any TV revenues.

Income from ticketing
In financial year 2008/2009, Borussia Dortmund

generated € 22.17 million in match operations inco-

me (previous year: € 22.59 million). 

In keeping with the general upwards trend of the

League, Borussia Dortmund posted a € 2.00 million

increase in income from Bundesliga match operations,

totalling € 18.72 million for the financial year just

ended. With an average of 73,802 fans attending each

match, BVB again proved to be a spectator magnet.

The club has led the other Bundesliga teams in

spectator attendance for years.

By contrast, income from national cup competitions

declined by € 2.90 million, as Borussia Dortmund

was already eliminated in the third round this year.

Participation in an international competition was not

sufficient to offset this loss.

Match operations generated an additional € 1.42

million from friendly matches and from regional

match operations.

Income from sponsorship
Sponsorship again took the lead amongst revenue

items in financial year 2008/2009, where it remained

virtually the same as the previous year and accounted

for 34.2% of total revenues. In 2008/2009, income

amounted to € 39.20 million, down by only € 0.11

million in spite of the lack of advertising income from

the DFB Cup and the associated premiums. 

No getting through for ex-teammate Diego
Klimowicz, here with Felipe Santana, Nuri
Sahin and Sebastian Kehl.

Match day 28
18 April 2009

Bochum 0:2 BVB

Match day 29
25 April 2009

BVB 2:0 Hamburg

Well-tackling, Felipe Santana avers the
ball against HSV player Paulo
Guerrero.
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the EVONIK exchange promotion, the wholly-

owned subsidiary recorded an 11.44% increase in

revenues, which was primarily attributable to growth

in distance selling (Internet up 25.52%, mail-order

up 21.5%), as well as an increase in BVB fan shop

footfall (up a total of 15.40%).

In the season just ended, catering income at SIGNAL

IDUNA PARK and at non-match operations again

proved to be a revenue driver for the Group, gene-

rating € 8.49 million, or approximately 43% of the

division's total revenues – an increase by roughly 

€ 1.06 million. Factoring in the friendly match

 versus Juventus Turin and the international match

of Germany versus Russia, a total of 24 matches

were held at SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, up year-on-

year by two. 

Retail, catering and licences plus other income also

includes proceeds from rentals and leases, the rights

of use for all companies and advance booking fees

from ticketing, totalling € 4.70 million (previous year:

€ 4.13 million). This figure also contains rental pro-

ceeds for the international match.

Other operating income declined year on year by 

€ 6.38 million to € 2.24 million, primarily due to the

loss of one-off income generated in the previous year,

such as remuneration paid to foreign players in the

2008 European Cup and the sale of the swap trans-

action with Deutsche Bank AG as part of the repay-

ment of the loan with Morgan Stanley International

Bank Limited, London.

Transfer income
At € 11.25 million, transfer income exceeded the pre-

vious year's figure by € 5.85 million. 

In addition to Mladen Petric' switch to HSV, which

comprised the lion's share of this income item,

Martin Amedick's switch to 1. FC Kaiserslautern,

Andre Kruska's switch to FC Bruges, Robert

Kovac's switch to NK Dinamo Zagreb, Diego

Klimowicz' switch to VfL Bochum and Antonio

Rukavina's switch to 1860 München contributed to

this increase.

Income from retail, catering and
 licences including other income 
The Borussia Dortmund Group generated € 19.67

million in income from retail, catering and licenses

including other income, thus nearly remaining on a

level with the prior-year figure (€ 19.65 million).

Revenues are broken down by division as follows: 

Revenues from merchandising amounted to € 6.47

million, down approximately € 1.61 million on the

previous year. This was due primarily to the loss of

the income generated in the previous year through

the jersey exchange promotion with EVONIK

Industries (corresponding to roughly 23% of total

volume) as well as the withdrawal of BVB Stadion

Holding (formerly. goool.de Sportswear GmbH) from

the operating activities. However, adjusted for prior-

year revenues from BVB Merchandising GmbH and

Match day 30
2 May 2009
Frankfurt 0:2 BVB

Match day 31
9 May 2009
BVB 4:0 Karlsruhe

Nuri Sahin tries to separate Frankfurt
player from the ball. 

Crowded: Felipe Santana, markus Miller,
Joshua Kennedy and Neven Subotic fight
for the ball. 
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In addition to the repayment of income tax liabilities

amounting to € 1.09 million, the above decline in

liabilities was due primarily to a € 16.21 million

change in other liabilities.

In particular, the repayment of VAT liabilities from

the new marketing agreement entered into in the

previous year and the associated pro-rata reversal

of prepaid instalments over the 12-year term of the

agreement were the causes of the aforementioned

change.

ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE
The Borussia Dortmund Group's equity amounted to

€ 68.24 million as at 30 June 2009. This corresponds

to an equity ratio of 29.75%.

Liabilities decreased by € 16.51 million as against the

prior-year balance sheet date. This decline was bro-

ken down as follows:

Under financial liabilities, a decrease in long-term

obligations of € 4.59 million due to scheduled loan

repayments were offset by an increase in short-term

liabilities amounting to € 6.53 million due to the use

of overdraft facilities.

Trade payables declined by € 1.16 million.

Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses amounted to € 46.41 mil-

lion in the reporting period (previous year: € 45.69

million).

The following declined year on year: advertising

expenses/agency fees contained under this item (by

€ 1.45 million) in relation to the agency agreement

entered into in July 2008 featuring a lower commission

rate, as well as expenses for match operations (by € 3.07

million) which were incurred in the previous year

mainly due to the team's qualification for the DFB

Cup final. By contrast, write-downs of carrying

amounts in relation to player transfers (€ 5.26 mil-

lion) had a negative impact on earnings. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SIGNIFICANT
OPERATING EXPENSES 

Personnel expenses 
Personnel expenses rose from € 45.36 million in the

2007/2008 financial year to € 50.01 million. This in-

crease is due primarily to increased personnel expen-

ses for professional players.

Depreciation and amortisation
Depreciation and amortisation rose year on year to

€ 17.40 million (previous year: € 15.50 million). This

was due primarily to investments for player regis-

trations for Neven Subotic, Mohamed Zidan and

Patrick Owomoyela. 

FINANCIAL CONDITION

The end of the winning run at the game
against German champion VfL
Wolfsburg.

Match day 32
12 May 2009

Wolfsburg 3:0 BVB

Match day 33
16 May 2009

BVB 6:0 Bielefeld

Tings’s first goal of the season – an unor-
thodox header. 
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ANALYSIS OF LIQUIDITY
As at 30 June 2009, Borussia Dortmund held cash

of € 0.65 million, none of which was subject to res-

trictions.

Additionally, as at the balance sheet date, € 12.0

million in overdraft facilities was available, € 6.10

million of which had been drawn on as at the balance

sheet date.

ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENTS 
In financial year 2008/2009, Borussia Dortmund

invested € 17.77 million in intangible assets. This

amount was attributable almost entirely to invest-

ments in the player base.

Payments for investments in property, plant and equip-

ment during the same period amounted to € 1.66 mil-

lion, comprising the construction of the Borusseum as

well as investments in SIGNAL IDUNA PARK and

the Brackel training grounds.

Current assets fell by € 10.78 million year on year.

This was due primarily to the payment of the resi-

dual purchase price (VAT) in relation to the marke-

ting agreement entered into in the previous year

with Sportfive GmbH & Co. KG.

Cash and cash equivalents fell by € 7.26 million.

As at the balance sheet date of 30 June 2009, the

Borussia Dortmund Group's net assets had been

reduced by € 22.51 million.

In spite of wide-ranging investments – particularly

in player registrations – non-current assets were

reduced by a total of € 4.47 million due to depre-

ciation of fixed assets and a reduction in long-term

receivables and assets.

NET ASSETS

DFB Cup, we just barely missed our target of gene-

rating positive earnings from operating activities by

generating a loss of € 0.38 million. 

This confirmed the previous year's nascent trend for

Borussia Dortmund's financial headroom to expand

further and be used for moderate investments in the

professional squad.

The financial year just ended was characterised by a

considerable strengthening of the professional squad,

which was reflected in the Company's balance sheet.

Associated with this increase in investment, amortisa-

tion charges rose by € 1.90 million and salary expen-

ses rose by € 4.66 million. As a consequence of this

and disappointing marketing income figures due to

the early elimination from the UEFA Cup and the

OVERALL SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF OPERATIONS,
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND NET ASSETS

Match day 34
23 May 2009
M’Gladbach 1:1 BVB

DFB Cup 
1 August 2009
Weiden 1:3 BVB

The Gladbach players try to block
attacking player Valdez.

An almost walkover against Svgg.
Weiden brings the victory of the first
DFB Cup round. 
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KGaA before the fixed annual salary and income

taxes. In addition, special payments can be made on

the basis of resolutions approved by the Executive

Committee of the Advisory Board.

The component not related to performance compri-

ses a fixed annual salary and benefits in kind, mainly

derived from the amounts required to be taken into

account in accordance with tax regulations e.g. for the

use of company cars. 

The Supervisory Board's compensation is governed

by § 13 of the Articles of Association, pursuant to

which each member of the Supervisory Board recei-

ves fixed compensation amounting to € 7 thousand;

the Chairman receives twice that amount, while the

Deputy Chairman receives one and a half times that

amount. Value added tax is reimbursed to the mem-

bers of the Supervisory Board. 

The structure of the compensation system for mana-

gement is determined and regularly reviewed by the

Executive Committee of the Advisory Board. The

Executive Committee of the Advisory Board of

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH is

also responsible for determining the compensation

of management in detail and sets the appropriate

amount of compensation. The principal criteria for

determining the appropriate amount of compensati-

on are the responsibilities of the particular member

of management, their personal performance and the

financial condition, success and future prospects of

Borussia Dortmund. 

As well as annual payments not related to perfor-

mance and based on market rates at comparable

companies, the compensation includes a performan-

ce-related component that is based on the consolida-

ted earnings of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

C O M P E N S AT I O N  R E P O R T

Borussia Dortmund

A rebound from Marvin Martipe’s thing
brings the victory for Borussia.

Match day 1
8 August 2009
BVB 1:0 Köln

Match day 2
15 August 2009

Hamburg 4:1 BVB

Unstoppable: Hamburg’s player Elia
pictured in a tackle with Subotic. 
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This year, the risk inventory procedure which has been

implemented in order to catalogue and assess all risks

has again proven itself a vital management instrument.

Risks are identified, discussed and reviewed in consi-

deration of current circumstances at individual or plen-

ary meetings in order to assess the current likelihood

of their occurring and the extent of the loss they might

provoke. Particular emphasis is placed here on high

priority risks which could significantly jeopardise the

continued existence of the Borussia Dortmund Group.

Thus the organisational groundwork has been laid to

enable the Group to recognise any changes to the risk

situation that may emerge early on.

Regular risk reports to Borussia Dortmund's gover-

ning bodies keep them informed of the Group's cur-

rent risk profile, enabling them to monitor and

manage risks.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the risk manage-

ment system is examined as part of the audit carried

out by the Company's auditors.

The divisions of the Borussia Dortmund Group are

exposed to a wide variety of risks that are inseparably

linked to the conduct of business. A functioning control

and monitoring system is essential to the early identi-

fication and assessment of and systematic response to

these risks. It is the responsibility of the Group's inter-

nal risk management system to monitor and control

such potential risks. 

This risk management system is based on principles

and guidelines laid out by the management. These

principles and guidelines are designed to facilitate

the identification of uncertainties and to take appro-

priate countermeasures in good time. In order to

ensure the highest possible level of transparency, risk

management has been incorporated into the organi-

sational structure of the entire Group. Every depart-

ment and division is required to report to the mana-

gement immediately on any market-relevant changes

to the risk portfolio. Moreover, the risk management

system is an integral component of the overarching

planning, steering and reporting process.

R I S K  R E P O R T

RISK MANAGEMENT

Match day 3
22 August 2009
BVB 1:1 Stuttgart

Match day 4
29 August 2009
Frankfurt 1:1 BVB

Nelson Valdez cheers after his goal
against Jens Lehmann.

A tough game. Owomoyela and
Schwegler. 
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intended to help the Company avoid making ill-advi-

sed investments in signing new players. The loss of

key players as a result of injury cannot be foreseen

and, as a result, may endanger the ability of the

Company to meet internally defined objectives. 

Yet in the economic sector as well, the use of quali-

fied specialists and executives is essential for the

Group. It is important to retain them with the

Company over the long term. 

ECONOMIC RISKS  

As a result of the current financial crisis, the deve-

lopment of future funding through sponsorship is

particularly difficult to foresee. Borussia Dortmund

has laid the groundwork for the coming years

through the conclusion of long-term contracts with

major sponsors. Since primarily small and medium-

sized companies are currently acting cautiously to

wait and see how the market develops, we cannot yet

reliably forecast whether last year's total volume in

sponsorship can be achieved again this year. In addi-

tion to difficulties surrounding the acquisition of

sponsors, it is currently also impossible to foresee the

extent to which the threat of unemployment will

influence customers' consumer behaviour and what

effect the economic situation will have on Borussia

Dortmund's earnings.

Given current events, it should be noted that it is

impossible to plan and manage the risk of interrup-

tion of match operations, for example due to the out-

break of epidemics. Nor is it possible to foresee the

potential financial ramifications of such a situation.

STRATEGIC RISKS

The economic performance of a football company

depends on its athletic performance. However, this

can only be planned to a certain extent, meaning that

financial and corporate planning must be aimed at

maintaining the profitability of the company – even in

the face of setbacks – so as to avoid risks to the

Company's future existence. Long-term affiliations

and partnerships ensure a certain level of planning

security, independently of sporting success. Moreover

it is important to reconcile the conflict between pur-

suing athletic objectives, the measures necessary to

achieve such objectives and financial requirements

such as securing adequate liquidity. The achievement

of one company objective may therefore make it

necessary to abandon or modify another objective. In

such instances, the management is then required to

develop a solution in line with strategic objectives

under consideration of the risks and opportunities,

without jeopardising the financial objectives.

PERSONNEL RISKS

The importance of human resources to the Company is

growing. Thus personnel risk represents a central risk

category in a company's risk management organisation. 

The core business of the Borussia Dortmund Group

– participating in Bundesliga match operations – is

largely dependent on the Company's human

resources. Athletic success, which forms the basis

for economic success, is heavily dependent on the

professional sports squad and the quality of the play-

ers. Intensive scouting and medical examinations are

SPECIFIC RISKS

Borussia Dortmund
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LIQUIDITY RISK

The danger of at some point not being able to meet

payment obligations in a timely manner or in full is

called liquidity risk. 

Regular reporting and strict control over the adhe-

rence to targets, budgets and KPIs ensures that the

Company's liquidity remains a transparent variable.

This is constantly monitored through liquidity plan-

ning, taking into consideration expected payment

flows. However, due to the current financial crisis,

there exists the possibility that budgeted payment

receipts are not realised due to the inability to honour

agreements as entered into due to the poor financial

position or the insolvency of the customer. 

INTEREST RATE RISK

The Borussia Dortmund Group bears the financing

risk of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK. The Group is pre-

sently not subject to any interest rate risk thanks to

the fixed-interest credit agreements entered into for

the coming years.

CREDIT RISK

The Group conducts business exclusively with third

parties of high credit standing. Credit risk can arise in

the context of a player transfer and from long-term

sponsorship agreements, as well as from centralised

marketing agreements..

FINANCIAL RISKS

THE RISK SITUATION IN SUMMARY

visions with regard to control and transparency in

the Company. 

A review of the risk situation revealed that none of

the individual risks defined within the risk areas jeo-

pardise the continued existence of the Borussia

Dortmund Group.

With regard to the risks discussed in this report and

the review of the overall risk situation, no risks were

identified in the financial year just ended that will con-

tribute to a permanent or material deterioration of the

net assets, financial position and results of operations

for either the Group or the individual companies. 

Thanks to its risk management system, Borussia

Dortmund is in a position to meet the statutory pro-
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ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPANY

R E P O R T  O N  E X P E C T E D  D E V E L O P M E N T S

petitions and without assuming any financial risks

highlights the Borussia Dortmund Group's impres-

sive efficiency.

We intend to continue to leverage our stable and

robust equity base in order to avoid financial risks

and continue pursuing our goal of being among the

top teams in the Bundesliga.

Despite just barely missing out on qualifying for inter-

national competition, Borussia Dortmund was able to

maintain the key players of the prior-season squad and

also underscored its ambitions for the 2009/2010 sea-

son by making shrewd additions to the team.

The ability to have made these additions without

the aid of additional income from European com-

EXPECTED GENERAL ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

is shining brightly even before the season has got off

the ground, underscoring the prominent position of

the Bundesliga product.

The new season promises to be an amazing one: A top

goal scorer, a record year for season tickets sold,

spectacular new additions to the team and a long-term,

more exclusive TV agreement – the Bundesliga brand

Borussia Dortmund
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EXPECTED RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

EXPECTED DIVIDENDS

ANTICIPATED
EARNINGS DEVELOPMENT

As in previous years, athletic success will be a major

factor in earnings development. However, since the

team did not qualify for international competition,

the potential for additional income is even more

limited than in the previous year.

Nonetheless, the management believes that the

Company will again generate a positive operating

result (EBIT), even though the enduring economic

crisis may make the economic environment a factor

that could jeopardise this goal.

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT
OF REVENUES

Borussia Dortmund was again successful in lifting

revenues year on year to € 114.73 million. It will most

certainly be difficult to repeat this performance wit-

hout the additional income from one of the interna-

tional competitions. Nonetheless, the management is

confident that it will again break through the € 100

million barrier.

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT
OF SIGNIFICANT OPERATING EXPENSES

Thanks to intensive cost control, the management is in

a position to minimise other operating expenses and to

identify and realise savings potentials.

However, the development of this item depends to a

great extent on the number of official matches in a

season, meaning that a development forecast is always

dependent on athletic performance.

Personnel expenses will again remain on a level with

those in the previous year, although Borussia Dort-

mund was able to maintain the core team and even

to strengthen it in some respects.

Despite registering an increase in earnings power, the

Borussia Dortmund Group reported a loss for the

2008/2009 financial year. Although the company

expects to report an operating profit in the coming

years, given the € 70.76 million in financial liabilities,

a dividend payment would not be appropriate until

Borussia Dortmund has re-established itself on the

international sporting scene and generated long-term,

substantial profits.
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EXPECTED FINANCIAL CONDITION

ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT
OF LIQUIDITY

Repayments of the long-term loans to finance the

stadium continue to be made on schedule. Moreover,

Borussia Dortmund was able to invest intensively in

strengthening the professional team. Going forward,

we will continue to use non-earmarked funds to

strengthen the athletics department.

FINANCIAL PLANNING

We will continue to reduce our liabilities as scheduled

in financial year 2009/2010 by repaying in instalments

the long-term stadium financing. 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLANNING

Now that construction work on the northeast corner

of SIGNAL IDUNA PARK which now houses the

Borusseum has been completed, another construction

project is ready to commence. The state-of-the-art

Brackel training grounds are slated to be expanded to

add more space and buildings.

A further focus of the investments will lie on streng-

thening the professional squad, as in previous years.

104
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OPPORTUNITIES

not only leaves a lasting mark on the public's percep-

tion of the club, but also opens the door to additional

financial income.

Moreover, Borussia Dortmund has high-quality young

players on its squad who are highly valued on the

market and have a high transfer potential.

After a brief appearance in the UEFA Cup last sea-

son and failing to qualify for the next, the only option

the team has for generating additional income is now

the DFB Cup.

Already in the 2007/2008 season, Borussia Dortmund

demonstrated that a successful run in the DFB Cup

DEVELOPMENT FORECAST IN SUMMARY

The team has taken great strides towards the goal it

set in previous years of rejoining the ranks of the lea-

ding Bundesliga teams, and will continue to do so in

this jubilee year 2009/2010.

Borussia Dortmund has made great headway in its

first season with its new head coach Jürgen Klopp.

This young, ambitious team managed to take sixth

place in the Bundesliga from the outset and won

over the fans' hearts by playing fast and furious foot-

ball at SIGNAL IDUNA PARK.
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R E P O R T  O N  P O S T  B A L A N C E  S H E E T  D AT E  E V E N T S

Borussia Dortmund is slated to face second-division

club Karlsruher SC in the second Cup round. 

The first Bundesliga match in the 2009/2010 season

was also a promising one. In the nearly sold-out

SIGNAL IDUNA PARK arena, BVB won a highly

deserved 1:0 victory against 1. FC Köln, thus further

stoking anticipation for the new season.

Despite suffering an unexpected and searing 1:4 loss

at the hands of Hamburger SV at its first away match,

Borussia Dortmund could just about find solace in a

ranking published by the prominent English paper

the Times. According to the paper, the BVB stadium,

SIGNAL IDUNA PARK, is the world's best and most

beautiful football stadium – ahead of San Siro in

Milan and Anfield Road in Liverpool. To explain its

decision, the Times wrote: “Every European Cup

final should be held in Dortmund. This place was

built for football and its fans.”

What is so special about this stadium was evident in

August during the friendly international match against

Real Madrid, held to mark BVB's 100th anniversary.

75,000 spectators – a new record for attendance at a

friendly match in Germany since the founding of the

Bundesliga – had a blast and didn't let the walloping

by the Galácticos spoil the fun, seeing how the latter

team had recently spent € 250 million on world-class

players such as Cristiano Ronaldo and Kaka. 

Briefly before the 2009/2010 season kick-off,

Borussia Dortmund announced that it set an all-

time club record: It sold a total of 50,675 season

tickets for Bundesliga matches at SIGNAL IDUNA

PARK even before the first kick-off – more than any

other German club has sold before, beating even

BVB's own record from 2007. There was a surge in

enthusiasm and anticipation for the new season in

the wake of last season's fast and furious perfor-

mance, leading the team to climb to sixth place

where it just missed out on qualifying for interna-

tional play.

Lucas Barrios (Colo Colo/Chile), Dimitar Rangelov

(Cottbus), Markus Feulner (Mainz), Sven Bender

(1860 München), Kevin Großkreutz (Ahlen) and

Damien Le Tallec (Stade Rennes) made for shrewd

new additions to the existing team, offering head coach

Jürgen Klopp more aces up his sleeve and further

fuelling competition within the team. 

Above all, the Argentine Barrios, who scored 37

goals in 38 matches last season in the first Chilean

league, is expected to play a major role in BVB's

offence following Alexander Frei's return to his

native country of Switzerland. Barrios was already

able to score his first goal in his first official match

for Borussia Dortmund. That goal played a key role

in BVB's 3:1 win in the first round of the DFB Cup

with the regional league team SpVgg Weiden.

Borussia Dortmund
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6. Because of its legal form as a partnership limi-

ted by shares, Borussia Dortmund GmbH &

Co. KGaA does not have a management board.

Instead, the Company's management and

representation is the responsibility of the gene-

ral partner. The terms of § 6 No. 1 of the

Articles of Association provide that this execu-

tive body of the Company is Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH, whose

registered office is in Dortmund, on a perma-

nent basis and not for a limited period of time,

by virtue of its status as a shareholder. The

appointment and removal of managing directors

of Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-

GmbH is governed by § 8 No. 6 of its sharehol-

ders' agreement and is the responsibility of the

Executive Committee of its Advisory Board, and

therefore not of the Supervisory Board of

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

In principle, changes may be made to the

Articles of Association of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA only by a resolution of its

General Shareholders' Meeting, which must be

passed, in accordance with § 133 (1) AktG, by a

simple majority of votes and also, in accordance

with § 15 No. 3 of the Articles of Association of

the Company together with § 179 (1) and (2)

AktG, by a simple majority of the capital repre-

sented at the passing of the resolution, except to

the extent that there are mandatory statutory

provisions to the contrary or the Articles of

Association provide otherwise. It is a mandatory

provision of statute that a resolution of the

General Shareholders' Meeting passed by a

majority of three-quarters of the share capital

The Company gives the following information in

response to the requirements of § 315 (4) Nos. 1 to

9 HGB:

1. The share capital of Borussia Dortmund GmbH

& Co. KGaA amounts to € 61,425,000.00 and is

divided into 61,425,000 no-par value ordinary

bearer shares. All of the shares have been admit-

ted to trading on the Regulated Market (General

Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and

in the over-the-counter markets (Regulated

Unofficial Markets) in Berlin, Bremen, Stuttgart,

Munich, Hamburg and Düsseldorf. Each no-par

value share entitles the holder to one vote at the

General Shareholders' Meeting. The Company

therefore has only one class of shares and all shares

carry the same rights and obligations. Additional

rights and responsibilities attaching to the

Company's shares are determined in accordan-

ce with the German Stock Corporation Act

(Aktiengesetz, “AktG”).

2. There are no restrictions affecting the voting

rights or transfer of the shares.

3. As of 30 June 2009, the Company had been noti-

fied of the following interests in the share capital

of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA in

excess of 10% of the voting rights:

-   Morgan Stanley International plc.: 14.44%

4. There are no shares with special rights which

confer powers of control.

5. There is no control of voting rights in cases where

employees are shareholders.

REPORT IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 315 (4) HGB  

O T H E R  D I S C L O S U R E S
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right of the limited liability shareholders in cer-

tain circumstances. 

In addition, by a resolution of the General

Shareholders' Meeting held on 22 November

2005, the share capital of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA has been conditionally

increased by up to € 14,625,000.00 by the issue

of up to 14,625,000 new no-par value ordinary

bearer shares. The general partner is authorised

until 31 October 2010, with the approval of the

Supervisory Board, to issue bearer bonds with

warrants and/or convertible bonds with a total

nominal amount of up to € 40,000,000.00 and a

maximum maturity of 25 years on one or more

occasions. The holders of bonds with warrants

may be granted rights to subscribe for, and the

holders of convertible bonds may be granted

rights to convert into, a total of up to 14,625,000

new no-par value ordinary bearer shares of the

Company in accordance with the detailed terms

and conditions of the bonds with warrants and/or

convertible bonds.

In the event of a takeover offer for shares issu-

ed by the Company and admitted to trading on

an organised market, general statutory respon-

sibilities and powers also apply to the general

partner. For example, if a takeover offer were to

be received, the general partner and the

Supervisory Board would be required to issue

and publish a response to the offer, giving 

their reasons, in accordance with § 27 of the

German Securities Acquisition and Takeover

Act (Wertpapiererwerbs- und Übernahmege-

setz, “WpÜG”), so that the limited liability

 share holders can make a decision on the offer

on an informed basis. Moreover, in accordance

with § 33 WpÜG, once a takeover offer has

been announced, the general partner may not

take any actions outside the ordinary course of

business which could frustrate the success of

represented at the passing of the resolution is

required for changes to the Articles of Association

relating to the objects of the Company (§ 179 (2)

sentence 2 AktG), the issuance of non-voting pre-

ferred shares (§ 182 (1) sentence 2 AktG), capital

increases where subscription rights have been dis-

applied (§ 186 (3) AktG), the creation of conditio-

nal capital (§ 193 (1) AktG), the creation of autho-

rised capital (§ 202 (2) AktG) – where appropriate

with authorisation to disapply subscription rights

(§ 203(2)sentence 2 together with §186 (3) AktG) –,

the ordinary or simplified reduction of capital 

(§ 222 (1) sentence 2 and/or § 229 (3) AktG) or a

change of legal form (§ 233 (2) and/or § 240 (1)

German Reorganisation Act (Umwandlungsgesetz,

“UmwG”)). In addition, capital increases, other

changes to the Articles of Association and other

decisions of a fundamental nature may only be

resolved with the approval of the general partner,

in accordance with § 285 (2) sentence 1 AktG. The

Supervisory Board is authorised in accordance with

§ 12 No. 5 of the Articles of Association to resolve

changes to the Articles of Association which relate

only to their wording, in particular in connection

with the amount of capital increases out of autho-

rised and conditional capital.

7. In accordance with § 5 No. 4 of the Articles of

Association of Borussia Dortmund GmbH &

Co. KGaA, the general partner is authorised

until 31 July 2011, with the approval of the

Supervisory Board, to increase the share capital

by the issue of up to 21,937,500 new no-par

value ordinary bearer shares against cash or

non-cash contributions on one or more occasi-

ons, but by a maximum of € 21,937,500.00 in

total (Authorised Capital 2006). In all cases, the

new shares participate in profits from the

beginning of the financial year in which they

are issued. The general partner is further aut-

horised, with the approval of the Supervisory

Board, to disapply the statutory subscription

Borussia Dortmund
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hibition on frustrating action, European break-

through rule, reservation of reciprocity).

8. The Company is not a party to any material agree-

ments which are conditional on a change of con-

trol following a takeover offer for the issued shares

of Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA.

9. The Company is not a party to any compensati-

on agreements applying in the event of a take-

over offer.

the offer, unless those actions have been autho-

rised by the General Shareholders' Meeting, or

the Supervisory Board has given its approval to

the actions or the actions relate to obtaining a

competing offer. In making their decisions, the

general partner and the Supervisory Board are

bound to have regard to the interests of the

Company, its employees and its shareholders.

At the balance sheet date, there were no provi-

sions of the Articles of Association within the

meaning of §§ 33a – 33c WpÜG (European pro-

that was in each case reasonable under the circums-

tances known to us at the time such transactions were

entered into. In all other cases, the Company has been

compensated for any disadvantages having arisen. No

other measures within the meaning of § 312 (1) AktG

were taken or omitted during the financial year.

Dortmund, 21 August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

The Dependent Company Report prepared by

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA pursuant to

§ 312 AktG sets out the relations with BV. Borussia 09

e.V. Dortmund as the controlling entity and its affilia-

ted companies. The general partner – represented by

its Managing Directors – issued the following conclu-

ding statement:

With respect to the transactions set out in the report

concerning relations with affiliated companies, the

Company received consideration in the financial year

STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL PARTNER
CONCERNING RELATIONS WITH AFFILIATED COMPANIES

Thomas Treß
Managing Director

Hans-Joachim Watzke
Managing Director (Chairman) 
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(1) (2) – p. 124,  (3) – p. 125, (4), (5) – p. 126, (6), (7) – p. 127, (8) – p. 128, (9) – p. 129, (10) – p. 131, (16) – p. 133.

Borussia Dortmund

C O N S O L I D AT E D  B A L A N C E  S H E E T

A S S E T S Note* 30 June 2009 30 June 2008
in c thousands in c thousands

Non-current assets

Intangible assets (1) 19,409 15,398
Property, plant and equipment (2) 182,627 189,719
Investments in associates (3) 264 184
Financial assets (4) 416 309
Trade receivables and 
other assets (5) 5,371 7,013
Deferred tax assets (16) 6,561 6,495

214,648 219,118

Current assets

Inventories (6) 2,269 1,713
Trade receivables and 
other assets (5) 11,787 23,126
Cash and cash equivalents (7) 654 7,912

14,710 32,751

229,358 251,869

E Q U I T Y  A N D  L I A B I L I T I E S

Equity (8)

Subscribed capital 61,425 61,425
Reserves 6,646 12,625
Own shares -138 -140
Equity attributable to shareholders 67,933 73,910
Minority interest 308 332

68,241 74,242

Non-current liabilities

Non-current financial liabilities (9) 59,009 63,596
Non-current trade payables 300 1,150
Other non-current liabilities (10) 49,302 51,165
Non-current income tax liabilities (16) 2,205 3,232

110,816 119,143

Current liabilities

Current financial liabilities (9) 11,750 5,220
Current trade payables 10,374 10,685
Other current liabilities (10) 26,123 40,466
Current income tax liabilities (16) 2,054 2,113

50,301 58,484

229,358 251,869
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C O N S O L I D AT E D  I N C O M E  S TAT E M E N T

Note* 2008/2009 2007/2008
in c thousands in c thousands

Revenues (11) 114,730 112,984

Work performed by the Company and capitalised 0 90

Other operating income 2,244 8,626

Cost of materials -3,538 -4,707

Personnel expenses (12) -50,013 -45,355

Depreciation and amortisation (13) -17,397 -15,501

Other operating expenses (14) -46,410 -45,687

Profit/loss from operating activities -384 10,450

Income from investments in associates 80 45

Other interest and similar income 129 525

Interest and similar expenses -5,828 -11,089

Financial result (15) -5,619 -10,519

Profit/loss before income taxes -6,003 -69

Income taxes (16) 81 358

Consolidated net profit/loss for the year -5,922 289

Loss from cashflow hedges 0 -1,736

Comprehensive income -5,922 -1,447

attributable to the consolidated net profit/loss for the year:

- Equity investors of the parent company: -5,981 215

- Minority shareholders: 59 74

attributable to comprehensive income:

- Equity investors of the parent company: -5,981 -1,521

- Minority shareholders: 59 74

Earnings per share: (20) -0.10 0.00
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C O N S O L I D AT E D  S TAT E M E N T  O F  C H A N G E S  I N  E Q U I T Y

S TAT E M E N T  O F  C H A N G E S  I N  N O N - C U R R E N T  A S S E T S

in c thousands

Reserves

Cost
At At

1 July 2008 Additions Disposals Reclassifications 30 June 2009

Intangible assets

Player registrations 41,195 17,764 15,490 0 43,469

Industrial property rights 
and similar rights 1,160 2 0 0 1,162

Payments on account 0 0 0 0 0

42,355 17,766 15,490 0 44,631

Property, plant and equipment

Land, land rights
and buildings
including buildings on
third-party land 206,612 417 0 775 207,804

Other equipment, operating 
and office equipment 27,989 770 0 0 28,759

Payments on account and
assets under construction 301 474 0 -775 0

234,902 1,661 0 0 236,563

Investments
in associates 184 80 0 0 264

Financial assets 309 107 0 0 416

277,750 19,614 15,490 0 281,874

in c thousands

Subscribed Capital Other revenue Revaluation Own
Capital reserve reserves reserve shares

30 June 2007 61,425 33,778 -10,575 1,736 -142

Correction -10,795 -10,795

restated 30 June 2007 61,425 33,778 -21,370 1,736 -142

Dividends -56

Sale of own shares 2 2

Total comprehensive income 215 -1,736  

30 June 2008 61,425 33,780 -21,155 0 -140

Dividends -83

Sale of own shares 2 2

Total comprehensive income -5,981 

30 June 2009 61,425 33,782 -27,136 0 -138
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Depreciation and amortisation Carrying amounts
At At At At

1 July 2008 Additions Disposals 30 June 2009 30 June 2009 1 July 08 

25,812 8,634 10,379 24,067 19,402 15,383

1,145 10 0 1,155 7 15

0 0 0 0 0 0

26,957 8,644 10,379 25,222 19,409 15,398

32,083 6,850 0 38,933 168,871 174,529

13,100 1,903 0 15,003 13,756 14,889

0 0 0 0 0 301

45,183 8,753 0 53,936 182,627 189,719

0 0 0 0 264 184

0 0 0 0 416 309

72,140 17,397 10,379 79,158 202,716 205,610

Equity
attributable to Minority Consolidated
shareholders interest equity

86,222 314 86,536

-10,795

75,427 314 75,741

-56

4 4

-1,521 74 -1,447

73,910 332 74,242

-83

4 4

-5,981 59 -5,922

67,933 308 68,241
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* see Note (17) – p. 135.

Borussia Dortmund

see Note (17) 2008/2009 2007/2008

Profit/loss for the period before taxes -6,003 -69

Depreciation and amortisation of non-current assets +17,397 +15,501

Loss from disposals of non-current assets -6,200 -4,281

Interest income -129 -525

Interest expense +5,828 +11,089

Income from investments in associates -80 -45

Changes in other assets not classified as from investing

or financing activities +14,183 -16,673

Changes in other liabilities not classified as from investing 

or financing activities -16,638 +63,266

Interest received +53 +478

Interest paid -5,828 -9,130

Income taxes paid -1,152 -3,055

Change in restricted funds +0 +19

Cash flows from operating activities +1,431 +56,575

Payments for investments in intangible assets -18,317 -3,056

Proceeds from disposals of intangible assets +9,711 +4,543

Payments for investments in property, plant and equipment -1,661 -1,693

Payments for investments in financial assets -108 -84

Proceeds from financial assets +0 +29

Dividends received +0 +50

Cash flows from investing activities -10,375 -211

Proceeds from the sale of own shares +4 +4

Dividends paid to minority shareholders -83 -56

Proceeds from finance raised +0 +19,690

Repayments of financial liabilities -4,155 -81,773

Repayments of liabilities under finance leases -178 -203

Cash flows from financing activities -4,412 -62,338

Net change in cash funds -13,356 -5,974

Cash funds at beginning of period +7,912 +13,886

Cash funds at end of period -5,444 +7,912

in c thousands

C O N S O L I D AT E D  C A S H  F L O W  S TAT E M E N T



recognised on an accrual basis in accordance with

the substance of the relevant agreement. IAS 18

IE 20 states that recognition generally shall take

place on a straight-line basis over the life of the

agreement. Proof that a different method of reve-

nue recognition would better reflect the economic

substance of the agreement entered into was not

provided.” 

The management and Supervisory Board of

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA have ack-

nowledged the finding of errors and have included

a statement concerning this judgment and the con-

sequences of acknowledging that judgment in the

management report.

In the interest of greater clarity, the following pre-

sents the amount and nature by which the correc-

tion of these errors affects the original figures

reported for financial year 2007/2008: 

In its 2009 audit pursuant to § 342b (2) sent. 3 no. 1

HGB, Germany's Financial Reporting Enforcement

Panel (Deutsche Prüfstelle für Rechnungslegung

e.V., “FREP”) found that there were accounting

irregularities in the consolidated financial state-

ments as at 30 June 2008:

“In its consolidated financial statements prepared

as at 30 June 2008 in accordance with IFRS,

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA over-

reported its net assets by approximately € 5 milli-

on and under-reported its consolidated net profit,

also by approximately € 5 million. The majority of

the total consideration in relation to a licensing

and service agreement entered into in June 2003

for a period beginning on 1 July 2004 and ending

on 30 June 2009 had already been recognised as

income during financial year 2002/2003 as a “sett-

lement” or as a transaction fee. In accordance with

IAS 18.29, royalties for the use of assets shall be

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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GENERAL

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Originally Corrections Following
reported pursuant to correction

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET in c thousands 30 June 2008 IAS 8 30 June 2008

Current assets
Trade receivables and other assets 27,851 -4,725 23,126

Equity
Consolidated net profit/loss for the year -3,944 4,233 289
Other revenue reserves -10,575 -10,795 -21,370

Current liabilities
Other current liabilities 39,030 1,436 40,466
Current income tax liabilities 1,712 401 2,113

Consolidated income statement
Revenues 107,559 5,425 112,984
Other operating expenses -45,306 -381 -45,687
Other interest and similar income 935 -410 525
Income taxes 759 -401 358

The relevant prior-year figures have been restated accordingly in these consolidated financial statements. 
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• IFRIC 13: Customer Loyalty Programmes

• IFRIC 14: IAS 19 The Limit on a Defined
Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Require-
ments and their Interaction

The IASB has also issued the following standards,

interpretations and amendments to existing stan-

dards that have completed the official EU endorse-

ment process but whose adoption is not yet manda-

tory. No use has been made of the option of early

adoption. The future application of the following

standard is not expected to have any effect on the

consolidated financial statements:

• Amended version of IFRS 3: Business Com -
binations

• The adoption of amendments to IAS 27
Consolidated and Separate Financial Sta -
tements

• The adoption of improvements to IFRS made
under the Annual Improvement Project

• The adoption of amendments to IFRS 1 and
IAS 27 Accounting for Investments in
Subsidiaries, Jointly Controlled Entities and
Associates

• The adoption of amendments to IAS 32 and
IAS 1: Puttable Financial Instruments and
Obligations Arising on Liquidation

• Amended version of IAS 1: Presentation of
Financial Statements

• The adoption of amendments to IFRS 2
Share-based Payment: Vesting Conditions and
Cancellations

• The adoption of amendments to IAS 23
Borrowing Costs

• IFRS 8: Operating Segments

• IFRIC 12: Service Concession Arrangements

• IFRIC 15: Agreements for the Construction
of Real Estate

• IFRIC 16: Hedges of a Net Investment in a
Foreign Operation

POLICIES AND METHODS

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA (“BVB”)

has its registered office at Rheinlanddamm 207-

209, Dortmund, Germany. BVB's professional

team has participated in the Bundesliga for more

than three decades. In addition, BVB Group com-

panies are engaged in the sale of merchandise, the

provision of internet and travel agency services,

the running of a medical rehabilitation centre and

the operation of the football stadium in Dortmund,

trading under the name SIGNAL IDUNA PARK.

These consolidated financial statements of BVB

for the financial year from 1 July 2008 to 30 June

2009, including the prior-year information, were

prepared in accordance with International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted

in the European Union and in force at the balan-

ce sheet date, and the supplementary provisions

of German commercial law required to be obser-

ved in accordance with § 315 HGB and § 315a (1)

HGB. The term “IFRS” includes the recent

International Financial Reporting Standards

(IFRS) and the International Accounting

Standards (IAS) issued by the International

Accounting Standards Board (IASB) in London

as well as the interpretations of the International

Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee

(IFRIC) and the Standing Interpretations

Committee (SIC).

The following accounting standards and interpre-

tations, or amendments of existing standards, were

required to be adopted for the first time in the

past financial year:

• The adoption of amendments to IAS 39 
and IFRS 7: Reclassification of Financial
Instruments

BASIC PRINCIPLES



The consolidated financial statements are presen-

ted in thousands of euros.

By a resolution dated 21 August 2009, the consolida-

ted financial statements and the Group management

report were authorised by the Company's manage-

ment for submission to the Supervisory Board.

In order to improve the clarity and usefulness of

the financial information, certain items in the

income statement and the balance sheet have

been combined. These items are reported separa-

tely and explained in the notes. The income state-

ment was prepared in accordance with the nature

of expense method.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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The list of shareholdings as at 30 June 2009 and 30 June 2008 was as follows:

Orthomed GmbH, in which the Group holds

33.33% of the shares and of the voting rights, has

been included in the consolidated financial state-

ments as an investment in associates under the

equity method in accordance with IAS 28.

SCOPE OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

In addition to Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co.

KGaA, the consolidated financial statements inclu-

de seven (prior year: seven) fully consolidated sub-

sidiary companies and one associated company

accounted for using the equity method. 

Company Registered Shareholding
office (%)

BVB Stadionmanagement GmbH Dortmund 100.00

BVB Stadion Holding GmbH

(formerly: goool.de Sportswear GmbH) Dortmund 100.00

Sports & Bytes GmbH Dortmund 100.00

BVB Merchandising GmbH Dortmund 100.00

BVB Stadion GmbH Dortmund 99.74

BVB Beteiligungs GmbH Dortmund 94.90

B.E.S.T. Borussia Euro Lloyd Sports Travel GmbH Dortmund 51.00

Orthomed GmbH Medizinisches Leistungs- und

Rehabilitationszentrum GmbH Dortmund 33.33



assets of the relevant company. The difference

between the cost of the investment and the sha-

re of the net assets is allocated in full to the assets

and liabilities of the subsidiary, to the extent that

it represents unrecognised gains or losses. Any

remaining positive difference is recognised as

goodwill. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from

the date on which the Group obtains control. The

inclusion of subsidiaries in the consolidated

financial statements ends as soon as the parent

company ceases to have control.

Minority interests represent the share of net

assets that is not attributable to the Group.

Accordingly, minority interests are reported sepa-

rately within consolidated equity and the consoli-

dated income statement.

Associates over which the Group has a signifi-

cant but not a controlling influence are accoun-

ted for using the equity method and initially

recognised at cost. The Group's share of profits

and losses of associates is recognised in the inco-

me statement from the date of acquisition, whi-

le the share of changes in reserves is reflected in

consolidated reserves. The carrying amount of

the investment is adjusted to reflect the cumu-

lative changes since the date of acquisition.

There were no unrealised gains at any date from

transactions between Group companies and

associates which would have been required to be

eliminated on consolidation.

CONSOLIDATION PRINCIPLES

The annual financial statements of the companies

included in BVB's consolidated financial state-

ments are prepared in accordance with IFRS using

consistent accounting policies.

The reporting date for the consolidated financial

statements is the reporting date of the parent

company. Where companies consolidated had a

different balance sheet date in the previous finan-

cial year, interim financial statements were prepa-

red as at the reporting date of the parent company.

The investment in the associate Orthomed GmbH

was measured on the basis of annual financial sta-

tements for the calendar year. Interim financial

statements were not prepared because the com-

pany is not material in the context of the informa-

tion conveyed by the consolidated financial state-

ments of BVB, and because there were no

material transactions or other events in the busin-

ess of this company between its own year-end and

that of the Group.

Intercompany revenues, income and expenses, and

all receivables and liabilities between companies

included in the consolidated financial statements

are eliminated on consolidation.

On the initial consolidation of subsidiaries, the

cost of the investment is netted against the

Group's share of the carrying amount of the net
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Computer software for commercial and technical

applications is amortised on a straight-line basis

over three years.

Property, plant and equipment
The SIGNAL IDUNA PARK stadium buildings

were measured at their fair value amounting to 

€ 177,200 thousand in the IFRS opening balance

sheet as at 1 July 2004, in accordance with the opti-

on permitted by IFRS 1.16. This valuation is based

on the opinion of an independent external expert.

The carrying amount of the stadium buildings in the

balance sheet represents the carrying amount as at

1 July 2004 less depreciation charged subsequently.

Land, the other buildings and the remaining items

of property, plant and equipment are measured at

cost less depreciation. Borrowing costs are recor-

ded as an expense in the period in which they are

incurred. Repair and maintenance costs are  recog -

nised in the income statement as expenses in the

current period. 

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The significant accounting policies used in the pre-

paration of these consolidated financial statements

are presented below. The policies described were

applied consistently for the reporting periods

 shown, unless otherwise indicated.

Intangible assets
Purchased intangible assets are measured at cost

less amortisation based on their expected useful

lives or at the lower fair value. Player registrations

reported in these financial statements are measured

at cost, taking into account the FIFA Regulations

for the Status and Transfer of Players contained in

circular no. 769 of 24 August 2001 which came into

force on 21 September 2001, and are amortised on

a straight-line basis in accordance with the term of

the individual contracts for professional players. The

cost of player registrations includes transfer pay -

ments made and the costs of advisers directly attri-

butable to the particular transfer.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Depreciation, mainly on a straight-line basis, is based on the following useful lives:

Significant parts of the stadium building are depreciated over their respective specific useful lives (com-

ponent approach).

Useful life in years

Stadium 30

Other buildings 25 to 50

Technical equipment and machinery 4.5 to 15

Other equipment, operating and office equipment 7 to 15



a way that a constant rate of interest is charged

on the outstanding lease obligation over the peri-

od of the lease (effective interest method).

Interest charges are expensed immediately. If

substantially all the risks and rewards of owners-

hip remain with the lessor (operating lease), the

lease payments are recognised as an expense in

the financial year.

Financial instruments
At the balance sheet date and in the comparable

period, the Group held no financial instruments

accounted for at fair value through profit or loss.

Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative

financial assets with fixed payments and maturi-

ties that the Group intends to hold to maturity.

Held-to-maturity investments are measured at

amortised cost after their initial recognition. As at

30 June 2009, held-to-maturity investments amo-

unted to € 416 thousand (30 June 2008: € 309

thousand).

Loans and receivables are financial assets or liabi-

lities with fixed or determinable payments that are

not quoted in an active market. Receivables are

recognised at amortised cost less any valuation

allowances required for impairment. Loans are

measured on initial recognition at the amount of

the consideration received less transaction costs

attributable to the issue of the liability. After initi-

al recognition, interest-bearing loans are measu-

red at amortised cost using the effective interest

method net of repayments made. Liabilities from

finance leases are reported under other liabilities

at their present values, calculated using the effec-

tive interest method. At 30 June 2009, there were

no financial liabilities designated at fair value

through profit or loss (30 June 2008: € 0).
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Impairment testing
The useful lives of intangible assets and items of

property, plant and equipment are all finite. If the-

re are specific indications of possible impairment,

individual assets are tested for impairment. In the

case of intangible assets, the useful life and the

method of amortisation are reviewed at least at the

end of each financial year. An impairment loss is

recognised for the amount by which the carrying

amount exceeds the recoverable amount. The

recoverable amount is the higher of net disposal

proceeds and value in use. If the reason for an

impairment write-down recognised in prior years

no longer exists, the impairment loss is reversed

until the carrying amount of the asset, net of

depreciation and amortisation, equals the amount

that would have been determined if an impair-

ment loss had not been recognised.

Leases
The Group's leases relate in particular to develo-

ped land and operating and office equipment. 

Leased assets in respect of which substantially all

the risks and rewards of ownership have been

transferred to the Group (finance lease) are reco-

gnised at the present value of the lease payments

or at the lower fair value in accordance with IAS

17 and depreciated over the useful life or the shor-

ter lease term. In the case of leases of land and

buildings, the components of the land and buil-

dings are considered separately for the purpose of

the classification of the leases.

The payment obligations resulting from finance

lease agreements are recognised as a liability.

The lease payments are apportioned between the

finance charges and the element representing

the repayment of the remaining liability in such

Borussia Dortmund
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Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are recognised for all temporary dif-

ferences between the tax base of assets and liabilities

and their carrying amounts in the IFRS financial sta-

tements (liability method). However, if in the cour-

se of a transaction which is not a business combina-

tion a deferred tax asset or liability arises from the

initial recognition of an asset or liability which, at

the time of the transaction, affects neither the

accounting nor the taxable profit or loss, the defer-

red tax asset or liability is neither recognised at the

date of initial recognition nor afterwards.

Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that

it is probable that taxable profits will be available

against which the temporary difference can be uti-

lised. Deferred tax assets are also recognised for tax

loss carry-forwards that can be utilised in subse-

quent periods, provided it is sufficiently probable

that the deferred tax asset will be recoverable.

Deferred taxes relating to items recognised direc-

tly in equity are also recognised directly in equity.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are netted against

each other where the Group has a legally enfor-

ceable right to set off current tax assets against cur-

rent tax liabilities, and the deferred tax assets and

liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same

taxation authority on the same taxable entity. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured on

the basis of the tax laws in force at the balance

sheet date using a rate of income tax of 31.6% (pre-

vious year: 31.6%). 

Inventories
Inventories consist principally of merchandising

articles and goods held by the subsidiary company

Available-for-sale financial assets are measured at

their fair value. Unrealised gains and losses from

subsequent remeasurement are recognised  direct -

ly in equity net of deferred taxes until the finan cial

instrument is sold or suffers permanent impair-

ment. If evidence of impairment is established in

the course of regular impairment testing, the rele-

vant expense is recognised immediately in profit

or loss. At the balance sheet date and in the com-

parable period, the Group held no  available- for-

sale financial assets. 

If the maturity of a financial instrument is less

than 12 months after the balance sheet date, it is

reported in the balance sheet under current assets

or liabilities.

Derivative financial instruments 
and hedging
Until June 2008, the Group used only one deriva-

tive financial instrument for the purpose of hed-

ging the cash flow risks from interest rate changes

arising from the variable-rate long-term loan from

Morgan Stanley & Co. Int. Ltd., London. This

interest rate swap was measured at fair value using

recognised pricing models. The swap was reco-

gnised as an asset if the fair value was positive and

as a liability if the fair value was negative. The inte-

rest rate swap was recorded in accordance with

the requirements of IAS 39 relating to the accoun-

ting treatment of cash flow hedges. The effective

portion of the gain or loss on the interest rate swap

was recognised directly in equity net of deferred

taxes, while the ineffective portion was recognised

immediately in profit or loss. When the loan was

repaid ahead of schedule, the interest rate swap

was also sold in June 2008, and the proceeds  re c -

og nised directly in equity were eliminated from

the balance sheet in the last financial year.
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Interest income and expenses are allocated to the

period to which they relate, taking into account the

outstanding amount of the loan and the effective

interest rate to be applied. The effective interest rate

is the discount rate at which the present value of the

estimated future cash receipts over the term of the

financial asset is equal to its net carrying amount.

Operating expenses are recognised when the

goods or services are utilised or at the date the

expenses are incurred.

Revenues
In accordance with the classification prescribed

by the German Football League (Deutsche

Fußball Liga GmbH, “DFL”) for the licensing

procedure, income from the sale of transfer rights

for player registrations is reported under revenu-

es. The expenses associated with the transfer

activities such as the book values of assets sold and

incidental costs of disposal are reported as other

operating expenses. 

MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISKS

The BVB Group finances itself primarily from

long-term bank loans, finance leases, trade paya-

bles, season tickets paid for in advance and paym-

ents from sponsors. The related risks arising com-

prise interest-rate-related cash flow risks, market

risks, liquidity risks and credit risks. On the other

hand, the Group is not exposed to any significant

currency risks. The methods of managing the indi-

vidual types of risk are described in the following.

Interest rate risks
The Group's financial liabilities at the balance

sheet date consist mainly of fixed-interest loans.

BVB Merchandising GmbH. Inventories are mea-

sured at cost less any individual allowances for

goods whose cost may not be recoverable.

Own shares
The full amount paid for the purchase of own sha-

res is reported as an item deducted from equity.

The Company has the right to reissue own shares

purchased by it at a later date. Proceeds of resale

in excess of cost are added to capital reserves, whi-

le shortfalls are taken to revenue reserves.

Provisions and contingent liabilities
In accordance with IAS 37, provisions are recog -

nised where a present obligation exists to third par-

ties arising from a past event, which is expected to

result in an outflow of resources and whose amo-

unt can be reliably estimated. No provisions have

been reported in these consolidated financial sta-

tements because it was possible to determine the

amount and timing of all obligations with sufficient

certainty, with the result that these obligations have

been reported under liabilities.

Contingent liabilities which do not meet the crite-

ria for recognition as a provision are disclosed in

the notes, unless the probability of an obligation

occurring is remote.

Recognition of income and expenses
Revenues are recognised when it is probable that

the economic benefits will flow to the Group and

the amount of income can be measured reliably.

Revenues are measured at the fair value of the

receivable or consideration received and repre-

sent amounts for goods delivered and services

provided in the ordinary course of business, less

rebates, VAT and other taxes arising in relation

to revenues.
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The Group is therefore not exposed to any signi-

ficant interest-rate-related cash flow risks as at the

balance date or over the medium term.

Credit risk
The Group conducts business exclusively with third

parties of high credit standing. Concentrations of

credit risk can arise in the context of a player trans-

fer and from long-term sponsorship agreements.

Such concentrations of risk are monitored in the

course of the Group's operating activities.

The maximum credit risk in the event of counter-

party default is equal to the carrying amount of

these instruments.

Liquidity risk
The Group constantly monitors the risk of possible

liquidity bottlenecks, taking into account the pro-

bable maturities of its financial liabilities and the

timing of the expected cash flows from operating

activities. The Group counters potential liquidity

risk by taking up largely long-term financing.

Appropriate corporate planning is used to con-

stantly monitor short-term financing components.

SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS SUBJECT TO
JUDGMENT AND ESTIMATES

The collectability of trade receivables is assessed

based on the estimated probability of default.

Specific valuation allowances are calculated for

overdue receivables using individually determined

percentages. In the event that the financial situati-

ons of our partners worsen, the amounts actually

written down may exceed the amount of the valua-

tion allowances recognised. This could negatively

impact the results of operations.

Deferred tax assets are recognised in respect of

tax loss carry-forwards to the extent that it is pro-

bable that taxable income will be available to ena-

ble the loss carry-forwards actually to be utilised.

In order to determine the amount of the defer-

red tax assets required to be recognised in this

context, management makes significant assump-

tions with respect to the expected timing and

amount of future taxable income. As at 30 June

2009, deferred tax assets recognised in respect of

tax loss carry-forwards amounted to € 6,160 thou-

sand (30 June 2008: € 6,151 thousand).

SEGMENT REPORTING

BVB's business activities consist of the operation

of a football club including a professional foot-

ball team. There are no further business seg-

ments with distinguishable components and

risks and rewards different from those of other

business segments. The business activities of the

subsidiary companies do not meet the criteria

for reportable segments in IAS 14 as a result of

their lack of economic significance and are the-

refore not subject to the obligation to prepare

segment reporting.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

(1) Intangible assets 

tractual term of the significant player registrations

amounted to 3.2 years (30 June 2008 3.1 years).

Changes in intangible assets are presented in a

separate overview forming part of the notes to the

consolidated financial statements.

Intangible assets consist of purchased player regi-

strations and computer software. The increase in

player registrations is mainly due to the transfer

payments in respect of the new signings Subotic,

Zidan, Bender, Santana and Owomoyela. At the

balance sheet date, the weighted remaining con-

(2) Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment consists princi-

pally of the stadium and former offices and the

adjoining area “Am Luftbad”, and also the facili-

ties at the training ground in Dortmund-Brackel,

the youth centre, catering extensions and items

of operating and office equipment at these faci-

lities and at the administrative headquarters.

Borussia Dortmund

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Player registrations 19,402 15,383

Industrial property rights and similar rights 7 15

19,409 15,398

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Land, land rights and buildings including

buildings on third-party land 168,871 174,529

Other equipment, operating and office equipment 13,756 14,889

Payments on account and assets under construction 0 301

182,627 189,719
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unt of property, plant and equipment subject to

finance leases and in the liabilities from finance

leases. The Company has an option to purchase

the entire site following the expiry of the lease

term in 2022.

Changes in property, plant and equipment are

presented in a separate overview forming part of

the notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Property, plant and equipment include the following assets not legally owned by the Group and subject

to finance leases:

The Group's share of the profits of its associated company Orthomed GmbH and its share of the assets

and liabilities are as follows:

The items of property, plant and equipment reco-

gnised in the balance sheet as a result of finance

leases consist of buildings and other facilities at

the Dortmund-Brackel training ground; the lea-

se in respect of the land at the training ground,

on the other hand, is classified as an operating

lease. In the current financial year, the completi-

on of the second phase of construction resulted

in a corresponding increase in the carrying amo-

(3) Investments in associates

Net carrying amounts

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Buildings 2,797 2,999

Operating and office equipment 3,265 3,640

6,062 6,639

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

At the beginning of the year 184 189

Share of profits 80 45

Dividends +0 -50

At the end of the year 264 184

in c thousands 31 Dec. 2008 31 Dec. 2007

Share of assets 329 275

Share of liabilities 109 94

Share of revenues 1,112 1,099

Share of profit for the year  85 50
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Non-current trade receivables are discounted

using the effective interest method and measu-

red at amortised cost. The carrying amounts of

trade receivables generally reflect their market

values.

Other assets and prepaid expenses consist princi-

pally of prepayments relating to the professional

squad and insurance premiums. The amounts are

reversed ratably over the terms/lives of the indivi-

dual items.

(4) Financial assets

(5) Trade receivables and other assets

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Trade receivables 1,403 48

Receivables from related parties 1,275 1,389

Other assets and prepaid expenses 2,693 5,576

5,371 7,013

Borussia Dortmund

Non-current

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Trade receivables 7,481 19,936

less: allowances -951 -1,200

Trade receivables - net 6,530 18,736

Other assets 5,257 4,390

11,787 23,126

Current

Financial assets consist mainly of a tenant's loan

relating to an operating lease agreement and

various employee loans.

The carrying amounts generally reflect market

values.
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During the current and previous financial year, no

impairment write-downs to net realisable value

were recognised in cost of materials.

(6) Inventories

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Inventories 2,222 1,624

- Impairment losses -80 -16

Payments on account 127 105

Inventories - net 2,269 1,713

Changes in the allowance account were as follows:

As in the previous year, no current receivables

were overdue as at the balance sheet date and

none were fully or partially impaired.

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

As at 1 July 2008 1,200 544

Transfers recognised through profit and loss 349 744

Use -292 0

Reversal -306 -88

As at 30 June 2009 951 1,200

Trade receivables and other assets do not bear inte-

rest and mostly have a maturity of up to 3 months.

The carrying amounts of trade receivables general-

ly reflect their market values.

(7) Cash and cash equivalents

Balances with banks bear interest at variable rates 

of interest applying to demand deposits. 

Of the cash and cash equivalents reported at the

balance sheet date, € 0 thousand (previous year: 

€ 19 thousand) were subject to restrictions on the

right of disposal.

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Bank balances and cash-in-hand 654 7,912
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extraordinary General Shareholders' Meeting held

on 15 August 2006 also authorised the general part-

ner until 31 July 2011, with the approval of the

Supervisory Board, to increase the share capital by

the issue of up to 21,937,500 new no-par value sha-

res for cash or non-cash contributions.

Reserves

Capital reserves consist exclusively of transfers in

respect of premiums on the issue of new shares

after deducting the net costs of the placement and

the Company's share of revenues from the sale of

its own shares.

In the period between the date of admission of the

Company's shares to trading (31 October 2000) and

the balance sheet date, the Company acquired a

total of 34,000 no-par value shares and sold 10,365

no-par value shares off-market in the form of prin-

ted physical share certificates. At the balance sheet

date, the Company held 22,831 no-par value sha-

res, representing 0.037% of the share capital. 

At the balance sheet date, as in the previous year,

conditional capital expiring on 31 October 2010 for

the purpose of issuing convertible bonds and bonds

with warrants amounted to € 14,625 thousand. The

Borussia Dortmund

Subscribed capital

The subscribed capital of Borussia Dortmund

GmbH & Co. KGaA is divided into no-par value

shares with a notional share in the share capital of

€ 1.00 per share. The shares are fully paid-up; the

number of shares issued and the number of sha-

res outstanding changed as follows:

(8) Equity
The development of equity and minority interests

is presented in the statement of changes in equity.

Own In
Number of shares Issued shares circulation

Holding as of 1 July 2007 61,425,000 -23,635 61,401,365

Change in holding of own share 345

30 June 2008 61,425,000 -23,290 61,401,710

Change in holding of own shares 459

30 June 2009 61,425,000 -22,831 61,402,169



in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Non-current

Bank loans 55,037 59,241

Other loans 3,972 4,355

59,009 63,596

Current

Bank overdrafts 6,098 0

Bank loans 5,191 4,692

Other loans 461 528

11,750 5,220

70,759 68,816
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Capital management

The objective of capital management is to ensure

the Group's long-term ability to function on a

going concern basis and to generate appropriate

returns for shareholders. Debt management steers

the raising of debt, particularly with regard to

financing with matching maturities. 

The capital structure at the balance sheet date was

as follows:

The remaining reserves consist entirely of other

revenue reserves. Revenue reserves comprise

profits generated and not distributed by Group

companies in the current year and previous years

and accumulated losses. In addition, the net

effect, taking account of subsequent adjustments,

of the remeasurement of SIGNAL IDUNA

PARK in accordance with IFRS 1.16 is reported

under this item. 

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Equity attributable to BVB shareholders 67,933 73.910

Share of net assets 45.5% 49.5%

Non-current financial liabilities 59,009 63,596

Current financial liabilities 11,750 5,220

Total financial liabilities 70,759 68,816

Share of net assets 47.4% 46.1%

Net assets 138,692 142,726

(9) Financial liabilities
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in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Between 1 and 5 years 23,500 35,738

Over 5 years 35,509 27,858

59,009 63,596

The maturities of non-current financial liabilities were as follows:

On the basis of the general level of interest rates

at the balance sheet date, the fair value of the

financial liabilities is around € 205 thousand (30

June 2008: € 1,126 thousand) below their carrying

amounts. All financial liabilities are denominated

in euros. 

Borussia Dortmund

As a result of the existing fixed-interest periods

applying to all loans, the BVB Group is not expo-

sed to any significant risk from changes in inte-

rest rates, even in the medium and long term.

Pledged collateral:

Items of property, plant and equipment with a resi-

dual carrying amount of € 146,236 thousand (30

June 2008: € 159,457 thousand) have been mortga-

ged as collateral for financial liabilities.

As in the previous year, future claims, not reflected

in the financial statements, from season ticket sales

(excluding the hospitality area), transfer income and

insurance receivables, were assigned.

The loan conditions for the fixed-interest loan for

a nominal amount of € 20,000 thousand taken out

last financial year with a term until June 2013

include covenants relating to the consolidated

equity ratio and the interest coverage ratio

(EBITDA/interest expense) in the consolidated

financial statements. The covenants are reviewed

on an annual basis. As at the balance sheet date,

all covenants were complied with.

The other current and non-current liabilities to

banks consist of a number of loans repayable in

instalments. The loans have maturity dates between

2020 and 2026; fixed-interest periods apply until

2016. Non-current financial liabilities carry a

weighted interest rate of 6.3% (previous year: 6.3%)

and current financial liabilities carry a weighted

interest rate of 7.5% (previous year: 6.5%).
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(10) Other liabilities

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Non-current

Advance payments for agency licence and marketing rights 40,000 44,000

Outstanding salaries 2,400 0

Liabilities from finance leases 6,902 7,165

49,302 51,165

Current

Advance payments received from season ticket sales 10,172 7,097

Advance payments for agency licence and marketing rights 4,000 4,000

Advance payments received from sponsors 413 494

Other taxes 3,510 13,972

Outstanding salaries 2,910 7,129

Social security 11 15

Holiday entitlements 203 150

Liabilities from finance leases 332 247

Other 4,572 7,362

26,123 40,466

Other liabilities, total 75,425 91,631

Pursuant to an agency licensing agreement dated

18 June 2008, responsibility for the marketing of

BVB was transferred to SPORTFIVE GmbH &

Co. KG, Hamburg. The license fee received in

advance is recognised as deferred income and

will be carried through profit or loss on a

straight-line basis over the 12-year term of the

agreement.

The minimum lease payments from finance leases are due for payment as follows:

The change in the maturity structure of the present values of liabilities from finance leases was as follows:

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Up to 1 year 755 752

Over 1 year and up to 5 years 3,119 3,076

Over 5 years 7,204 8,536

11,078 12,364

Future finance charges from finance leases -4,133 -4,952

Present value of liabilities from finance leases 6,945 7,412

in c thousands 30 June 2008 30 June 2007

Up to 1 year 263 247

Over 1 year and up to 5 years 1,331 1,240

Over 5 years 5,351 5,925

6,945 7,412
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

(11) Revenues

(12) Personnel expenses

(13) Depreciation and amortisation

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Ticketing 22,176 22,591

Sponsorship 39,205 39,319

TV marketing 22,428 26,024

Transfer income 11,252 5,398

Merchandising, catering, licences 17,542 17,715

Other 2,127 1,937

114,730 112,984

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Amortisation of intangible assets 8,646 6,774

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 8,751 8,727

17,397 15,501

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Wages and salaries 47,470 42,923

Social security contributions 2,543 2,432

50,013 45,355

Average number of employees 317 304

No defined benefit pension entitlements have been

granted to employees of the BVB Group. Payments

to the state pension scheme are reported under

social security contributions.
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(16) Income taxes and deferred taxes

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Income tax liabilities

non-current 2,205 3,232

current 2,054 1,712

4,259 4,944

Income tax liabilities developed as follows:

(14) Other operating expenses

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Match operations 16,423 19,488

Advertising 10,913 12,360

Transfers 7,228 1,973

Media and printing, postage 1,921 1,828

Leasing 2,428 2,943

Administration 5,498 5,237

Other 1,898 1,634

Other taxes 101 224

46,410 45,687

(15) Net finance costs

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Income from investments in associates (see Note (3)) 80 45

Other interest and similar income

Interest income from bank balances 13 166

Other interest income 116 60

Interest rate swap: Cashflow hedge, transfer from equity 0 252

Income from the unwinding of financial instruments 0 47

129 525

Interest and similar expenses

Loan, overdraft facility and other interest -5,320 -8,751

Repayment of loan from Morgan Stanley & Co. Int. Ltd. 0 -1,804

Expenses from finance leases -508 -534

-5,828 -11,089

-5,619 -10,519
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paid in equal annual instalments; the portion of the

amount due for payment in financial year 2009/2010

is reported accordingly under current liabilities. 

Non-current income tax liabilities relate to trade tax

resulting from the sale of limited partners' shares in

WFS KG to Molsiris in 2002. These liabilities are

The changes in deferred taxes were as follows:

30 June 2009 30 June 2008

in c thousands Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities

Recognition and measurement 
of non-current assets 401 0 344 0

Trade receivables and
other assets 0 0 0 0

Current financial liabilities 0 0 0 0

Tax loss carry-forwards 6,160 0 6,151 0

6,561 0 6,495 0

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

At the beginning of the year

+ deferred tax assets 6,495 6,420

- deferred tax liabilities 0 -1,934

Net amount of deferred taxes at the beginning of the year 6,495 4,486

Deferred taxes recognised directly in equity 0 1,152

Tax benefit recognised in the consolidated income statement 66 857

Net amount of deferred taxes at the balance sheet date 6,561 6,495

The deferred tax assets and liabilities reported in the consolidated balance sheet relate to the following

items:

The income tax benefit was made up as follows:

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Income taxes for the current period 15 -499

Deferred taxes 66 857

81 358

€ 150,722 thousand and trade tax loss carry-for-

wards amounting to € 151,664 thousand for which

no deferred tax assets have been recognised.

Under current tax law, tax loss carry-forwards may

be carried forward for an indefinite period.

The recognition of deferred tax assets in respect

of tax loss carry-forwards resulted in an increase

in the tax benefit of € 9 thousand (prior year:

increase by € 113 thousand). 

At the balance sheet date, the BVB Group had

corporation tax loss carry-forwards amounting to
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Cash and cash equivalents reported in the balance sheet are reconciled to cash funds in the consolidated

cash flow statement as follows:

(17) Consolidated cash flow statement 

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Consolidated loss before taxes -6,003 -69

Theoretical tax rate in % 31.6% 31.6%

Expected income tax expense/income 1,896 22

Effects of changes in tax rates 0 -469

Effects from tax additions and subtractions -408 -541

Taxes relating to earlier periods 0 -92

Effect from supplementary tax balance sheets -57 -57

Change in usability of tax loss carry-forwards -1,325 1,509

Tax effects from the application of the equity method -25 -14

Tax benefit recognised in the consolidated income statement 81 358

Actual tax rate in % 1.3% 518.5%

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Cash and cash equivalents 654 7,912

Bank overdrafts -6,098 0

Cash funds -5,444 7,912

can be reconciled with the actual income tax bene-

fit reported in the consolidated income statement

as follows:

The expected income tax expense which would

theoretically result from applying the weighted

average tax rate of 31.6% (previous year: 31.6%)

Cash flows from operating activities in 2007/2008

include cash inflows from the agency licensing

agreement with SPORTFIVE GmbH & Co. KG,

Hamburg, in the amount of € 50,000.

Overdraft liabilities as at the balance sheet date

amounted to € 6,098 thousand and are included in

cash funds since the overdraft facility is an inte-

gral component of daily cash management.
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OTHER DISCLOSURES

(18) Auditors' fees

(19) Other financial obligations

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Audit of the financial statements 229 281

Other audit-related work 0 24

Tax advice 82 87

Other services 132 37

Company has an option to purchase the land at

Dortmund-Brackel and the offices on the expiry

of the lease agreements in 2017 and 2022 res-

pectively.

The minimum lease payments from operating

leases relate mostly to lease agreements for

 offices, the land at the Dortmund-Brackel trai-

ning ground and various motor vehicles. The

Due after

Up to 1-5 more than
30 June 2009 (in c thousands) Total 1 year years 5 years

Rental and lease payments 
(operating lease) 11,142 1,558 5,360 4,224

Marketing fees 136,259 10,304 50,029 75,926

Other obligations 2,229 227 259 1,743

149,630 12,089 55,648 81,893

Due after

Up to 1-5 more than
30 June 2008 (in c thousands) Total 1 year years 5 years

Rental and lease payments 
(operating lease) 16,480 1,833 6,726 7,921

Purchase commitments for 
investments in intangible assets 10,340 10,340 0 0

Marketing fees 148,913 10,304 50,029 88,580

Other obligations 2,042 45 178 1,819

177,775 22,522 56,933 98,320
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Earnings per share are calculated in accordance

with IAS 33 (Earnings per share) by dividing the

net profit or loss for the period attributable to the

shareholders by the weighted average number of

shares in circulation. The earnings per share relate

only to shares in the parent company. Since there

are no potential ordinary shares, the diluted and

undiluted earnings per share are the same.

The general partner in Borussia Dortmund GmbH

& Co. KGaA is Borussia Dortmund Geschäfts-

führungs-GmbH. The latter is responsible for the

management and legal representation of Borussia

Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA. The power to

appoint and remove members of staff thus rests

with Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V., Dortmund,

in its capacity as the sole shareholder in Borussia

Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH. Both Bo -

rus sia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH and

Ballspielverein Borussia 09 e.V., Dortmund, and all

their affiliated companies, therefore qualify as rela-

ted parties within the meaning of IAS 24.

(21) Transactions with related parties

2008/2009 2007/2008

Weighted average number of 
shares outstanding 61,401,940 61,401,538

Consolidated net profit/loss for the year after taxes (in c thousands) -5,922 289

Earnings attributable to minority shareholders 59 74

Earnings attributable to BVB Group shareholders -5,981 215

Earnings per share (in €) -0.10 0.00

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Transactions with BVB 09 e.V.
Rental income 33 13
Income from other services 171 62
Interest income 40 41
Expense from costs recharged, youth division -316 -227
other recalculations -66 0

Transactions with Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH
Expense from costs recharged -1,023 -1,214

Transactions with Orthomed GmbH
Expense from other services -180 -180

Transactions with related parties:

(20) Earnings per share
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Outstanding items in respect of related parties:

Compensation benefits paid to management: 

(22) Management

in c thousands 2008/2009 2007/2008

Dipl.-Kfm. Hans-Joachim Watzke (Chairman)

Fixed components

Fixed remuneration 600 600

Other remuneration 16 15

Variable component

Bonus 0 218

Bonus, previous year 0 144

Thomas Treß (Dipl.-Kfm.)

Fixed components

Fixed remuneration 400 400

Other remuneration 40 26

Variable component

Bonus 0 145

Bonus, previous year 0 97

1,056 1,645

in c thousands 30 June 2009 30 June 2008

Other current and non-current assets
Intercompany account with BVB 09 .eV. 1,275 1,389
Orthomed GmbH 0 1

Other current liabilities
Intercompany account with
Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH 766 252
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The members of the Supervisory Board of the Company,

their occupations and further responsibilities in other mana-

gement bodies are listed below. In the past financial year, the

Supervisory Board received remuneration amounting to 

€ 52.5 thousand (previous year: € 52.5 thousand).

(23) Supervisory Board

Other responsibilities

Occupations

Gerd Pieper 
(Dipl.-Kfm.)

Chairman 

Proprietor and
 managing director of
Stadtparfümerie Pieper
GmbH, Herne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Beauty Alliance
Deutschland GmbH &
Co. KG, Bielefeld

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
Herner Sparkasse,
Herne 

Member of the
Management Board of
BV. Borussia 09 e.V.
Dortmund

Member of the Advisory
Board of NRW Bank,
Düsseldorf

Harald Heinze

Deputy Chairman

Chairman of the
Management Board
(Rtd.) of Dortmunder
Stadtwerke AG (DSW 21)

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of  
e-m-s new media AG,
Dortmund 
(until 31/5/09)

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
WV Energie AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Member of the
Supervisory Board of 
M-Exchange AG,
Frankfurt am Main

Othmar Freiherr 
von Diemar

Proprietor and manager
of Othmar von Diemar
Vermögensverwaltung +
Beratung, Cologne

Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of
Informium AG, Cologne

Member of the
Supervisory Board of
004 Beratungs- und
Dienstleistungs-GmbH,
Aschaffenburg

Substitute member of
the Supervisory Board
of Arques Industries AG,
Starnberg

Bernd Geske

Managing partner of
Bernd Geske Lean
Communication,
Meerbusch

Ruedi Baer

Consultant, 
B + B Beratungs AG
(Switzerland)

Vice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of
mobilzone Holding AG,
Regensdorf (Switzer-
land), (until 7 April 2009)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of eyezone
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Swisshome
Real Estate AG, Lyss
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Destina-
tion Travel AG, Liebefeld
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of B + B
 Beratungs AG, Watt
(Switzerland)

Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Bablo
Immobilien AG, Nieder-
scherli (Switzerland)

Member of the Board of
Directors of Immoplaza
AG, Regensdorf (Swit-
zerland)

Chairman of the Board of
Directors of AP Fashion
AG, Watt (Switzerland)

Christian Kullmann 

Head of the manage-
ment board office and
group communications
of EVONIK Industries
Aktiengesellschaft,
Essen



(25) Notifiable shareholdings under § 21
of the German Securities Trading Act
(Wertpapierhandelsgesetz, “WpHG”)

We have been informed of the following notifiable
shareholdings:

1. Morgan Stanley International Ltd., London
(14.44%)

2. Blue Bay Asset Management (9.99%)

3. Bernd Geske (7.40%)

4. BV. Borussia 09 e.V., Dortmund (7.24%)

(26) Corporate Governance

The management and Supervisory Board of

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA issued the

statement of compliance with the German

Corporate Governance Code required by § 161 of

the German Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz)

on 16 September 2008 and made it permanently

available to shareholders on the BVB website at

www.bvb.de.

Dortmund, 21 August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH

Until shortly prior to the beginning of the

2009/2010 season, the Company had sold a total

of 50,675 season tickets. This is a new Bundesliga

record. 

Lucas Barrios, Dimitar Rangelov, Markus Feulner,

Sven Bender, Kevin Großkreutz and Damien 

Le Tallec made for shrewd new additions to the

existing team.

Lucas Barrios already scored his first goal in his

first official match for Borussia Dortmund, making

a key contribution to BVB's 3:1 victory in the first

round of the DFB Cup against the regional league

team SpVgg Weiden. BVB is slated to face second-

division club Karlsruher SC in the second Cup

round. BVB marked its first Bundesliga match with

a 1:0 win against 1. FC Köln. Despite suffering a

1:4 loss at the hands of Hamburger SV at its first

away match, Borussia Dortmund could just about

find solace in SIGNAL IDUNA PARK's mention

in a ranking published by the prominent English

paper the Times as being the best and most beau-

tiful football stadium in the world.
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(24) Events after the balance sheet date

Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß

Managing Director (Chairman) Managing Director

Borussia Dortmund
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Hans-Joachim Watzke Thomas Treß

Managing Director (Chairman) Managing Director

Responsibility Statement of the
Management

To the best of our knowledge, and in accordance

with the applicable reporting principles, the con-

solidated financial statements give a true and fair

view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and

profit or loss of the Group, and the management

report of the Group includes a fair review of the

development and performance of the business and

the position of the Group, together with a descrip-

tion of the principal opportunities and risks asso-

ciated with the expected development of the

Group.

Dortmund, 21 August 2009

Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA

Borussia Dortmund Geschäftsführungs-GmbH



Group and expectations of possible misstatements

are taken into account in the determination of audit

procedures. The effectiveness of the internal

accounting control system and the evidence sup-

porting the disclosures in the consolidated financi-

al statements and the Group management report

are examined primarily on a test basis within the

framework of the audit. The audit includes the

assessment of the annual financial statements of the

companies included in the consolidated financial

statements, the definition of the group of consoli-

dated companies, the accounting and consolidati-

on principles used and significant estimates made

by the legal representatives, as well as the evaluati-

on of the overall presentation of the consolidated

financial statements and the Group management

report. We believe that our audit provides a rea-

sonable basis for our opinion.

Our audit has not led to any reservations. 

In our opinion, based on the result of our audit, the

consolidated financial statements comply with

IFRS as adopted in the EU and the additional

requirements of commercial law to be applied

under § 315a (1) HGB as well as the supplemen-

tary provisions in the Articles of Association and

give a true and fair view of net assets, financial posi-

tion and results of operations of the Group in accor-

dance with these requirements. The Group mana-

gement report is consistent with the consolidated

financal statements, provides as a whole a suitable

view of the Group’s position and suitably presents

the opportunities and risks of future development. 

We have audited the consolidated financial state-

ments – consisting of the balance sheet, income sta-

tement, statement of changes in equity, cash flow

statement and notes – prepared by Borussia

Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA, Dortmund and

the Group management report for the financial

year from 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009. The prepa-

ration of the consolidated financial statements and

Group management report in accordance with

IFRS as adopted in the EU and the additional

requirements of commercial law to be applied

under § 315a (1) of the German Commercial Code

(Handelsgesetzbuch, “HGB”) as well as the sup-

plementary provisions in the Articles of Association

in the responsibility of the Company’s legal repre-

sentatives. Our responsibility is to express an opi-

nion on the consolidated financial statements and

the group management report, based on our audit.

We conducted our audit of the consolidated finan-

cial statements in accordance with  § 317 HGB and

the generally accepted standards for the audit of

financial statements  in Germany  promulgated by

the German Institute of Chartered Accounts

(Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer, IDW). Those stan-

dards require that we plan and perform the audit

such that misstatements materially affecting the

presentation of the net assets, financial position

and results of operations in the consolidated finan-

cial statements in accordance with the relevant

financial reporting standards and in the Group

management report are detected with reasonable

assurance. Knowledge of  the business activities

and the economic and legal environment of the

Borussia Dortmund Borussia Dortmund

Dortmund, 21. August 2009

BDO WESTFALEN-REVISION GmbH

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

R. Schepers ppa. J. Königshoven
Auditor Auditor
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The referee blows the whistle. Game over. 
The end of an historic game. A fair draw.
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